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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

The Maldon Conservation Study was first published in 1978 when 1,000 copies were
printed. It has now been out of print for about five years. Many people moving to
Maldon since then have not seen the study. This has been a cause of some concern as the
publication was intended to inform property owners about the significance of Maldon as
well as of particular buildings.
The publication of an updated edition was considered but this is not economically
feasible at this stage. Accordingly, it has been decided to produce a limited run of the
original study with some modifications of format to ensure local availability.
The study as it now stands provides an interesting historic record of Maldon as it was in
1977. This was just before the establishment of the Maldon Restoration Fund and the
appointment of the Heritage Adviser.
The first section of the study addresses recommendations and implementation issues and
it is interesting to compare these with subsequent developments. It is heartening to find
that most have been addressed even if not fully undertaken at this stage, and that a new
Maldon Planning Scheme is on exhibition.
Since the study was first published, some changes in conservation philosophy and
community attitudes have also occurred. This has lead to more awareness of issues such
as the historic landscape and historic sites, which were addressed by the subsequent
Maldon Landscape Study Trees and Gardens of the Goldmining Era and by the work
undertaken by the Department of Conservation Forests and Lands on the Maldon
Historic Reserve. A more enlightened attitude about conservation objectives has
developed, providing more flexibility in some respects, as well as lessening the
emphasis on historic reconstruction.
The second section of the study, which details the historical documentation, has been of
most interest. The existing condition photographs of ten years ago highlight the high
proportion of significant properties that have now been subject to restoration work. This
section also indicates how little adverse change has occurred. It should, however, be
revised, especially with the discovery of many more early photographs.
The study now also serves as an important historic record of Maldon before the impact
of the Restoration Fund and Heritage Advisory Service and the dramatically changed
attitude towards historic buildings by property owners in Maldon.
The implementation of so many of the study's recommendations and the on-going use of
the historic data show that this study has served a very important role in implementing
conservation in Maldon.

Nigel Lewis
Maldon Heritage Adviser
November 1987
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l. INTRODUCTION

This report represents an important
stage in the protection of Maldon as an
intact nineteenth•century gold mining
town.
The first recognition of the historical
importance of the town was by the
National Trust following a survey by
the Melbourne University School of
Architecture in 1964. The Trust
designated Maldon as a 'Notable
Town' in February I 966. This
announcement greatly increased public
interest in the town and the number of
tourists visiting the town dramatically
increased. In addition, people from
Melbourne began buying homes as
weekenders, thereby increasing real
estate values in the town. This has
occurred at the expense of the cost of
living of the original residents, parti•
cularly non-home owners. The Trust
was concerned that unless planning
controls were introduced, the town
would soon lose the characteristics
that established Maldon as Australia's
first Notable Town. Many changes
were occurring in the mistaken belief
that these were improving the town as
a tourist attraction. In fact, they were
reducing the original historic character
of the town.
A draft was prepared in 1966 to
protect the historic character of
Maldon, and the Trust published a
submission entitled 'Proposals for the
Conservation of Maldon in 1969. This
report recommended that:
• extensions be made to the proposed
Planning Scheme ;
• the scheme be administered by the
Town and Country Planning Board
within the shire;
• the Trust should have representation on a committee to determine
building applications.
In January 1970 the Town and
Country Planning Board invoked an
Interim Development Order controlling the design and external appearance
of all non-government buildings.
Advice on most applications was
received from the Technical Advisory
Committee of the National Trust.
The Maldon Planning Scheme was
prepared in 1973 and gazetted in
October 1977. The Planning Scheme is
the first statutory attempt in Victoria
to achieve historic conservation of a
whole town.
Under the scheme. as approved, planning control of the less historically
sensitive areas of the town is controlled by the Shire, whil, the sensitive
central commercial area and access
routes remain under the control of
the Town and Country Planning
Board.

The Maldon Conservation Study was
commissioned by the Town and
Country Planning Board in April 1977
to facilitate the implementation of the
Planning Scheme. The study brief
outlined two major requirements.
Firstly, to provide the necessary
historical research for the restoration
and re-creation of the Historic Interest
Zone for the defined period 1860 to
1899. Secondly to establish priorities
and recommendations for an effective
conservation programme,
Since October 1977, the Ministry for
Planning has become involved with a
programme aimed at facilitating historic reconstruction in the town
through an architectural advisory
service and the provision of restoration
funds.

I.I MALOON CONSERVATION
STUDY
Statement of objectives and tasks
(i)
the expansion of historical data
of the town for the defined period of
1860 to 1900, including evidence of
the appearance of the town and its
buildings during that period;
(ii) recommending
methods
achieving effective conservation.

of

To achieve these objectives the consultants were required to undertake
the following tasks:
(a) historical research to enable the
accurate restoration of existing build~
ings and reconstruction of other
buildings that stood in the Historic
Interest Zone in the period 1860 to
1900. This evidence has been provided
through scaled reconstruction drawings, early photographs, paint scrapings (which indicate original paint
colours) and typology studies of
architectural elements such as veran~
dahs, signs and fences. A card index of
early photographs has been established
which, in conjunction with the historical data collected for each building,
will enable additional research to be
undertaken as more information becomes available.
(b) the establishment of an inventory of all buildings, works and sites
of historic importance, including those
already under demolition control,
indicating historical importance and
condition.
Two separate inventories have been
prepared: the first covers buildings;
this accurately identifies the buildings with street name, crown section,
allotment number and photograph,
construction date, available historical
data and historical significance and

condition: the second inventory covers
works and sites - indicating historical
importance, tourist significance, and
condition.
(c) the establishment of a list of
restoration and preservation priorities
based on the inventories cited above.
This priority listing has established the
importance of each building, work or
site to the historical character of the
town in conjunction with comments
on condition. A rating system has been
established for each category to enable
a rapid identification of buildings,
sites or works requiring the most
urgent attention. This involved giving a
numerical value for each building
based on location and historical and
architectural importance.

(ct)

conservation management. This
broad area covers an investigation into,
and recommendations for the provision of incentive or requirements
for property owners to preserve and/or
restore their buildings to the original
state as provided for in the Planning
Scheme and the most appropriate
body to administer the scheme.

2. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The consultants recommendations
have been grouped in the following
categories, in response to the concerns
of the brief.
(I) Building Priorities for Preservation and Restoration.
A rating system for the preservation

and restoration of all buildings under
demolition control in Maldon has been

devised (3.1-3.5). This system is
intended

to

provide

an

objective

assessment to assist in the determination of funding priorities, and establishes a summary of buildings at risk
or requiring restoration.
As a result of this rating scheme an
initial set of funding priorities is

ootlined. These include:
• 4 buildings for urgent preservation

(3.6.1).
• 7 buildings for preservation (3.6.2).
•

29

buildings

for

restoration

(3.6.3).

It is recommended that restoration
and/or preservation of public buildings
by the relevant authorities be encouraged. Public buildings requiring action
include:

• 2 buildings for preservation (3.7.2).
• 2

buildings

for

restoration

(3.7.3).
• 6

buildings

to

be

maintained

(3.7.4)
The attention of the Government
Buildings Advisory Council is drawn to
the above list which includes five State

government owned buildings. (3.7.5).
(2)

Recommended Works to Effect
Restoration of Maldon as an
Historic Town

A series of recommended works ( 4.1,
4.2) has been prepared to indicate
priorities for restoration that would
significantly enhance the town's
appearance in accordance with the aims

of the Planning Scheme. It is the
consultants' opinion that these works
would considerably increase the tourist appreciation of the town.

(3)

Recommended Amendments to
the Planning Scheme maps.

ft is recommended that the Maldon
Planning Scheme maps be altered and
gazetted in respect to the following
items. These are shown on the accom-

panying maps.
(a) Zoning
(i)
extension of the Historic Interest Zone to include the following areas:
• The Church Hill Precinct
(5 .2. l)
• The High Street South Precinct (5.2.2)
• The foregound of the principal vista of the town from

Anzac Hill (5.2.3)
extension of Residential A zon-

(ii)

ing (5.4).

(5)

Planning and Management of
Mines and Other Historical Sites

[tis recommended that:
• a management committee, similar
to those existing elsewhere in the state,

be established to control the development of mining sites in Maldon (7.5).
This committee would be responsible

to the Department of Crown Lands
and Survey.
• Funding for the development of
mine sites should be provided through
existing provisions outlined in Section

14 of the Crown Land Act 1958
(7.6).
•

Future mining works be permitted

(7 .7) but should be subject to planning
controls (7.8).
• All mining sites under demolition
cont ml be protected and preserved

Open Space in key areas (5.5.)

(7 .9) with restoration of significant
mine sites (7.10).

(iv)

relocation of the 1ndustrial Zone

•

(b)

(5.6).
Building Demolition Control

tion about mine sites (7.11) and
adequate tourist facilities (7.11.1) be
provided.

(iii)

•

increased allocations for Public

revision of the Demolition Control

List as outlined under Appendix 4.1
'Proposed Building Demolition Control List'. This proposed list recommends an additional 120 buildings for
Demolition Control (5.7) and an
additional 16 buildings added to the
Historic Buildings Register

(c)

Demolition

Control

of Mine

Sites and Works
• revision of Demolition Control List
to include 7 additional mine sites and

4 other sites (5.8).
(4)

Recommended Conservation
Programme

The principal recommendations for
conservation planning and manage•

ment for the town of Ma!don are as
follows:
• The appointment of a conservation
officer (6.2. I)
• The establishment of a revolving
restoration fund (6.2.2) with a controlling committee (6.2.3).
• The consideration of a compre•
hensive planning approach to the town

(6.3).
• The need for formal agreement and
co-operation between relevant govern•

ment instrumentalities (6.4).
• The adaptive re-use of buildings to
minimize

the construction of new

intrusive buildings in the town (6.5).
• Continued involvement of the local
community in the conservation of the

town. (6.6)
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Sign posting, description informa•

3. PRIORITIES FOR PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION

A numerical rating scheme for the
preservation 'and restoration of all

buildings under demolition control (or
proposed demolition control) has been
devised. It was considered impossible

to list buildings numerically (i.e. one
to one hundred) according to funding
requirements. Therefore the follow_ing
scheme was devised to give a numerical
rating for each building according to:

a) building location
_ _ _
b) architectural and/or lnstoncal 1m•
portance

and weighs the combined priority of
the above factors by the building's
existing condition and need for
reconstruction.
It was felt that this type of system
would reduce subjective selection of

buildings. The details of _this rating
system is included in Appendix l. On
the basis of this rating the buildings
were grouped by priority and con-

dition and thus the buildings could be
grouped according to funding priority.

This funding priority requires that
buildings in the higher priority groups
should receive precedence over other
buildings when applications are sub-

mitted for funding. In general
decisions should be based on such
priorities, however other considera-

tions should be made outside these
criteria. These include purchase, full
restoration and resale of buildings that
are characteristic but not in themselves of importance when they are at
risk and on the market, and other
items such as picket fences in specific
locations which could not be included
in the rating methodology. The
system of rating the building is explained below.

3.1 LOCATION PRIORITIES
It is the consultants' view that the
location of buildings, as well as individual importance of the buildings
should be considered. It was the virtll'
ally intact environment that initially
attracted attention to the town and
now remains the major aspect of the
town's character.
The scale of importance of building
location ranges from 0-3, which
ranges fr0m areas of least importance
(0) to areas of maximum environmental and historical significance (3).
The details are outlined below:
Sites rated 0
Areas of little environmental importance, and/or areas which are not
viewed from locations of historic or
environmental significance or main
access roads.

Sites rated I
Areas which are appurtenant and
visible from areas of greater environmental significance, and areas with
environmental significance in their
own right.
Sites rated 2
All areas zoned or recommended to be
zoned Residential A are considered to
be areas of environmental importance,
whether as access routes to the town
or as specific precincts.
Sites rated 3
All areas within the existing Historic
Interest Zone (H.I.Z.) or proposed
H.l.Z. and areas that form major
environmental precincts outside the
H.1.Z. These include High Street from
the H.I.Z. to Adair Street, and Adair
Street between Chapel and High. The
particular category is indicated with
the rating.

3.2 ARCHITECTURAL AND/OR
HISTORICAL PRIORITIES
These also range 0-3 as follows:
O Rating:
Buildings of little or no architectural
or historical merit in relationship to
Maldon as a nineteenth century
environment.
I Rating:
Buildings that are of architectural
merit without being of particular
significance in themselves - they may
also be completely intact.
Collectively, these buildings - miners'
cottages and larger houses - form the
principal basis for the town's overall
character.
2 Rating:
Buildings that have additional character or merit, whether intactness,
design, materials or historical associD
ation.
3 Rating:
Buildings of major importance to the
town, although they may not be of
significance on a stateDwide basis.
Buildings classified or recorded by the
National Trust are noted, as are those
listed on the Register of Historic
Buildings or recommended for that
Register. A separate list of these
follows the priority listing.

3

3.3 COMBINED PRIORITIES
To establish a funding priority for
buildings, these two factors - building
location and architectural/historical
merit - have been combined. 0-2
indicates a range for buildings where
these are protected under demolition
control only, and should not be
considered for financial assistance
unless they are for critical works
relating to the building's retention
and there are grounds of extreme
hardship.
3-4 indicates buildings of moderate
priority for which funds should not
normally be considered unless build•
ings are considered at risk.
5-6 indicates buildings of major
importance which should be regarded
as high priorities for restoration
funding depending on condition.

3.4 BUILDING CONDITION
This provides a superficial indication
of the external condition of each
building and no attempt has been
made to obtain information on inter•
nal condition, concealed structural
problems, or water penetration. A
detailed investigation of each building
would be required to provide full
evidence for funding priorities. The
ratings are as follows:
A Buildings at risk - further major
damage or further damage could
occur unless repairs are carried out
immediately.
B Buildings requiring maintenance or
restoration.
C Buildings which do not require any
significant work at this stage.

3.5 RECONSTRUCTION
R indicates that major or necessary
reconstruction work is required.
There is a greater emphasis on
minor reconstruction for higher
priority buildings, which take pre•
cedence over similar reconstruction
work on lower priority bui[dings.
Appendix 1 lists all buildings under
demolition control and notes archi•
tectural elements that are not original
and items that require reconstruction
and repair. In the Historic Interest
Zone paint scrapings were taken of

3.6 FUNDING PRIORITIES

most of the buildings and the findings
For
arc set out in Appendix 5,
buildings outside the Historic Interest
Zone paint scrapings should be taken
to determine their original colour
schemes when repainting is contemplated.
In the residential areas many fences
arc not original but arc compatible
with the general character of the area.
For example woven wire fences arc in
most cases compatible with nineteenth
century houses although they were
only produced from 1910. Where the
fence is compatible it is noted that
'fence is not original'. Where the fence
is not original and not compatible this

Funding

priority should take into
combined priority rating,
building condition and the effect
reconstruction work would create.
With limited funds, an attempt should
be made to achieve tangible results and
a rapid turnover of the available
money.
account

In addition, financial hardship and the
eligibility for other funding through
the Historic Buildings Act should be
taken into account. (Refer to the
section on conservation management
for detailed proposals for the operation of revolving funds.)

The following groups of buildings
constitute an initial set of funding
priorities and represent those buildings which require:
URGENT PRES ERV ATl ON immediate funds to prevent loss to the town
due to further deterioration of building.
PRESERVATION
Other significant
buildings at risk or requiring reconstruction.
RESTORATION
Buildings
where reconstruction work would- have
a tangible effect on the lown's appearance.

is noted as 'not compatible',
These comments arc based solely on
the street facade and thus many other
alterations have not been noted.
Section

Crown
Allotment

Name

Street

Combined
Priority Rating

Royal 11otel and Theatre
Dr. 1lardy's House
Edward's Crushing Plant
Denominational School

High Street
liigh Street
Francis Street
Church Street

6 AR
6AR
6AR
6A R

Motor Garage and House
Dickman's Cottage
D'Orsa's House
Due r's Cottage
Lodge & Rotunda
Old Fire Station
Government Crushing Battery

Long Gully Road
Castlemaine Road
Sandy Creek Road
Sandy Creek Road
Fountain Street
Cnr Adair & Evans Streets

SAR
SAR
5 AR
SAR
SAR
SAR
SAR

Former Dabb's Store (timber)
Marsler's House
House
McFarlane's Drapery
Former Upton's Butcher Shop
Former Calder's Ironmongery
Calder's llouse
McMillan & Padley's Ironmongery
Former Bank of NSW
Langsiow's Building
Grand 1-lotel and Shops
Goldsmith's Building
F ormcr Albion Hotel
Maldon Hotel
Maldon Post Office
Robinson's House
Welsh Congregational Church
Rule's House
House
Vivian's House
Lisle's Cottage
Tresidder's Cottage
Scotch Pie House
Brook's Store
Former Maldon Brewery and
Residence
Hospital
House
House
Stone Buildings
Court House

High Street
Sandy Creek Road
John's Road
Main Street
Main Street
Main Street
Migh Street
Main Street
High Street
High Street
liigh Street
Main Street
Main Street
Main Street
High Street
High Street
Church Street
Cnr High & Adair Streets
Adair Street
High Street
High Street
High Street
Cnr. Templeton & Reef Streets
Templeton Street
Franklin Street

4AR
4AR
3AR
6BR
6BR
6BR
6 BR
6 BR
6C R
6CR
6CR
6C R
6C R
6C R
6C R
6CR
6C R
6CR
6C R
6BR
6CR
6C R
6C R
6C R
6BR

Cnr. Adair and Chapel Streets
off Parkins Reef Road
Hornsby Street
Nuggelly Road

6C R
4A
3A
3A
SA

3.6. l Urgent Preservation

A
9
10
11

11
2/3

I
Church Reserve

3.6.2 Preservation

88

I

G(Parish) 15
G(Parish) 80
G(Parish) I 05
Cemetary Reserve
Public Gardens Reserve
Crown Land

3.6.3 Restoration
A
G(Pa rish)
2B

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

32
34
32
13
17
27
28
33
6
9
12

A

15

A
A

16
19

B

I

B
2
4

6
4
I

9
10
10
10

14/16
17/18
21

12
12

I
8

I

Al(Parish) 13
Hospital Reserve
1B
19
16A
6
IO(Parish) 26
C

4

3.7 PUBLIC BUILDINGS
The attention of the relevent authorities should be directed to the state of their buildings in Maldon. The significance of each
building and need for preservation or restoration should be noted and action in this direction encouraged, The following sum-

marises those public buildings requiring action.
Section

Crown
Allotment

Name

Street

Edward's Crushing Plant
Court House

Francis Street

Combined
Priority Rating

3.7.1 Urgent Preservation

10

1

Section C

hAP

5A

3.7.2 Preservation
Public Gardens Reserve
Crown Land

Old Fire Station
Government Crushing Battery

Cnr. Adair & Evans Street

SAR
5AR

Post Office
Hospital

High Street
Cnr Adair & Chapel Streets

6Ck
6CR

Francis Street

3.7.3 Reconstruction

B
Hospital Reserve
3.7.4 Buildings to be Maintained
Public Gardens Reserve
Public Gardens Reserve

10

1

Railway Reserve
State School Reserve
C
The Butts

Market Hall (Maldon Museum)
Croquet Club Rooms
Ternperence Hall
Station Buildings & Works
School Buildings
Police Buildings
Picnic Shelter

Francis Street

6B
4llR
6B
4B

6C
SC

Mt. Tarrengower Road

3.7.S The State Government Buildings Advisory Council
This body should be approached to consider restoration and maintenance of the following buildings:
Crown Land
Government Crushing Battery
Cnr. Adair & Evans Street
Railway
Railway buildings and works
Hornsby Street

SAR

Reserve
C
State School

Court House

SA

School

6C

Police Buildings.

SC

Reserve
C
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4.

RECOMMENDED WORKS TO

In the consultants' opinion, an effective works programme to restore the
town's nineteenth century atmosphere
should incorporate the following
recommendations. These works would
result in noticeable improvements to
the town's appearance without undertaking a comprehensive reconstruction

programme.
4.1 RECONSTRUCTION WORK
The most prominent site in the town is
the intersection of High and Main

Streets A(33 & 34 ). The present
building (the Ampol garage) is of no
architectural value and is totally
incompatible with the town's charac~
ter. The view has been expressed by
many people connected with the town
that the reconstruction of the Bank of
Victoria Building would be a major
improvement to the town's appearance

and an important example of the
town's new direction towards prcser•
vation and restoration. It has been
proposed that if this building was
reconstructed it would be an ideal
central position for a tourist centre for
the town. The present service station
occupies the site of both the former
Bank of Victoria building and the
former Treadwell's and Stone's smithy
and thus reconstruction should encom•
pass the rebuilding both buildings.

The reconstruction of the Bank of
Victoria would provide a prime focus
to the existing commercial area and
would have great visual impact upon
entering the town. The intersection
was known as Bank Corner and was
the major meeting place in the town.
Due to this many photographs exist of
the building and therefore full and
detailed reconstruction drawings could
be readily prepared, using these as
evidence.
The following additional reconstructions in the Historic Interest Zone, if
undertaken, would greatly enhance the
town's appearance:
A(4)* Argyle House •· reconstruction
of shop fr0pt on left and restoration
of verandah.
A(4) Hornsby's Building - reconstruction of shop fronts and verandah.
A(7) Former Warnock's Beehive Store
~ reconstruction of shop fronts and
verandah.
A(l l) Royal Hotel and Theatre reconstruction of verandah over
theatre and reconstruction of the
details of the theatre entrance.

EFFECT RESTORATION OF

A(l 2) Grand Hotel and shops reconstruction of shop fronts and
removal of plastic advertising sign on
hotel.
A(l 5) Goldsmiths Building -· reconstruction of ornate timber parapet.
A(! 9) Maldon Hotel - removal of
plastic advertising sign and removal of
partitions that close in the upper
verandah.
A(27) Calder's Ironmongery - reconstruction of verandah.
A(27/29) Tarrangower Times Office reconstruction of verandah.
A(30) Wades Building - restoration of
shop fronts.
A(31) Chisholm's" Butcher Shop reconstruction of verandah to match
scale of earlier building's verandah.
A(33) McMillan and Padley's Ironmongers - remove advertising facsia
on verandah.
A(33) Former Dabbs Store, High
Street -- repair timber buildings,
A(30) Wade"s House, High Street removal of existing fence and replacement with a picket fence.
A(28) Calder's House, High Street reconstruction of picket fence on High
Street to match existing on Francis
Street.
B( I) Post Office - removal of aluminium and glass telephone box on
street. Reconstruction of timber verandah posts and picket fence.
The two most intrusive buildings in
the streetscape of Maldon, beside the
Ampol Service Station on A(33 &
34) are the Country Fire Authority
Building, High Street A(2) and the
Maldon Take Away, Main Street
A(l4). The ultimate removal of these
unsympathetic buildings and replacement with reconstructions of the
earlier buildings that occupied these
sites would greatly enhance the ·
town's appearance. While this may
not be practical in the short term,
steps should be instigated to achieve
this result in the future.
As a short term measure it is suggested
that the removal of these buildings
should be considered> as vacant land
would be preferable to their continued
presence.

*Reference numbers fefer to Section
and Crown Allotment.
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MALOON

4.1.l

AS

AN HISTORIC TOWN

Paint Colours

Research has indicated that very few
buildings within the Historic Interest
Zone have maintained their original
paint work or have been repainted
their original colours.
While wholesale repainting of the
town would be impractical and unde•
sirable, encouragement and if neces•
sary assistance with repainting or
restoration of original finishes should
be provided. (Refer Technical Appen•
dices for details of original colours.
Painted brickwork should either be
stripped chemically if possible or
repainted to match the original brick•
work colour. but not sand blasted. )
This execution of original finishes is
just as important as the reconstruction
items outlined as it involves restoring
the existing historic built fabric of
the town to its original appearance.
4.1.2

Signs

It is recommended that signs erected
painted prior to the planning
controls being imposed that are substantially out of character should be
progressively replaced. This could
involve redesign and supply of alternative signs by government. If this was
undertaken on a large scale basis
there could be substantial cost savings
over individual jobs; such government
action would provide a strong incentive to remove inappropriate signs
whilst ensuring rigid design specifi•
cations were being adhered to.
or

4.1.3

Screen Planting

In the period prior to the establish•
ment of planning controls, and to
some extent since, certain buildings
have been erected or are being erected
which require some softening by
tree planting. The following represent
the most conspicuous cases.
1(1) House, High Street prominent
when travelling North.
6(3) Proposed Masonic Hall, corner
High and Parker Streets - this
building will be prominent from
High Street in both directions.
12(5) House, corner Reef and Edwards
Streets - prominent when enter•
ing the town from Bendigo.

4.2 PUBLIC WORKS

Following is a list of projects primarily concerning the Shire ofMaldon,
the State Electricity Commission,
Road Safety and Traffic Authority
and the Country Roads Boards.

4.2.!
Streets
Locate and replace slate flagstone
paving of streets in the Historic
Interest Zone. This could be undertaken in stages vyith priorities given to
areas with remnants of existing sec•
tions of slate paving or to the precincts
of important buildings.
4.2.2

Road Surfaces

Future roadworks should be constructed using a light coloured topping
(e.g. crushed quartz) as this would be
in keeping with the town's original
character of gravelled streets. The
light coloured topping would also
blend with the existing gravel edges
(e.g. High Street). The atmosphere of
Maldon is enhanced by the few
remaining gravel roads and these
should not be reformed and sealed.
4.2.3

Drains and Kerbs

The existing local stone drains and
kerbs are a major contribution to the
character of Maldon and echo the use
of local stone in buildings. These
should be maintained, and where
necessary or appropriate, restored to
original condition.
4.2.4

Street Lighting and Overhead

Lines
The overhead lines should be placed
underground in the Historic Interest
Zone. Where street lighting is required
more care must be taken with design
and placement of light standards,
which at present penetrate through
verandahs and detract from the town's
appearance. A complete redesign of
the lighting of the Historic Interest
Zone should be undertaken and this
proposal, together with the proposed
undergrounding of electricity lines
should be brought to the attention of
the State Electricity Commission.
Photographs show the position of gas
lamps outside various buildings in the
town; their replacement with authentic lamps should be investigated.
4.2.5

Street Planting
generally

and

trees

Early photographs indicate a more
extensive planting of trees in the
Historic Interest Zone. Trees, of the
species shown in these photographs
should be replaced in their original
location. Where new street trees are
planted they should be protected by
timber picket guard fences.
The impact of intrusive modern
buildings could be lessened by appropriate street planting to screen these
buildings.

Early photographs of the Public Gardens show that it was enclosed by a
hedge and fence and was more heavily
planted than it is now. The amenity
of this area would be enhanced if the
hedge and fence were reinstated and a
planting programme undertaken. This
would also aid io diminishing the
visual impact of the modern Shire
Offices.
The character of Maldon is in part
the trees and scrub on road reserves
and crownland. This should be maintained and where clearance or thinning
be required for fire protection, an
impact study should be undertaken
so as to minimise the extent of this
work.
4.2.6

Public Conveniences

The present facilities are located in
Francis Street, outside the Temper•
ence Hall [ l 0( 1)] and are totally
incompatible with the area. A more
central, but less obtrusive location is
required for. these facilities. Although
presently in private ownership, the
rear of A(27), near the corner of
Francis and Dolphin Streets, would be
a less intrusive location.
4.2. 7
Street Furniture
Additional seating could be provided
in the same manner as those outside
the Royal Hotel or McArthurs Bakery,
both examples requiring repair.
Permits should be required for display
of goods on the street in front of
shops, to prevent an over commercialised appearance in the town. All
street planting and displays must be
under the control of the Shire Council: including the pots, tubs, logs, etc.
that are mushrooming in the Historic
Interest Zone.
The design of all new street furniture,
such as letter boxes, telephone boxes
should be carefully considered so as to
retain the character of Maldon. An
interesting example of the placement
of a letter box that could be used in
other situations is on the corner of
Templeton and Adair Streets.
Consideration should also be given to
the reconstruction of hitching posts,
where evidence exists of their location.
4.2.8
Traffic and .Directional Signs
A comprehensive system of signs for
tourist and traffic purposes should be
designed to be compatible with the
town's character. At present there
are, in some areas, insufficient signs
for the guidance of tourists which
diminishes their appreciation of the
town and its history. Such a sign
system should only provide basic
information and should be produced
in conjunction with a detailed tourist
guide.
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4.2.9

Traffic Control

One of the main detractions of the
appreciation of Maldon as an historic
· town is the volume and speed of
through traffic and the number of
parked cars occurring on weekends
and holidays. As an interim measure,
for these periods, it is recommended
that Main Street be closed between
High and Templeton Streets, by
traffic barriers with vehicle access for
traders only, This would create a
pedestrian mall and eliminate the
dangerous corner of High and Main
Streets on days of high traffic volume.
It would allow safer pedestrian use of
the whole Historic Interest Zone and
greater appreciation of the area's
buildings.
If the Bank of Victoria building is
reconstructed on the corner of High
and Main Streets, the southern end of
Main Street will have to be closed
permanently due to the reduced
visibility which will occur at the existing dangerous intersection.

In addition the traffic speed in the
central area of the town should be
reduced to 40 kph.
Consideration should be given to up
grading the by-pass roads, especially to
Bendigo, and thus reduce the through
traffic in the town. The problem of
through traffic to the north-west of
the state should be investigated, as the
volume of traffic passing through
Maldon should not be increased, which
may occur with up grading of the highway from Melbourne to Mildura. It is
the consultants' opinion that an
increase in through traffic would
detract from, rather than increase the
town's commercial activity.
4.2. IO

Other Public Works

Some other public works which should
be undertaken include:
Restoration of Cemetary graves,
paths, etc.
Reconstruction and restoration of
Rotunda and Lodge at the Cemetary Reserve.
Protection and Maintenance of
grave in Chapel Street.
Reopening of well in Spring Street,
fenced and sign posted.
Maintenance of memorial cairn in
Long Gully Road.

5. AMENDMENTS

TO

THE

During the course of the Conservation
Study it became apparent that the
Planning Scheme had certain deficiencies. These are specifically related
to areas and buildings as defined in the
Planning Scheme Maps.
Accordingly, a series of recommended
amendments have been prepared.

These relate to:
l) Changes in zoning boundaries.
2) Changes to the Demolition Control

Map.
Although strictly outside the terms of
the brief, it was the consultants' view
that these recommendations should be
made to ensure the retention of the
historic environment.
The recommendations arose from the
consultants' field work and have been
made where it was felt that there was
inadequate control over certain scnsi•
tive or historic areas and buildings.
All recommended changes to the
Planning Scheme Maps arc shown on
Map I and 2 "Proposed Amendments
to Maid on Planning Scheme".
Recommended change to Demolition
Control is also listed under Appendix
4 'Proposed Demolition Control list'.

5.1 PLANNING SCHEME ZONING
The zoning as shown by the Planning
Scheme appears to be well considered.
However, H is the consultants' opinion
that in some instances increased protection is required to safeguard the
environment of certain areas. Increased protection could be afforded
by the following zoning changes:

(I) the extension of the Historic
Interest Zone to include areas which
are considered to be of major historical and environmental importance.
(2) the extension of the Residential
A Zone to include certain areas at
present zoned Residential B. This
reassessment has resulted from the
examination of precincts within residential areas of the town that arc not
on tourist access routes, but are of
historical and architectural importance.
It appears that the present Residential
A zoning has been confined to tourist
access routes, and it is the consultants'
view that all sensitive areas should be
considered. In certain areas of the
town it is considered that greater
flexibility be exercised in less sensitive
areas as in the defined Residential B
zoning.

MAlDON PlANNiNG SCHEME

5.2 RECOMMENDED EXTENSIONS

OF

THE

HISTORIC

INTEREST

ZONE

It is recommended that the Historic
Interest Zone be extended in the
following areas as shown on Map L.
5.2.1
The Church Hill Precinct:
(centred on Church, Camp and Templeton Sts).
This forms an important environmental area containing the following
key buildings; the Denominational
Sch.on! and the former Church of England Parsonage (I l (Church of England Reserve)) · House, Templeton
Street ( 11(9)) and the Welsh Congregational Church (2(4)). This precinct
is in an elevated position, visible
from most of the town and is covered
with mature trees. It has retained the
atmosphere of a nineteenth century
gold mining town as strongly as the
shopping area of the town.
The main clements, other than the
buildings outlined, that contribute to
the precinct and should be preserved,
arc as follows:
( i)

Vegetation and landscaping
of the free hold allotments,
Particularly the former Church of
England Reserve with native trees and
ground cover and exposed day areas.
The terraced garden of 11 (9) in
Templeton Street, by comparisoti, has
been intensely cultivated over a very
long period of time and has a completely different form, but complementary character to the Church of
England Reserve. In addition, there are
other gardens and open spaces that
have remained relatively unaltered for
a long period.
(ii)
Road Reserves
The steeply rising hill of Camp Street
from Templeton to Church Street is
one of the strongest features of the
precinct: The unmade road and footpaths contrast with stone stormwater
channels and should not be altered in
any way. Similarly, the arid scrub on
the road reserves of both Camp and
Church Streets contribute to the
essential character of the precinct and
should be preserved in its present
condition.
The stone stormwater channels of
Templeton Street are particularly well
constructed and should be maintained
in their present state. (Refer to Section 4 on Public Works Road Reserves ).
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(iii)

Existing open space
The character of this area is dependent
on the quality of the buildings and the
open spaces that surround it. It is
recommended that existing open
spaces within the defined area should
be maintained. These spaces arc
environmentally sensitive. and virtually
any new development would be
inappropriate. The impact of existing
inappropriate buildings could be softened with appropriate tree planting
programmes. The kindergarten on the
corner of Camp and Templeton
Streets is a good exam pie of how the
impact of a new building can be
reduced. This is particularly successful
as this building is of a small scale and
situated on a low lying site.

5.2.2

High Street South Precinct:

This precinct includes all freehold
land in High Street South, and the
freehold land which forms the junction of Long Gully, Parkins Reef Road
and Union Street.
These areas are important because
they form an integral part of the
approach to the town centre and are
surrounded by public open space on
both sides. The buildings that remain,
are key elements in the townscape.
The freehold open spaces surrounding
the buildings are of importance to the
precinct and should not be built upon.
Exceptions should be made only for
properly researched and documented
reconstruction of buildings now
demolished.
5.2.3

The foreground of the principal vista of the town, from
Anzae Hill.

The various views and vistas from
different areas of the town form a
principal element of the town's
character. The organic development of
subdivisions related to the undulating
terrain provides a series of pleasant
and often unexpected vistas.
However, the best appreciation of the
town's layout can be obtained from
Anzac Hill. From this location it is
possible to identify most of the
buildings of the Historic Interest Zone
and adjacent areas.
Thus, the retention of the character
of the foreground of this view is of
particular importance and has been
included in recommended extensions
to the Historic Interest Zone.
The Methodist Church is included in
this proposed extension to the Historic
Interest Zone.

5.3 RESTORATION AND RECONSTRUCTION
OF
ADDITIONAL
TO
THE
HISTORIC
AREAS
INTEREST ZONE
As these additional areas have different characteristics from the commercial centre of the town, it is less
important to reconstruct buildings

that have been subsequently demo·
lished. Priority should be given to
reconstruction

and

restoration

of

existing buildings. Where accurate
historical data survives, reconstruction
of now demolished buildings should
be permitted.
Due to the spread out nature of this
area, reconstruction drawings have not
been undertaken. It is recommended
that any reconstruction project under-

taken be individually considered on
the evidence available.
5.4 RECOMMENDED EXTENSION
OF RESIDENTIAL A ZONING
It is recommended that the Residential
A Zone be extended as shown on the
accompanying map.
The area behind Parkins Reef Road
and Long Gully Road including both
sides of Gray Street is a particularly
unspoiled and self contained precinct.
The unusual subdivision patterns with
a large 'common' combined with a
pond, complete with water lilies,
provide additional elements to com*

plement the building stock.
Other extensions to Residential A
have been recommended because of

the importance of the building stock
and also to act as a 'buffer' to areas
recommended for addition to the
Historic Interest Zone.

5.5 INCREASED ALLOCATION OF
PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
Additional areas for public open space
are proposed to maintain the existing
atmosphere of the town and to pre*

elude the construction of new buildings in sensitive areas.

Within the township boundaries. allotments in Section 14 (High Street near
Oswald s Cottage) and Section IC
(Parkins Reef Road) have been pro•
posed as additional open space to
0

preserve their present landscape value
in these sensitive visual areas.

Outside the town boundaries larger
areas have been included as public
open space to preserve their present
landscape value. These areas are the

Nuggetty Ranges north of the town,
the North British Mine Site, in Parkins
Reef Road and the area to the north
on the side of Mount Tarrengower. At
present these do not appear to be

covered by any planning controls.
The North British site, especially,

5.6 RELOCATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL ZONE

This Planning Scheme map is also

The present Industrial Zone, situated

been placed under Demolition Control,
viz. Main Street - A(8) heemasons
Hall, A(l4) Miss Hockey's shop,
A(I8) Tobin's Buildings, A(31) Chis•
helm's Butcher Shop, A(33) McMillan
and Padley's Ironmongery. High Street
- A(30) Wade's House, A(32) Timber
buildings. These buildings are compatible in scale and form with the

north of the railway station, is poorly

located especially if the proposal to
re*open the railway line as a tourist
attraction comes to fruition. The area
is also one of great landscape interest

with its large tailings and mullock
heaps from the Government Crushing
Battery and Alliance Mine. It is
therefore proposed that this area be
zoned a Landscape Interest Zone.
The area proposed for the Industrial
Zone is not on a major tourist route

and is not visually prominent from the
town area. Some industrial buildings
are already situated in the area. The
area has ready access to the Bendigo

Road without passing through the
township and therefore industry in
this· area would not increase the town's

traffic problems and at the same time
would be accessible to the by-pass
road proposed by the Shire of Maldon.
5.7 BUILDING DEMOLITION CONTROL
After fully surveying all nineteenth
century buildings in the town and

inadequate in that several buildings in
the Historic Interest Zone have not

character of the town and as such

should be under Demolition Control,
although some were constructed later
than 1900.
It is therefore proposed that Maldon
Planning Scheme Sheet 5 be replaced
by the revised Demolition Control
map as presented in this report. This
would place controls on all sites
marked, including vacant sites as even
these contain elements, such as fences

which contribute to the character of
the town. The only building deleted
from the Town and Country Plan,ning
Board Demolition Control list is
10(1 I) Morris Street which has been
recently demolished.
5.8 DEMOLITION

CONTROL OF

considering which buildings helped to

SITES AND WORKS

constitute the character of Maldon,

In addition to Demolition Control of
buildings in Maldon, Demolition Con-

the initial Demolition Control list (as
designated bv the Maldon Planning
Scheme) has been recommended to
be increased. This increase is based on
the consultants' view that many

buildings that are off the defined
main roads and outside the Historic
Interest Zone are as important as those
already under demolition control.

The demolition of these additional
buildings would substantially reduce
the character and amenity of Maldon.
A similar criterion for placement under

Demolition Control was used by the
consultants as established for the
original listing; the additional build•
ings appear to have been simply over-

looked by the original survey. Therefore the original listing of approximately I 90 buildings has been increased to 310 buildings. These are
listed in Appendix 4.1.
It is felt that the present Demolition
Control map of the Historic Interest
Zone (Town and Country Planning
Board, Maldon Planning Scheme,
Sheet 5) is misleading and inadequate.
It places only the street facades of the
buildings under Demolition Control,
when elsewhere in Malden, Demolition Control covers the entire building

and/or site.
The emphasis on facades could be
interpreted as placing less importance

on the rear of these buildings and outbuildings. This could endanger such
important

environments

as

Tobin

requires control for its major mining

Street. Therefore it is proposed that

relics, including the mullock heaps
and dam.

lition Control so that all parts of the

entire sites be placed under Demobuildings can be retained.
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trol of mine sites and other sites is
considered essential to preserve the

historic fabric

of the

town. The

original listing of three mine sites
has been increased to ten, and one
other mine site has been increased to

five. Thus a total of 15 mine and other
sites are recommended for Demolition

Control. These are listed in Appendix

4.2.

6. CONSERVATION PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

6.1 PLANNING BACKGROUND
Following the declaration of Maldon
as a Notable Town by the National
Trust of Australia (Victoria) the
immediate introduction of planning
controls became necessary. This action
by the Trust, appears to have precipitated a spate of improvements which
in some cases detracted from the
town's historic character. In addition
the general pressure of growth in the
re~ion has compounded the problems
of undertaking historic conservation.
The granting of planning controls to
the Town and Country Planning Board
was initially welcomed by the residents until the realities of living with
the~e controls became apparent. Plan•
ning applications were required not
only for new buildings and alterations
but for what most people regarded as
maintenance work, such as painting
and roofing repairs.
The Planning Scheme comprises a
series of controls according to the
particular zoning. The degree of
control is intended to reflect the
historical importance of the particular
area or important locations on tourist
routes.
Because of the National Trust's
involvement with, and support' for the
introduction of planning measures, the
Trust was consulted in decision relating to planning applications. This
function has been performed by the
Trust's Technical Advisory Committee
(T.A.C.). This involvement has been at
the Town and Country Planning
Board's discretion and has usually
been when there was need, in the
Board's opinion, for historical and
technical
expertise, outside the
Board's capacity.
Unfortunately, this situation has been
seen by some Maldon residents as
being high handed interference by out•
siders and this has caused some resentment particularly related to the Trust's
objectives of historic conservation.
The system, while having given valuable assistance to the Board, has been
considered by many to be deficient in
the following aspects:!. Delays in dealing with planning

applications
The existing procedure of the application being forwarded through the
Shire to the Town and Country
Planning Board, where they are processed before being sent to the Tech- ·
~ical Advisory Committee, has proven,
m many cases, to be extremely lengthy.
This has created further resentment.

The delays have often been the result
of the inability of the structure
established to make rapid decisions or
to facilitate direct negotiations between all parties._ Delays have often
jeopardised the co-operation that is
required from property owners to
achieve effective conservation.
2. Use of voluntary resources of the
Technical Advisory Committee for
permit processing.
This procedure entails the use of
scarce resources of skilled v0luntary
time being absorbed in fairly repetitive
procedures. Such resources w0uld
appear to be better occupied in formulating policies and guidelines for the
whole state and not just the few
planning schemes on which the T.A.C.
at present deliberates. It would appear
to be appropriate for the Government
to fund advisors when required in the
determination of planning decisions
and give the National Trust the option
to become involved when it felt that
this advice was inadequate or they had
some particular interest in the applicat10n.

6.2 PROPOSED

CONSERVATION
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME
During the preparation of this report
a preliminary report was prepared
by the consultants in July 1977
outlining a proposed conservation
planning programme for Maldon (see
Appendix 5). This report strongly
recommended that a Conservation
Officer position, such as exists in
certain designated Conservation Areas
in the United Kingdom, be established to assist in the administration
of conservation piogrammes in Mal doll.

The report also discussed conservation
funding and recommended the estab·
lishment of a State revolving fund. A
revolving fund is a fund which is
administered in such a way as to be
profitable and establish a permanent
source of finance for conservation.
Various alternative funding programmes are available using a state
revolving fund:
• the provision of market interest
rate loans for conservation projects.
• the provision of low interest or
deferred interest Joans to property
owners who cannot afford market
interest finance.
• the provision of direct grants.
• government acquisition and/or re#
storation.
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These are outlined in Appendix 5,
section 4.
In October 1977, with the official
launching of the Maldon Planning
Scheme, the government announced
new measures to assist the aims of
the Planning Scheme. These measures
included:

6.2.1

The setting up of the Maldon
Architectural Advisory
Service.

A part time architectural advisor was
appointed commencing in early November. This position has been created
for a period of eight months and
is regarded as a pilot project. The
app_ointment is to provide general
advice on design, availability and use
of materials, production of sketch
plans and the preparation of application for planning permits. It is
proposed_ that after the initial appointment penod has expired, the advisor's
role be reassessed to determine the
~eed for a permanent position, poss*
1bly on a reg10nal basis.

6.2.2
Funds for restoration.
The Victorian Government has made
finance ~vailable for the setting up of
a revolvmg fund for restoration of
historic buildings in Maldon. The
consultants' recommendations for
such funding administration is outlined in Appendix 5, Section 4.
6.2.3
Controlling Committee
The Architectural Advisory Service
and the revolving fund is to be controlled by a seven member committee
made up of:A member nominated by the Maldon
Shire Council.
The Maldon Shire Engineer.
A member nominated by the Maldon
Historical Promotion League.
A representative from the Ministry for
Planning.
A representative from the Town and
Country Planning Board.
A representative from the National
Trust Technical Advisory Committee.
A representative from the Historic
Buildings Preservation Council.
This. committee is to meet when
requlfed to examine applications for
financ~al assistance and to control the
operatJon of the Architectural Ad·
visory Service.
The_ Architectural Advisory Service, in
conJunctmn with the revolving fund
represents a new approach in Australia
to the problems of achieving effective
conservatmn.

6.3 ADDITIONAL PLANNING
MEASURES
Strategic Planning
As stated earlier the Maldon Planning
Scheme is based on zoning with
degrees of environmental controls
according to the particular importance of each zone. It is not concerned
with any strategic planning approach
that considers such factors as:(1) employment
(2) socio-economic factors, such as
the effect on the original residents,
particularly their children, of the
steeply increased land values, weekend
houses and gentrification.
(3) the increased demand for housing.
(4) changes in the population.
(5) locational decisions for new
developments such as elderly persons'
housing and tourist accommodation.
(6) traffic control.
Feasibility studies of proposals to
create employment are required. These
could include the provision of accommodation for the tourist trade and the
development of appropriate industry.
There appears to be a need. for consideration to be given for a comprehensive planning approach to consider all the environmental and social
consequences of all such alternative
strategies for Maldon, especially in its
context as a viable historic town.
The Shire's recent application for
membership of the Loddon--Campaspe
Regional Planning Authority should
greatly assist in developing a coordinated regional approach to planning and should provide particular
assistance in the areas of tourism,
employment and conservation.

6.4 INTERDEPARTMENTAL
CO-OPERATION
Statutory planning control over freehold land in Maldon is exercised by
both the Town and Country Planning Board and the Shire of Maldon.
In addition the Shire controls road
reserves except for major connecting
roads which are the responsibility of
the Country Roads Board.
However there is no statutory control
over other relevant government instrumentalities functioning in Maldon. In
several cases an informal agreement

for co-operation exists (notably the
Department of Crown Lands and Survey, the Mine Department and the Housing Commission, Victoria). However,
there are other government departments whose co-operation is required

if the quality of the environment is
to be maintained or enhanced in

These are the Country Roads Board,
the State Electricity Commission, the
Forests Commission, Victoria, State

Rivers and Water Supply Commission,
Australian Post, Telecom Australia,
the Education Department, the
Attorney-General's Department, the
Railways Department and the Country
Fire Authority.
The most important of the departments, in terms of impact on the
Malden environment are the Country

Roads board, the Crown Lands &
Survey Department, Mines Department, and the State Electricity Commission and the State Rivers and
Water Supply.
6.4.l Country Roads Board
The CRB should co-ordinate its highway planning programme and road

construction design with all planning
and conservation authorities, as well as
taking into accolint the landscape and
environmental impact of all proposed
road construction in sensitive areas.

Proposals to up grade the route
between Melbourne and Mildura
through Castlemaine and Maldon
appear to pose a grave threat to the

tourist potential of the Central Goldfields Area, in particular to Chewton

and Maldon.
Already traffic through Maldon
detracts significantly from the unhurried character of the town and the
speed of traffic poses a constant

6.4.4 The State Electricity Commission
The Commission has a major role to
play in enhancing the character of all
historic towns. In Maldon it is recommended that the SEC take the initiative in undertaking the following
works:
1. Undergrounding
of electricity
supply cables within the Historic
Interest Zone as well as the develop•
ment of a sympathetic system of
street lighting in this area.
2. Relocation of power lines where
practical in open space areas to avoid
the constant and drastic pruning
required to reduce the potential
fire hazard in hot windy weather.
This relocation is essential to main•
tain the character of the mature trees
on road reserves, particularly along the
main access roads to the town.
6.4.5 The Ministry for Conservation.
The Ministry could play a major role
in the town if more stringent protection was considered necessary for
sites and forest areas.

6.4.6 The Department of State Development (Tourism Division)
There is a need for the Department to
assess tourist potential and encourage

the development of appropriate facilities.

6.4,7 The Housing Commission

threat to pedestrians, particularly the
elderly. Thus it is the consultant's view
that all plans by the CRB should be

The Housing Commission is involved

scrutinised carefully and if an increase
in road traffic is being contemplated

with respect to applications of housing
standards. This has caused many con-

a bypass road for the town should
be regarded as essential. Recommendations to control existing levels of

flicts with the Planning Scheme in the
past. Controls in this respect should be
through the discretion of the Shire

traffic are outlined in Section 4.

Engineer who also administers the

Recommended

Health Act.
The second is the Commission's role
in the provision of Welfare Housing.

Requirements

to

Effect Restoration of Maldon as an
Historic Town.

6.4.2 Crown Lands & Survey Department
This department controls all Crown
Land and Public Open Space, which
forms a large proportion of the Planning Scheme Area. Recommendations

regarding the Department of Crown
Lands and Survey are covered in
Section 7, "Mining and other Sites:

Planning and Management Proposals."
These cover protection, maintenance,

interpretative development and tourist
faciHties for these sites.
6.4.3 The Mines Department
Recommendations for restrictions on
new mining development are also
covered in Section 7 referred to above.

Maldon.

II

in Maldon in two ways. The first is

The Commission could use its powers

to rehabilitate existing housing stock
for rental housing to complement the
aims and objectives of the Planning
Scheme.
The Commission's role in building
elderly persons' units should be seen
in context with similar local initiatives and take into account access by

elderly persons to the shopping area.

6.4.8 Government Departments with

Buildings in Maldon
These departments should be formally
approached with a view to undertaking
the work recommended in this report.
The Australian Post and Telecom
Australia - Maldon Post Office
The Country Fire Authority -· modern
building in Historic Interest Zone
which should be relocated.
The Education Department - State
School.
The Attorney-General's Department -Court House and Police Station.
The Railways Department - Maldon
Station, railway line, associated structures and works: The proposals by the
Maldon and Castlemaine Railway
Preservation Society to reopen the line
for tourists should be given very
serious consideration. This would pro•
vide another source of tourism for the
town as well as providing an appropriate setting for an historic train line.
Such a project would provide great
promotional value for historical tours

on the historic Melbourne to Echuca
line with its major engineering works
and architecturally and historically
important station buildings.
Detailed recommendation for the

above buildings are located in 'Priorities for Preservation and Restoration'.
The Government Buildings Advisory
Council
should
investigate
the

condition of all State Government
buildings.

6.5 ADAPTIVE USE OF EXISTING
BUILDING STOCK
Maldon is currently faced with a
shortage of houses and at the same
time an oversupply of public buildings
which are either redundant or considered unfit for current requirements.
The establishment of the Uniting
Church has caused Congregational and
Presbyterian Churches, both located in
Church Street to become redundant.
The Masonic lodge is moving from its
current building to a new hall and
function room which is due to com-

mence construction in the near future.
The Elderly Citizens who have been
the principal users of the Progress Hall
have produced tentative plans for a
new building opposite the Shire
Offices. This would leave the Progress
Hall virtually unused.
Adaptive re-use of such buildings
should be considered before a decision
is taken to rebuild elsewhere. There

are two major grounds for this:~
1. Reuse of old buildings ensures
their continued maintenance, and that
of the existing historic environment,
and prevents such buildings falling into
disrepair.

2. It is extremely difficult to construct ne"". large.scale buildings without creating adverse environmental
effects.
Thus investigation of existing premises should be undertaken before
new alternative venue$ ·'are considered.
For example, a feasibility study should
be undertaken to determine whether
the Progress Hall can be upgraded to
provide the same facilities proposed
for the new Elderly Citizen scheme
and still maintain the existing requirements of the Progress Association. The
interior of the building is not of
~pecial merit and major sensitive
mternal reorganization could be undertaken. without destroying the overall
mtegnty of the building. A full com•
panson between the costs of recycling
the existing structural shell and cons~ructing a new building on a different
site should be undertaken before a
final decision is made for redevelopment.
The principle of multi-use buildings in
a s1:1-all town is particularly important
as 1t enables the maximum use of
capital ~nvestment and provides a
commumty centre for all .purposes.
Surplus accommodation and facilities
at the school could also be utilised
for community purposes.
The Court House should be either
reopened for use as a Court House or
be converted into sporting club
rooms, or some other similar function.
I~ also has considerable tourist potential because of its apparently intact
1850 s interior.

The main restriction would be whether
the necessary car parking for any
additional accommodation could be
handled without overflowing on to the
main streets or being visible from
important
views
or
streetscape
locations.
6.6 LOCAL INVOLVEMENT
Local involvement remains the most
important element in achieving effective conservation. The importance to
the town of the objectives of the
Planning Scheme must be understood
and accepted by the community.
The circulation of leaflets outlining
aims of this study appear to have
created an understanding of the
objectives. The publication and distribution of the historical and reconstruction data of the Conservation
Study is intended to achieve the same
positive public response that has
resulted from the Beechworth Historical Reconstruction (produced by the
Faculty of Architecture and Toym and
Regional Planning in 1976). This
report contained similar material and
has stimulated restoration and reconstruction in the town,
In.vo1vement of the local community
with the distribution of restoration
funds through the three representatives
on the Restoration Fund Committee
and control by the Shire of most of
the area covered by the Planning
Scheme should help stimulate local
involvement in the future of Maldon
an historic town

T~~re are. also examples ·of underutilised pnvately owned buildings The
town :s hotels should be encou;aged
and 1_f necessary assisted to upgrade
and mcrease the amount of their
accommodation. Such assistance could
be through the Tourism Division of
the Department of State Development.
Since most visjtors are attracted to
Maldon by the historic buildings of
the town, it would be logical to proy1de accommodation in historic buildmgs in historical areas of the town.
The Steam Packet Hotel in Echuca
located right on the Echuca wharf
and the Youth Hostel at Beechworth
are excellent examples of how such
adaptive use can be undertaken.
Throughout Europe historic buildings
are ut1hsed for tourist accommodation.
There are a number of other large
commercial buildings in the town
centre which could also be utilised for
accommodation in the form of holiday
flats.

J. Faculty of Architecture, Building &
Town & Regional Planning. Beechworth ~ Historical Reconstruction.
National Estate Project 228. November 1976.
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7. PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT OF MINES AND OTHER
HISTORICAL SITES.

7.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR
MANAGEMENT
OF
HISTORIC
SITES
AND
MANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES
It is suggested that management

Site development and site management
should be undertaken by an officer of
the Department of Crown Lands and
Survey with specific projects being

Goldfields with Bendigo and Castlemaine. However it is unique in Vic-

objectives

The Department of Crown Lands and

toria, as an important, rich and stable

• the preservation and protection of
sites and relics.

7.1 IMPORTANCE
OF MINING
RELICS AS A TOURIST ATTRACTION.
Maldon forms part of a triangle of
tourist

attractions

in

the Central

deep quartz mining area which had
been worked for over seventy years.

for the mining sites in

Maldon should include:

provided with an historic setting by
the town, now protected by the
Maldon Planning Scheme. This facili-

the provision of public recreation
and
educational
opportunities
through the protection and enhancement of the environment, provision
of necessary facilities for and
assistance with the understanding

tates historic interpretation of the
town's mining activity. The rural,

man-made features of the site.

Although it does not offer many
relics, such as the old mining equipment found in Bendigo, the mines are

rather than urban, setting provides a
better opportunity for development of
recreational activities, such as educational walking tracks, picnic and
camping facilities.

•

of the history and the natural or
Most of the sites outlined in the
proposed demolition control list (see
Appendix 4.2) are located on Crown
Land. Accordingly, management of
these mine sites becomes the respon-

At present tourism is focussed on the
town itself, because there has been

little development of the educational
potential of the mine sites.
7.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE EXISTING SCHEME AND CONTROLS
WITH RESPECT TO HISTORIC
SITES
Planning controls over Crown land
containing mining relics are not as

clear cut as for freehold land. On
paper at least Planning controls over

Crown Land are to be exercised by
either the Town and Country Planning Board or the Shire of Maldon,
whilst management remains the res-

ponsibility of the Department of
Crown Lands and Survey. However
the co-operation of the Mines Department is required to prevent further

tailing licenses being issued or the
granting of other leases that may be
detrimental to the historic or natural
environment. There is no provision
for a uniform management of mine

sibility of other government departments in addition to the two responsible planning authorities.

The future planning and management
of all Crown Land in the area is
subject to the investigation of the
Land Conservation Council's North
Central Study Area. However, it is
the consultants' opinion that specific
recommendations are required for the
development and management of
mining and historical sites.

7.4 MINING SITES OUTSIDE THE
PLANNING SCHEME
Management of mining sites outside
the Planning Scheme Area but related
to mining activities of Maldon should
also be provided. These mining sites

have not been outlined as they do not
fall within the consultants' brief. Such
areas could include Sandy Creek,
Muckle ford, and Porcupine Flat.

sites within defined guidelines.
At present. no action has been taken to

7.5 MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS
FOR MINING SITES
It is important that one authority is
responsible for planning, development

provide protection from relic collec-

and management of these sites and

tors

and

vandals,

deteriorating

preservation of

structures,

or

tourist

facilities except for the work undertaken by the towns people. For
example, the restoration of the Beehive Chimney and provision of drain-

age works and a ragstone toilet block
at Carman 's Tunnel were undertaken

by local initiative.
There is a lack of comprehensive
directions and plaques to locate and
outline the history of the mines.

Carman's Tunnel is the best developed
tourist site; no other ruins or historic
sites are identified.

that this authority has continuous
access to funding.
The most appropriate management
structure would be a committee of
management operating under the pro-

visions of Section 14 of the Crown
Land Act I 958. Such committees
have been established throughout the
state and should comprise the Department of Crown Lands and Survey,
the Town and Country Planning Board,
the Shire of Maldon and the Mines
Department.
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contracted to the Shire.
Survey's previous experience in inter-

pretative development, ( or the provision of information through signs,
guides, etc.) and site management
would be essential to ensure the
objectives outlined above are met.

(At least one employee of the Department of Crown Lands and Survey
should be allocated to the sites
covered by the Planning Scheme as
well as related sites outside the
scheme.)
7.6 FUNDING FOR MINING SITES
Funding provisions already exist for

Crown Lands Department projects
whether undertaken by the department iself or through a committee of
management.

7.7 FUTURE MINING WORKS
It is the consultants'· opinion that new
mining work should be permitted for
various reasons. As gold was the reason
for the establishment of the town, a
renewal of mining activities should be
seen as compatible with the character

of the town and in addition help
maintain local employment.
The educational value of the mine
sites would be enhanced by the
presence of an operating mine.

7.8 RESTRICTIONS ON NEW MINING DEVEWPMENTS
7 .8.1 All Mining Operations should be
Subject to Planning Controls
Such controls would cover the type of
mining processes employed, ancillary
site works, construction equipment

and buildings. Mining should be prohibited in the vicinity of sites of major
historical, environmental or educa~
tional interest, as shown on the accom-

panying map. These sites include:
• the North British, Independent and
Carman's Tunnel area.
• the New Chum-Derby Mine area (the
visible mullock heaps to the east of
High and Tobin Streets).
• the vicinity of the Beehive Chimney.
• the Alliance mine and battery,
although continued use of the battery
should be encouraged.
• any location that would effect the
environment of the South German

settling dam in Union Street.

7 .8.2 Recommended

Controls

for

different Types of Mining Activity
(i)
Deep Quartz Mining
Tunnelling methods only should be
permitted. The adverse environmental
effects of open cut techniques employed by the Lone Star Mine makes a
clear case against permitting any
further open cut mining. Traditional
shafts with poppet heads as employed
at Wattle Gully or horizontal adits
need not cause significant environmental problems.
(ii) Re treatment of Tailings
These have potential for retreatment
for extraction of gold and other
minerals. This should be permitted
where such re treatment does not cause
environmental or health problems and
be prohibited in areas indicated on the
map. Processed tailings should be
returned to their original location and
form.
(iii) Tailings have considerable use
for road and building construction
materials. However, as they form an
essential part of the physical and
historical character of the town, their
permanent removal should only be
permitted only where this is not visible
from any of the significant mining or
historical sites. environmentally important areas or important historical or
environmental precincts of the town
itself. These aeas are shown on the
map.

RESTORA-

7.11 INTERPRETATIVE DEVELOPMENT

• the Government Battery
• site and creek crossings associated
with Oswald's Caledonian crusher.

It is recommended that a comprehen•
· sive guide to mine sites containing a
history and early photographs keyed
to explanatory plans and sections of
each mine or mining works be prepared. Walking tracks should be
incorporated into the guide.

7.IO RECOMMENDED
TION WORKS

• structures and earth works at the
North British Site.
Other
restoration
projects may
become apparent following an archeo~
logical investigation of sites and the
research 'Of documentation. The Victorian Archeological Survey has the
ability to undertake such research.
In some cases the reconstruction of
buildings, workings, equipment, tramways or other manifestations of
mining activity could be considered
a necessary adjunct to restoration and
preservation work.

7.l l .I Facilities for Visitors
A public information centre is
required in the town to disseminate
guides to mining and other historic
sites as well as the buildings of the
town itself. It may be necessary as an
interim measure to operate such a
centre from existing commercial premises until such a centre becomes
viable. It is recommended that the
reconstructed Bank of Victoria building would be a suitable building.
7.11.2 Picnic Areas
Existing facilities at the Springs
should be upgraded with further new
facilities near Carman's Tunnel.
7.11.3 Car Parking
It is essential that car access is restricted at mine sites. Adequate car parks
should be provided which are effectively landscaped to limit their intrusion on the environment. All car
parks and roadways in sensitive areas
should be finished in local quartz
gravel. Black bitumen! finish should
be avoided. Road blocks should be
considered in locations where existing
access is detrimental to the site.

7.9 RECONSTRUCTION, RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION OF
MINING SITES
The treatment of mining relics and
sites should be in the following order
of priority:

7.11.4 Fencing and Signs
Fencing should be constructed from
local timber and left unstained and
unpainted. The use of treated pine
logs and ranch stains should be
avoided. Signs should be unpretentious, with black engraved lettering
on white background as employed for
road signs, and should provide only
essential information.

1. Protection from vandalism, relic
collectors and other thoughtless acts
of visitors with some fencing and
supervision by Crown Lands Department employees.
2. Protection of mine sites from
extractive industries.
3. Stabilisation of buildings, relics and
sites against natural deterioration and
structional instability.

7.11.5 Camping
Existing facilities need to be extended
and upgraded and a new site developed
for group camping by school groups,
adult education and naturalists.

4. Restoration of structures to conditions at some previous specified
time.
5. Reconstruction of original mine
structures that have subsequently
been removed,,

7.11.6 Walking Tracks
A network of walking tracks is recommended. This network should provide
walks around mine sites as a means of
keeping vehicular traffic away from
these areas. Walking tracks are also
recommended for the reserved forest
areas of Mt. Tarrengower and the
Nuggetty Ranges.
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APPENDIX l

BUILDING PRIORITIES FOR PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION
Explanation of terms

Crown Section and Allotments .. All
buildings in Malden are cited with

reference

to

Crown Section

Architectural or Historical Importance

Condition

A rating is given in the range 0 to 3

A

Building at risk further or
major damage could occur
unless repairs are carried out
immediately.

NTR

Recorded by the National
Trust of Australia (Victoria)

NTC

Classified by the National
Trust of Australia (Victoria)

B

HBR

Placed on the
Buildings Register

Buildings requiring maintenance or restoration

C

RHBR

Recommended by the consultants for addition to the
Historic Buildings Register.

Buildings which do not
require any significant work
at this stage.

R

Reconstruction work is re•
quired to return the build·
ing to its original appearance. Reconstruction work
can be minor, as in verandah
valence details or major, as
in reconstruction of the
entire shop front.

and

Allotment as there is no street nurn*

bering system. The Section number or
letter is given first followed by the
allotment number.

Locational Importance
A rating is given in the range 0 to 3
HIZ
Historic Interest Zone as
defined in the Maldon Planning Scheme

NE

prop HIZ Proposed extension to the

Historic Interest Zone as
shown on Map I.
Precinct

Section/
Allotment

Located in proposed precinct as shown on Map I.

Building

Placed on the proposed listing in the Register of the
National Estate.

Priority
This is obtained by adding the rating
for locational importance to the rating
for Historical and Architectural Importance. Range Oto 6.

*

Denotes a building which is
recommended for addition to the
Demolition Control List.

Architectural/
Locational Historical
Importance Importance
Priority Condition Comments

A

Wesleyan Church
3 HIZ
buildings and parsonage
Fountain St.

3 RHBR

6

B

A-I

Kangaroo Hotel, High 3 HIZ
Street

3RHBR

6

B

A--3

Former Commercial
3 HIZ
Hotel, High Street
Argyle House, High St 3 HIZ

3

6

C

2

5

B,R

A-4

Historic

A-4

Hornsby's Building,
High Street

3 HIZ

2

5

B,R

A-5

Former Carriers' Arms 3 HIZ
Hotel, High Street

3

6

C

A-6

Former Bank of N.S.W. 3 HIZ
High Street

3NTR

6

C,R

IS

Barge boards on church halls require repairs.
Minor repairs of brick work.
Parsonage requires restoration.
Reconstruct picket fence.
"Limestone brick" quoinwork around doors
requires repair or replacement as existing are
cracked. Restore corner entrance. Remove
acrylic advertising sign over vaulted entrance.
Paint colours not original.
See Appendix 4.3, Part 2.
Verandah and shop front of southern shop
require reinstatement, and painting. Paint
colour to match existing unpainted sections.
Window joinery should be restored back to
varnished cedar finish and original paint
colours. (See Appendix 4 .3 Part 2)
Stabilize structure. Reinstate parapet detail,
verandah and shop fronts. Originally face
brick work, paint to match original brick
colour.
Originally face brick work but building
plastered probably in the 1870's or 1880's.
Note window shutters are not original but
compatible. For paint colour see Appendix 43 .
Originally brick with rendered parapet, facade
rendered by 1867. Parapets of house and bank
require cornice mouldings replaced. Awning
over entry should be removed. Brick dwarf
wall should be replaced by a 2 m high capped
closed paling fence. Double palisade iron gate
to yard should be reconstructed ( originally
entrance to gold smelter).

Section/
Allotment
A-7

Building

Architectural/
Locational Historical
Importance Importance
Priority Condition Comments

Former Warnock's
3 HIZ
Beehive Store, High St.

2

5

B,R

Parapet with cornice requires restoration.
Reinstatement of verandah (note, originally
sheeted with iron roofing tiles). Shop fronts
restored to original. These appear to have been
varnished cedar. Paint colours (see Appendix
4.3, Part 2). Note Freemasons Hall once part of
store. Note elements of original shop fronts

still remain. Roofing requires attention.

A-8

Freemasons' Hall,

3 HIZ

2

5

B*

Former Warnock's
Flour Mills, High St.

3 HIZ

3

6

C

Langslow's Building,

3 HIZ

3

6

C,R

W<lrnock's House,
3 Prop
Spring Street
Gray's House, High St. 3 HIZ

3 RHBR

6

C

4

C

Royal Hotel &
Theatre, High Street

3 H!Z

3RHBR

6

A,R

Grand Hotel and

3 HIZ

3

6

C,R

Moore's House, Spring 3 Prop HIZ 2
Street
McFarlane's Drapery, 3 HIZ
3
High Street

5?

C

6

B,R

6

C

High Street

A-8
A-9

High Street

A-~10A
A-JOE
A-11

A-12

Current use has led to major internal alterations
although ceilings are intact.
Originally built as part ofWarnocks Store.
Facade added when converted to Masonic
Lodge c 1907. Originally face brick with plaster
dc.coration, should be painted to match original
bnck colour. Internal damp problems require
attention.
V~randahs are not original but are compatible.
For shop front colours see Appendix 4.3, Part 2.
Reconstruct verandah return in Spring Street.
Replace missing pediment decoration.
Originality of doors in questionable.
Paint colours require investigation.
Paint scraping required to ascertain original
colour scheme.
Reconstruct part of verandah that continued
northward over carriageway and south over
theatre entrance. Plaster moulding over entrance
to theatre needs restoration. Entire fabric of
building requires investigation. Note altered
roof structure to hotel section. For paint
colours see Appendix 4.3, Part 2.
Both shops require entire shop front reconstruction. Note left hand shop front contains
elements of original shop front. Note cast iron
brackets need replacement on end posts of
verandah. Remove acrylic advertising sign
mounted on verandah. Restore pediment
decorations. Note bar doors are not original.
For paint colours see Appendix 4.3, Part 2.

shops, High Street

A-12A
A-13
A -13

Mohr's Hairdressers,
High Street

A-l3A

Ralph's House, Chapel 3 Prop HIZ 2
Street
Miss Hockey's Shop,
3 HIZ
2?
Main Street
Goldsmith's Buildings, 3 HIZ
3
Main Street

5

B

5

C,R

6

C,R

A-16

Berryrnan's Boot shop, 3 HIZ
Main Street

2

5

C,R

A-16

Former Albion Hotel, 3 HIZ
Main Street

3

6

C,R

A- 14
A-15

3 HIZ

3

16

Replace glass door to shop entrance.
Pediment requires reconstruction. For
paint colour see Appendix 4.3, Part 2.
Structural condition of building requires
investigation. Note street verandah timber
valence is not original. For paint colours
see Appendix 4.3, Part 2.
Requires investigation.

*

Verandah posts require investigation.
Investigate paint colours.
Reinstate original richly decorated timber
parapet. Note heart shaped decorations of
timber (one in possession of Mr. S.R. Merlo).
LeadHght highlight windows are possibly a
later addition. For paint colours see Appendix 4.3, Part 2.
Parapet decoration requires restoration,
Note tiled front is a later alteration, but
does not detract unduly from appearance.
For paint colours see Appendix 4.3, Part 2.
Reconstruction of verandah. Note ground
floor originally face brick, and arched
recess was originally a carriageway. Replace
both doors.

Section/
Allotment

Building

Architectural/
Locational Historical
Importance Importance
Priority Condition Comments

A-"17

Former Dabb's
Produce Store, Main
Street

3 HIZ

3

6

C

A-17

Former Upton's
Butcher Shop, Main
Street

3 HIZ

3

6

B,R

A-18

Swann's Buildings,
Main Street

3 HIZ

2

5

C

A-18

Tobin's Buildings,
Main Street
Maldon Hotel, Main
Street

3 HIZ

4

c•

3 H!Z

3

6

C,R

A-20

Maldon Hotel Stables, 3 HIZ
Main Street

2

5

C

A~21

Shakespeare House,
Main Street

3 HIZ

3

6

C

A-21

Farr's Building, Main
Street
Wearne's Building,
Main Street

3 HJZ

4

B

A-19

A22

3 HIZ

2

5

B

A-23

Franklin's Building,
Main Street

3 H!Z

3

6

B

A-24

Phoenix Building,
Main Street

3 HIZ

3

6

C

A 26

McArthur's Bakehouse, 3 HIZ
Main Street

3)
)

6

C

jRHBR
)
3)

6

C

3 HIZ

A-26

McArthur's Bakery,
Main Street

A-27

Calder's Ironmongery, 3 HIZ
Main Street

3

6

B,R

A--27/29

Tarrangower Times
Office, Main Street

3 HIZ

2

5

B,R

A-30

Wade's Building, Main 3 HIZ
Street

2

5

B,R

A-31

Former Chisholm's
Bu,tcher Shop, Main
Street

3

C,R

3 HIZ

\7

*

Originally face brick work. Note opening on
right altered to match window on left of
doorway. Verandah posts require restoration
of capitals"
Note changes to bressummer on verandah.
Parapet has been raised to north. Window is
not original. For paint colours sec Appendix
43, Part 2"
Verandah bressummcr detail was originally
finer. Originally face brick" Fur window
joinery and stall board colours see Appendix
43, Part 2"
For verandah paint colours refer Appendix
43, Part 2"
Remove acrylic advertising sign from parapet.
Remove asbestos cement walls from verandah
ends and restore cast iron. Unsympathetic
additions to rear of building. Paint colours
require investigation on verandah, rendered
parapet and window joinery.
Originally face brick work. No evidence for
doors having been fitted but evidence of gate
hinges exists.
Ground floor originally face brick work now
painted; paint to match original brick colour.
For paint colou~s of joinery and render see
Appendix 43, Part 2.
For paint colours refer Appendix 4.3, Part 2"
Requires general maintenance.
Note cast iron not originaL Replace with
replicas of original. Note shed at side built
since 1920. For paint colours refer to Appendix 4.3, Part 2.
Requires general maintenance. Slate facing
should be replaced by original render finish"
Display window appears to be a later alteration.
Paint colours require investigation. Doors and
fenestration of corrugated ir.on section require
further investigation.
Corner door and highlight grill appear to be
later alterations. Ground floor face brick has
been painted on Francis Street elevation.
Refer Appendix 4.3, Part 2, for paint colours"
The present brick street facade was built in
front of an earlier brick facade. The right hand
window of street facade has recently been
converted to a door. These restorations are
compatible. Verandah requires re.sheeting.
For paint colours refer Appendix 4.3, Part 2"
Display windows require further investigation
to determine originality.
Parapet requires restoration to original
detail. Reconstruct verandah. Further
investigation of shop fronts to determine
originality. Existing shop front is compatible
but differs from original. Paint colours see
Appendix 4.3, Part 2.
Verandah requires reconstruction. Window
is a receut alteration but appears to be
compatible with building. For paint colours
see Appendix 4.3, Part 2.
North shop front requires reconstruction.
Present verandah capitals are not as original
and beaded moulding absent on present
bressummer. R~.c: . .ti.ppendix 4.3, Part 2 for paint
colours.
Although this building is a modern intrusion
it retains the same use as the previous building
that existed in 1900" Reconstructing the form
of the early building's verandah would greatly
assist in integrating this building with the
streetscape.

Architectural/
Section/

Allotment
A 3!/2

Building

Former Dabb 's Ston;
Main Street

Loc<1tional Historical
Importance Importance

Priority Condition Comments

3 HIZ

6

3 RHBR

B

The building is important due to its Intactness.
Requires maintenance and painting. Refer

Appendix 4.3 Part 2, for paint colours but

further investigation required as scraping not
permitted by occupier. Colours obtained from
Oaking paint.
3

6

B, R *

3 RHBR

6

B,R

3 H!Z

3

C, R

4

C

5

C

A-33

McMillan and Padlcy's 3 HIZ
Ironmongery, Main SL

A-28

Calder's House, High
St reel

3 H!Z

Wade's House, High

A-30

*

Street
A 31

Brick Store, High St.

3 l!IZ

A 31

Former Oabb's Store,
(brick), High SL

3 HJZ

A-32

Former Dabb's Store,
(timber), High St.

3 HIZ

4

A,R *

A-35
A 41

House •-- Phoenix St.
House - Phoenix St.

3 Prop HIZ I
3 Prop H!Z l

4

4

B
B

House• Phoenix St.
A-ADJ/41 House -- Phoenix St.

3 Prop HIZ 2
3 Prop HIZ -

5
3

C
C, R

*

A (Crown House - Phoenix St.
Lan<l)
House Morris St.
A2 SK
B-1
Maldon Post Office,
High Street

3 Prop HIZ .

3

B, R

*

2
I
3 prednct 3

3
6

B*
C,R

A-42

2

B-2
B-3

Athcnaeum, High St.
House - High St.

3 precinct 3 precinct 2

3
5

C*
C,R

B-5

House -- High St

3 precinct

4

C,R

B-6

Robinson's House,
High Street

3 precinct 3 RHBR

6

C,R

B-

Maldon Primary
School No, 1254
Court House

3 precinct 3

6

C

2

5

A

5

C
*
C, R *

C--

c~
D-4
D-6
D IO
D-1 l
D--13
D-14
F-1
1-4
l-5
1 -8/9
1-10
1-11

3 NTC

Old Police Stables
2
3
House Fountain St. l
I
House~ Fountain SL I
I
House~ Fountain St. I
I
Clifton Cottage l
I
Fountain Street
House - Chapel St.
3 Prop HIZ I
House - Chapel St.
3 Prop HJZ 1
House - Spring St
3 Prop H!Z I
House - Templeton St. 2
1
House - Templeton St. 2
1
House .,. Templeton St. 2
I
House - Templeton St, 2
3
Shop and House 2
2
Templeton Street

2
2

2

c•

2

C

4
4
4
3
3
3
5

C,R
C,R

4

18

C,R
C,R *
C,R
C
C
B,R

Remove advertising fascia on verandah.
General maintenance and painting. For paint

colours further investigation required.
General maintenance of building fabrk and
fences. Restore picket fence and gate on
High Street.
Requires detailed investigation as appears
to be an altered earlier building. Present
fence is an intrusion in the HIZ.

General maintenance required. Faded
painted signs arc oC interest and restoration
of these should be considered.
In dilapidated condition. Structure requires
stabilizing. Wealhcrbomds require repair.
Fenestration and door openings have been
altered. investigation required of paint
colours.
Fence and front windows not original.
Fence not original, the form of the recent
addition at rear is compatible but the scale
and roof pitch are inappropriate.
Requires reconstruction of windows, doors
and possibly verandah.
Remove extraneous cladding from verandah
and general maintenance.
Remove unsympathetic glass and aluminium
telephone cabinet. Reconstruct verandah
posts and picket balustrading and fence.
Investigate paint colours.
Front fence incompatible. Investigate
verandah details.
Scale of fence inappropriate. Check
verandah details.
Reconstruct picket fence. Barge board
decoration needs restoration and finials
replaced. Roof requires re-slating.
Fencing not original.
General maintenance. Interior threatened
by water penetration and furniture and
fittings require restoration.

Windows not original.

Fence not original.
Fence not original, lean-to is not compatible.
Investigate original condition.
Fence is incompatible.
Fence is not original.
House verandah requires extranious cladding
removed. Investigate paint colours

Architectural/
Section/
Allotment

Locational Historical

Building

1A IO
1A 11

House Adair St
House lligh Street
House High Street
"Glendonald" •
High Street
House Parkins Reef
Road
House Parkins Reef
Road
House Newstead Rd
House Newstead Rd

1A 12

House . Newstead Rd

I
I
I
I

14
.15
16
18/19

1A I

1A .. 4A

I111portance Importance

Priority Condition Comi.ncnts

3 precinct 2
2
3 prcdnd I
3 precinct 3

5
5
4
6

C

2

2

B, R

2

3

C,R

I
2

2
3

C,R
B, R

2

3

B,R

3 precinct

C

C,R
C

Verandah requires restoration.
Face brick work painted. Fence requires repair.

Investigate paint colours.
Recent alterations have altered the scale and
d1aracter of this building..
Verandah requires investigation. Fence is not
original.

Verandah details rcq uirc rcconstructlon.
Fence requires reconstruction. House condition
requires investigation.

Fence is not original. Complex requires
investigation.

1A 22

2
5

C,R
B,R

Fern.:c is not original.
Pence is not original.

3

B, R •

4

A

2
2

B*
A*

2

3

C

Has later, intrusive gable addition. Fence is
nol original.
Picket fence requires restoration. House
requires repair and restoration.
Fence not original. Garage a later addition.
Fence requires restoration. House requires
general maintenance.
Fence ~rn<I verandah enclosure are not original.

2

3

C

2

2

C

2

2

C, R *

3

4

2

3

C
C

Fence is not original.

2

3

C

Fence irn..:ompatiblc.

2

2

C,R

Verandah requires rcconstrudion.

2
2
3 Prop mz 3

4
6

3 Prop HIZ 2
I
I
I
I
I
2

5
2
2
3

c•
c•

3 Prop HIZ 3

6

c•

3 Prop HIZ 2

5

C, R *

Adair St

2

Harker St
Harker St

2
2

c•
c•

llousc Newstead Rd
Kyndalyn Parkins
Reef Road
House Parkins
Reef Road
House off Parkins
Reef Road
llouse off Gray St
House off Gray St

I
2

I louse Parkins Reef
Road
1C 9A
House Parkins Reef
Road
1C 10A }louse Park ins Reef
Road
1C 11
House Parkins Reef
Road
C.L. I louse off Anzac Drive
1C 31
House Parkins Reef
Ro.uJ
1C 33
I louse Parkins Reef
Road
1C 34
llousc · Parkins Rccr
Road
1C 37A House· Gray St
Welsh Congregational
2 4
Church
House ·- Church St
2 5
House Adair St
2 12
Adair St
I-louse
2 1.1
Tara View Temple2 15
ton Street
2 17 & 18 Chapman's Mouse
Templeton Street
House Templeton St
2 19

1B l
18 2
1B 19
JC 4A
4D

,c

1C 5

,c

2A
House
('tp3A 2)
House
2 7
2A 8
House
2B.2
2B .4

2B 6
2B 11
2B 14

I
3

2
2

2

c•

rence is not original. Verandah details arc not
original.

C,R •

Fence requires reconstruction.

C, R *

Fence requires rcomstrw:tion.
Fence requires reconstruction.
Fence not original.
Fence requires reconstruction. Verandah
details require reinstatement.
Fence requires reconstruction.

C, R •

C, R *

Bunya Long
Gully Road
House~ Long
Gully Road
House •- Long
Gully Road
House - Long
Gully Ro.rd

3 Prop HIZ 2

5

C,R

3 Prop HIZ 2

5

B,R

2

3

B

2

3

C,R

Mulberry House
Long Gully Road

2

3

C,R

19

Fence is not original. Early stone building at
rear requires investigation.

Fence not original. Concrete paths and
drive, and landscaping arc not compatible.
Fence incompatible.
Fence not original.
Gate nol original. Section of verandah
enclosed.
Fence incompatible. Garage is an -'intrusion.
Investigate verandah details.
Fence not original. Building requires
investigation.
Fence and gate not original. Verandah
requires investigation.
Fence not original. Verandah enclosure
requires removal, and reconstruction of
details.
Picket balustrade is not original. Verandah
posts later addition and sides endose<l.

Section/
Allotment
2B-17

Building

House - Parkins

Architectural/
Locational Historical
Importance Importance
Priority Condition Com.ments
3 Prop HIZ 2

5

B,R

2

5

C,R

2

3

C

2

3

C,R

4

B,R

2

3
2

C*
C,R *

3

A,R

3

c•

4

B, R *

Reef Road
2B--20

House - Parkins

3

Reef Road
2B-21

House - Parkins
Reef Road

2B 22

House - Parkins
Reef Road

2B-24

House -· Parkins

2

2B-25
2B-26

Reef Road
House - Gray St
House - Gray St

2

2B-J2

House

John's Rd

2

2C-8

2C.~9

House - Ireland St
House - Ireland St

2
2

2C-13

House -- Adair St

2C-15
3 1

House - Harker St
House - Adair St
House - Adair St
House - Church St
House - Church St
Building•- Parker St

~

2

l
2

*

B,R *

I
I
I
I
I
2

1
3
3
2
2
3

2

3

B*

3--18

Nimrod Cottage -Templeton St
Tara - Templeton St

2

C*

3-19

House -- Templeton St

2

3

c•

3A-2/3

House

2

3

C,R *

3A-13

House - Parker St

JA-J6
3A_1g

House - Church St
House - Church St

2
2

C*
A*

3B_15

House - Harker St

2

B, R *

38_]6
3B 18

Uran a - Harker St
House - Harker St

2
2

3B __ 19
3C_2
3D-1

House Harker St
House - Reef St
Rosenbert - Long
Gully Rd
House - Long Gully
Rd.
Dairy - Long Gully
Rd
Old Post Office Long Gully Rd
House - Long Gully
Rd
House - Long Gully
Rd
House off Gray St
House - Gray St
House off Gray St
House off Gray St

c•
c•
c•

3 3
3-6

3--8
3-13
3-17

3D_3
3D_9A
3D-12
3D_ 13
3D_·-14
3D_ 15
3D-17
3D_19
3D(C.L.)

2
2
1
l
I

Adair St

C*

c•
C*
c•

I
2

2
2
1

3
4
3

Fence not original.
Fence not original.

C*
B*

C,R

2

Fence requires reconstruction. Earlier
out-buildings require restoration. Verandah
details require investigation.
Verandah details require lnvestigation. Fence
requires reconstruction.
Verandah details require investigation. Fence
is not original.
Fence is not original. Verandah has been
enclosed.
Balustrade is not original. Verandah details
require investigation, also side additions.
Verandah details require investigation.
Right hand side verandah requires restoration
to match left hand side. Cladding requires
replacement to match original.
Reconstruct front verandah. Structural
condition requires investigation, general
maintenance.
Front fence not original.
Front fence not original. Verandah details
require investigation.
Fence not original. Verandah details and windows
require investigation.

B*
B*

*

Investigate original state of building. Requires
new guttering and general repair.
Fence is not original. Requires investigation as
to original condition and decoration.
Fence is not original. Colour scheme
inappropriate.
Fence not original. Verandah decoration
requires investigation.
Verandah posts are inappropriate and require
replacement. Check other verandah details.
Verandah has been built in. Verandah details
require investigation. Fence is not original.
Fence is not original.
Fence is not original. Building requires further
investigation.
Fence not original. Verandah details require
investigation. Gable section is a later addition.
Windows have been altered.
Fence is not original
Fence is not original. Verandah details are not
original.
Fence is not original.
Requires general maintenance.
Requires investigation. Requires general
maintenance.
Requires general maintenance.

2

3

B*

2

3

C

2

3

C

Fence not original.

2

3

B

Requires general maintenance.

4

C

Fence is not original.

3
3
3
3

B
C
C,R

Require general maintenance.
Fence is not original but sympathetic.
Unsympathetic additions should be removed.
Verandah post details have been altered from
the original.

2

2

2
2
2

2

20

c•

Section/
Allotment

3D 20
3D -23
3E-4

Architectural/
Locational Historical
Importance Importance
Priority Condition Comments

Building
The Pines, John's Rd
House off John's Rd
House
Reef St

4-1

Rule's House
St

4-2
4--3

House - Adair St
House - Adair St

4--6

Elhar J aneff Templeton St
House - Templeton St

4 9

High

4 17&18 House - High St
House ... Franklin St
4A I

4A 20
4B .]
4B -16
4C I
4C JO
4C 11

4L12

Former Eaglehawk
Hotel Reef St
House Ireland St
House Ireland St
House
House
House
House

-·
...

Reef St
Reef St
Reef St
Reef St

2

2

2

6

C,R

2
2

3
I

5

2

3

c•
c•
c•

2

C*

3

C*
C*

2
2
2

4
5

3RHBR

2

I

2
2
2

I
2
I

3
3
4
3

C*
C*
C*

C, R *

C*

1

C*

6

C

2

3

2

2

C
C,R

3
I

C*

3
3

C*
C*

House .. Reef St
House cm Stump and
Reef Sts
House - Chapel St

2
2

C, R

*

B*
*

Not visible from road, requires investigation.

7-7

2

C*

7 .9

House - Templeton St 2

3

B, R *

8--1
8 9
8A.1

House .... Templeton St I
House - Templeton St I
House -- Church St
2

1
I

2

2

4

B*
B*
B*

sB-1

Maldon Motors
Gully Rd

Long 3 Prop HIZ 2

5

A, R

*

8B(C.L.)

House cnr Union and
Mills Sts
House - Mills St
House - Long Gully
Rd
Dr Hardy's House High St
School Cottage
High St
House - High St
House .... High St

2 Visible
Prop H!Z

3

C,R

*

I
2

2
3

C
B

sB(C.L.)

sB-14
9 2/3

9 4
9-5
9-8

Fence not original, verandah built in. Verandah
details are not original. Unsympathetic window
alterations.
Verandah details require investigation.
Fence is not original. Verandah details require
investigation.
Requires investigation.
Check verandah details.

B*

2

?

2

Verandah posts are unsympathetic alterations.
Fence not original and unsympathetic. Verandah
details require investigation.
Rear Section requires investigation.

Check fence and verandah details and general
condition.
Fence not original. Check verandah.

House•- Wattle Gully
Rd
House - Wattle Gully
Rd
House - Templeton St

6A-58

Fence not original,
Fence not original. Check verandah details.
Protruding addition is unsympathetic.
Fence not original -- posts appear to have been
cut down from original. Should be reconstructed.
Rear section of building requires investigation as
later additions are not sympathetic with original.
Requires new gate.
Fence is not original but compatible with later
rough cast stucco finish of house.
Fence not original, verandah details require
investigation. Garden decoration unsuitable.
Fence is not original. Verandah details require
investigation.
Fence not original.

Fence is not original.
Fence is not original. Verandah alteration
details are incompatible.
Originality of fence requires investigation,

c•

I

5C 26
5C 28

*

C

3 precinct 3

2

6A-44

2

1

House •·· High St
House - Stump St

6-20

3

2

5 -18
5C1

5 .5

C, R

3 NE

5-8

5-1/2

c•
c•

3 precinct

House -- Adair St
House cnr Chapel and
Adair Sts
House High St
House - High St

4E 5

3
3
3

Fence not original. Verandah built in but
compatible.
Fence not original. Verandah details require
reinstatement.
Requires general maintenance. Gate is not
original.
Rear of house and garage require investigation
and restoration. Front covered section of garage
is incompatible and should be removed. Front
should be restored as shown in photograph PHS l.
Requires reinstatement of verandah details.

*

3

3

6

A,R *

Verandah requires reinstatement.

3

2

5

C

4
4

C
C

Original roof shingled. Verandah details require
investigation.
Verandah built in - should be reinstated.
Carport and fence are unsympathetic. Colour
scheme requires investigation.

3
3

21

Section/
Allotment

Building

Architectural/
Locational Historical
Importance Importance
Priority Condition Comments

4

C

2

5

3

6

C,R
C,R

2

C*

3

6

B

3

3

6

A,R

3

3 NTR

6

B,R

4

C,R

Fence not original. Side addition to verandah is
unsympathetic.
Verandah details require reinstatement.
Paint scheme inappropriate, requires investigation.
Fence requires reconstruction. Verandah details
require reinstatement.
Fence not original, verandah details require
reinstatement.
General maintenance. Location of public
convenience mars appearance of hall and should
be relocated.
Requires detailed investigation and restoration to
original state.
Reconstruction required of fan light over doorway
Colour scheme requires investigation. Investigation
of general condition required.
Remove fascia on corner section.

2

5

C

Requires investigation.

2

5

B

4
4

C*

Requires general maintenance. Verandah details
require investigation.
Fence not originaL
Verandah details require reinstatement. Fence
is not original.

4

C

3

6

C,R

3

6

C,R

3 NE NTC

6

C

RHBR
3 NE NTC
RHBR

6

A,R

2

5

C,R

3 Prop HIZ 2

5

C

3 Prop !HZ I

4

c•

Presbyterian Church Edward St.

3 Prop HIZ 3

6

C

Presbyterian Manse -

3 Prop HIZ 2

5

B,R

11-9

House - Templeton St 3 Prop HIZ 2

5

B,R

11--12
I 1A_3

House - Templeton St 3 Prop HIZ 1
House - Reef St
2
1

4
3

C

11A-4
11A-6

House - Reef St
House - Reef St

2

3
3

C
C,R

!lA 7

House - Church St

2

3

B*

I 1A(C.L.) House -- Church St

2

3

B, R

2

3

C*

2

3

C

9 9

House - High St

3

9-13
9-14/16

House--Adair St
House - Adair St

3
3

9-22

House - Chapel St

10 I

Temperance Hall

3 H!Z

10-1

Edward's Crushing
Plant
Vivians House "
High St

10-1
10--1

Motor Garage cnr High 3 H!Z

& Francis Sts
10-2
10--7/8

Baptist Church 3
Francis St
House Templeton St 3

10 10
10° l I

House •- Templeton St 3
House - Templeton St 3

10-14/15 House cnr Camp and

3
High Sts
10 17/18 Lisle's Cottage - High 3
St
10 -21
Tresidder's Cottage - 3
High St
10 23/24 Holy Trinity Church - 3
High St
11 Church Denominational School 3 Prop
Reserve
Camp St
HIZ

11 Church Former Holy Trinity 3
Parsonage -- Templeton
Reserve
11-1
11-2
11-3
11-7

St
Baptist Church
Templeton St
Credo - Edward St

C,R

Fence not original. Verandah built in~ should be
reinstated as shown in photograph PH52.
Fence is not original and requires reconstruction.

Fence requires reconstruction and investigation
as to original type. Entire structure should be
investigated. Requires fu]l renovation and
restoration including guttering, roofing, brick
work, weather boards, windows and internal
construction.
Verandah details require investigation.
Determine original style of fence and reconstruct
if necessary.
Investigate fence.
Verandah details require investigation. Fence is
not original.

Church St

(next l lA(S))
I 1A(C.L) House Harker St
(next l 1A(6))
I I B_ l
House cnr Camp and
Reef Sts
11C-2
House Boundary St

11C 14

2

B

B*
B*

House - Phoenix St

22

*

Verandah details require investigation. Fence is
not original and incompatible. General maintenance. Note later additions are not compatible.
Requires investigation. General maintenance
and fence reconstructed.
Requires maintenance.
Verandah details require investigation. Fence
not original.
Fence is not original.
Fence is not original. Verandah details require
investigation and reinstatement.
Fence is not original. Verandah details and
structure require investigation.
Fence is not original. Requires general maintenance. Verandah requires investigation.
Fence is not original. Building requires
investigation.
Fence is incompatible and requires reconstruction.
Verandah details require investigation. Fence
is not original.
Requires investigation.

Architectural/

Locational Historical

Section/
Allotment

Building

Importance Importance

Priority Condition Comments

3 HIZ

3

6

C,R

Verandah requires investigation and reinstatement.
Colour scheme requires investigation.

3 HIZ

2

5

C

Requires investigation.

3 HIZ

3

6

C,R

3 Prop HIZ I
3 Prop HIZ I
3 Prop HIZ 3

4
4
6

C

Verandah details require reinstatement,
see photograph PH53.
Requires investigation and possible restoration.

C

3 Prop HIZ 3 NE NTC

6

C

3

C

2
2

3
3

C
C

15A__ .3
House - Phoenix St
2
ISA(C.L.) House - Boundary St opp 11C(4)
16
Residence - Hornsby 2
next 16-4 St
16--1
House -- Hornsby St
2

3
I

c•

Fence not original and incompatible.
Fence not compatible. Check verandah details.
Colour scheme requires investigation.
Fence not original, requires maintenance.
Check verandah details. Fence is not original.

3

B*

Investigate verandah details. General maintenance.

3

3
3

c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•

12-1

Scotch Pie House cnr
Templeton and Reef
Sts.
12- 2
Stables - Fonner
Shire Arms Hotel Reef St
Brook's Store 12-8
Templeton St
House -- Spring St
13 12
13-14
House - Spring St
Loddon Store -- High
14-3
St
14-5
Oswald's Cottage High St
I 5A(C.L.) House - Phoenix St
opp. A(35).
15A-2
House - Phoenix St
15A_3
House -- Phoenix St

RHBR
2

- Hornsby St
- Hornsby St
- Hornsby St
- Reef St
-- Reef St

2

16-10
House - Reef St
16-12&13 House - Hornsby St

2

16 2
16-3
16-4
16--8
16-9

House
House
House
House
House

I

2
2
2
2

3
3
3.
3
3

2

C,R

B*

16A(C.L.) The Cottage -- Hornsby2
St nr cnr Boundary St
16A-6
House - Hornsby St
2
l6A.7
House - Hornsby St
2
17-7
House Chapel St
1

2

c•

3
3
2

C*

17-12

House - Warnock St

2

c•

17-13

St Brigid's Roman
Catholic Church Adair St
House -- Chapel St

4

c•

18-10
18-11

2

2

A*

c•

B*
2

B*

2

B*

2

c•

2

c•

2
2

C
C

22-3
22-6
22-7

House cnr Chapel and
Parker Sts
House cnr Chapel and
Franklin S ts
House cnr Parker and
Warnock S ts.
House - Warnock St
House - Warnock St
House - Warnock St

23-6

House - Lawrence St

2

3

C, R •

23 9

House cnr Adair and
Lawrence Sts
Hill View - Adair St

2

3

2

3

c•
c•

Kyrnber - Lawrence

2

3

C

2

3
3
3

C
B

19-3
21-11

24-2
24--3

Requires investigation.

Investigate verandah details. Fence is
incompatible.
Fence not original. Check verandah details.
Fence not original.
Fence not original.
Check verandah details. Fence not original.
Verandah requires reinstatement. Alteration
is totally incompatible.
Check verandah details.
Verandah details require investigation. Fence
is not original.
Front section is new addition after fire.
Compatible but not rebuilt to original details.
Poor condition - requires restoration.
Verandah details require investigation.
Verandah details require investigation. Fence
is not original.
Verandah details require investigation. Fence is
not original.
Fence not original and incompatible.
Requires general maintenance. Fence not
original.
Requires general maintenance. Fence not
original.
Verandah details require investigation. Oiled
boards not an orig~nal treatment. .
Fence not original.
Fence requires restoration.
Fence not original.
Fence not original. Verandah details require
investigation.
Verandah built in. Requires reinstatement and
details investigated. Fence is not original.
Verandah details require investigation.
Fence is not original. Investigate verandah
balustrading.
Gates are not original.

St.
25-3
25-4
26-1

House -- Adair St
House - Adair St
House -·- Morris St

2
2

23

c•

Requires investigation.
Requires general maintenance.
Investigate verandah details - these appear
to be later additions. Fence not original.

Section/
Allotment

Building

Architectural/
Locational Historical
Priority Condition Comments
Importance Importance

26-7

House - Hornsby St

2

3

B

26aa9

House -- Hornsby St

2

3

C

26-10
26

House - Hornsby St
2
House Boundary St I
nr cnr Hornsby St
House - Oswald St
House - McF arlane St
House - McFarlane St
House Mills St

2

c•

2
2
2
2

c•
c•

House - Union St

2

c•

2

C*

27 a1
27-3
27-15
28 (next
lot 8)
28-3
28 6

House

~

3

Union St

Fake brick cladding should be removed and
original cladding restored. Fence is not original.
Verandah details require investigation. Fence is
not original.

C

c•
B*

Verandah details require investigation. Fence is
not original.
Verandah details require investigation.
Fence is not original.
Requires general maintenance and investigation
of verandah details.
Verandah has been built in•- requires
investigation and reinstatement.
Verandah details require investigation and
reinstatement.

PARISH SECTIONS
Al-al3

G--10
G-15
G-34
G-80
G 105

and house
ML Tarrengower Rd

3

3
2

6
5

B, R *
C,R

Roennfeldt's Cottage
- Castlemaine Rd
Dickman Cottage
Castlemaine Rd
Marsler's Cottage Sandy Creek Rd.
D'Orsa's House•~
Sandy Creek Rd
Duers' cottage Ruins
aa Sandy Creek Rd

2

2

4

B

2

3

5

A,R

Verandah details require reinstatement. Fence
requires restoration. (House)
Requires complete investigation and restoration
of surviving buildings and stabilization of
relics" (Brewery).
Fence requires restoration. House requires
investigation and general maintenance.
Requires restoration and reconstruction.

2

2

4

A,R

Requires restoration and reconstruction.

2

3 RHBR

5

A,R

2

3

5

A,R

2

3

C*

Requires immediate maintenance, full
investigation. Restoration and reconstruction.
Deteriorating rapidly - requires urgent
intervention and measures for securing and
protection.
Verandah details require investigation.

2

3

c•
c•

2

3
4

c•
C*

Fence not original.

l
2

3
4

c•

Verandah details require investigation.

3

B*

Requires investigation.

2

3

A*

Requires investigation and action.

3

2

5

C

Requires investigation and action.

3

3

6

C

3

2

5

c•

Front reconstructed after 1969 fires to
original details. Fly screen door inappropriate.
Requires investigation.

2

3

C,R

3

4

C

2

3

c•

2

A*

Maldon Brewery Ruins 3

ID-SB

House - Castlemaine
Rd
House - Morris St

ID-7

House - Hornsby St

ID-IOA

House - Morris St
House cnr Lowther
and High Sts
House - High St
House - Maldon
Bridgewater Rd
House - Maldon
Bridgewater Rd"
Stone buildings aa
Nuggetty Rd
Bowes cottage - Peg
Leg Gully
Bowes cottage, Peg
Leg Gully
Bowes cottage - Peg
Leg Gully
House near 12(1H)Parkins Reef Rd
House - Parkins Reef
Rd
House - Parkins Reef
Rd
Ruins - Parkins Reef
Rd

IB-20

1Ea~22
IE-23
2B-II
2B-l3
10-26
I0-43
IOA4

10 59
12 (IA)
12-25
12-25A
12-28

2
2
2

2

l

2

24

Verandah details require investigation. Fence
is incompatible.
Verandah details require investigation and
reinstatement.

C*

Requires maintenance. Gable extension is a
later addition and incompatible.
Fence not original.
Verandah details require reinstatement. Fence
not original.
Requires investigation of brick ruins adjacent,
cellar and surviving timber building.

Section/
Allotment

Building

Architectural/
Locational Historical
Importance Importance
Priority Condition Com,ments

TOWN RESERVES

Reserve

Cemetery Rotunda
Lodge
Grounds
Chinese oven
Hospital cnr Adair
and Chapel Sts

Public
Gardens
Reserve·

Former Market Hall
and Shire Offices.
Croquet Club House

3

Old Fire Station

3

Government Crushing 2
Battery cnr Adair and
Evans Sts
Station
3
Goods Shed
3
(includes water tower,
turntable & all other
railway works)

Cemetery

Reserve

Hospital

Crown
Land
Railway
Reserve

3
3
3
3
3

2
2

5
5

3 NTC
3 NE NTC

3
6

A,R
A,R
A,R

*

Requires immediate restoration,
Requires immediate restoration.
Cemetery requires maintenance of fencing,
headstones and paths.
Recent additions unsympathetic. Requires
reassessment of colour scheme. Reconstruct
earlier picket fence at front.
Requires maintenance and restoration.

6

C,R

6

B

4

B, R *

2

5

A,R

3

5

A,R

Fence incompatible. Building requires
restoration and removal of extraneous
additions.
General maintenance, restoration and
reconstruction.
Restoration and reconstruction.

B

Restoration and reconstruction.

RHBR
3

3

3

6

1

4

25

B*

*

APPENDIX 2

BUILDINGS DESIGNATED BY THE NATIONAL TRUST OF AUSTRALIA (VICTORIA)
CLASSIFIED
Court House

Section C

District Hospital

Hospital Reserve, cnr. Adair and Chapel Streets

Lauriston House
Former Denominational School

Section 11, cnr. Church and Camp Streets

14(5) High Street

Holy Trinity Church ofEngland

10(23 & 24), High Street

Chinese Oven

Cemetery Reserve, Nuggetty Road

Beehive Chimney

Section 16A, cnr. Reef and Phoenix Streets

RECORDED
House - - next to Holy Trinity

10( I) High Street

Commercial Banking Company of Sydney building

A(6) High Street

Church of England Sunday school.
BUILDINGS ON THE REGISTER OF HISTORIC BUILDINGS

Rule's House

4( l) corner High and Adair Streets

PROPOSED LISTING IN THE REGISTER OF THE NATIONAL ESTATE

Rule ts House

4(1) corner High and Adair Streets

Oswald's Cottage

14(5) High Street

Denominational School

11 (Church Reserve) corner Camp and Church Streets

Holy Trinity Church

10(23 & 24) High Street

Hospital

Hospital Reserve, corner Adair and Chapel Streets

Court House

Section C.
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APPENDIX 3

BUILDINGS RECOMMENDED FOR REGISTER OF HJSTORJC BUILDINGS
].

3.

Methodist Church Complex A(Methodist Church Reserve) Notable as precursor to a later popular style - innovatory.
Architect of main church - Crouch and Wilson.
Mission Hall and Preacher's house also of interest.
Kangaroo Hotel A( I)
Features limestone 'brick'
Long and intact street elevation 1864.
Warnock's House. A(I0A)
Early building, with pleasant detailing.

4.

Royal Hotel and Theatre. A(l I)

Theatre of great historical significance as early major meeting
place.

5.

McArthur's Bakery. A(26)

The house, shop and bakehouse are a unique and intac_t
complex.

6.

Calder House A(28)

Ornate 'boom' style building with interesting additions in

2.

contrasting styles.

7.
8.
9.

Former Dabb's Store. A(31/32)
Robinson's House. 8(6)
Eaglchawk Hotel. 4A(20)

Intact verandah, shop front, powder magazine.
Unusual gable form and decorative timber work.

10.

Holy Trinity Church of England. 10(23 & 24)

Unusual form and style for hotel building.
Notable for Stonework and internal ceiling scissor beams.
Architect --- David Drape.

1I.

Tressider House. 10(21)

Intact and well maintained example of this early style. ·

12.

Denominational School. 11 (Church of England Reserve)

13.

Oswald's Cottage. 14(5)

14.

Old Market Hall and Shire Offices.
Public Gardens Reserve.

15.

Hospital (Hospital Reserve).

16.

D'Orsa House, Sandy Creek Road. G(80)

Unique design, variety of construction materials and setting.
Unusual use ofbluestone in Malden.
Decorative timber work on verandah,
Early buildings of simple form and details with interesting
timber trusses.
Interesting Palladian composition.
Notable for coolroom and gable roof design, and
cellars.
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APPENDIX 4
PROPOSED DEMOLITION CONTROL UST

Section
Refers to Land Sections as shown on Department of Lands and Survey Township & Parish Plans. The Parish Sections are listed
separately as the numbers and letters used to describe these are in some cases the same as the Township Sections. The sections
were originally sold as Town, Suburbs and Parish Sections and each had its own numbering system. The Parish was later divided
into Parish and Township, thus causing some areas of confusion where the boundary passes through a Parish Section of the same
number as a Town Section.
Lot Numbers This refers to the Crown Allotment number as shown on the Department of Lands and Survey Maps.
Where Lot Numbers are omitted, this is usually due to the building being situated on Crown Land.
Asterisks •The asterisk shows buildings proposed to be placed under Demolition Control.
Name or Type of Building ..
This column provides a basic breakdown of building types and, where house names are displayed, these are used for recognition.
A mixture of old and new names has been given to buildings in the Historic Interest Zone, usually the name which is most
evocative of the building.

4.l PROPOSED BUILDING DEMOLITION CONTROL

SECTION

LOT NO.

STREET

13
10
15
34
80
105
20
SB
7
l0A
11
22
23
11
13
26
43
44
59
C.L.
25
25A
28

Mt Tarrangower Rd
Castlemaine Rd
Castlemaine Rd
Sandy Creek Rd
Sandy Creek Rd
Sandy Creek Rd
Castlemaine Rd
Morris St
Hornsby St
Morris St
Morris St
Cnr Lowther & High Sts
High St
Maldon - Bridgewater Rd
Maldon -· Bridgewater Rd
N uggetty Road
Peg Leg Gully
Peg Leg Gully
Peg Leg Gully
Parkins Reef Rd
Parkins Reef Rd
Parkins Reef Rd
Parkins Reef Rd
The Botts Mt Tarrengower Rd

NAME OR TYPE OF BUILDING

Parish Sections
Al
G
G
G
G
G
lB
ID
ID
ID
ID
lE

lE
2B
2B
10
10
10
10
12
12
12
12
C.L.

*

Maldon brewery rulns & House

Roenfeldt's cottage
Residence Dickman Cottage
Residence Marsler's Cottage
Residence D'Orsa's House
Mud brick ruins, Duer's Cottage
* Residence
* Residence
* Residence
* Residence
Demolished
* Residence
* Residence
* Residence
* Residence
* Stone Buildings
Bowes Cottages
Bowes Cottages
* Bowes Cottages
Residence
Residence
* Residence
* Brick Ruins
Picnic Shelter

Town Sections A--F
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

1
3
4
4
5
6
7
8
8
9
JOA
JOE
11

Fountain St
High St Cnr Fountain St
High St
High St
High St
High St
High St
High St
High St
High St
High St
Spring St
High St
High St

Wesleyan Church, Buildings & Parsonage
Kangaroo Hotel
Former Commercial Hotel
Argyle House
Hornsby's building
Former Carrier's Arms Hotel
Former Bank of N.S.W.
Former Warnock's Beehive Stores
Freemason's Hall
Former Wamocks Flour Mill
Langslow's Building

Warnock's House
Gray's House
Royal Hotel & Theatre
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SECTION

A
A
A

A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

LOT NO.

12
12A
13
13
13A
14
I5
16
16
17
17
18
18
19
20
20
21
22
23
24
26
27
27 & 29
28
30
31
31
31 & 32
32
32
33
35
41
42

A

A2

SK

B

I
2
3
5
6

B
B
B
B

B

STREET

NAME OR TYPE OF BUILDING

High St
Spring St
High St
High St
Chapel St
Main St
Main St
Main St
Main St
Main St
Main St
Main St
Main St
Main St
Main St
Main St
Main St

Grand Hotel & Shops
Moore's House
McFarlane's Drapery
Mohr's Hairdressers
Ralph's House
Miss Hockey's Shop
Goldsmith's Buildings
Berryman's Bootshop
Former Albion Hotel
Former Dabb's Produce Store
Former Upton's Butcher Shop
Swann's Building
Tobin's Buildings
Maldon Hotel
Maldon Hotel Stables
Shakespeare House
Farr's Buildings
Wearne's Building
Franklin's Building
Phoenix Building
McArthurs Bakery & Bakehouse
Calder's Ironmongery
Tarrangowcr Times Office
Calder's House
Wade's Building
Former Chisholm's Butcher Shop
Brick Store
Former Dabb's Store
Former Dabb 's Store (Brick)
Former Dabb's Store (Timber)
McMillan & Padleys lronmonge ry
Residence

Main St

Main St
Cnr Main & Templeton Sts
Main St
Main St
Main St
Cnr High & Francis Sts
Main St
Main St
High St
Main St
High St

High St
Main St
Phoenix St
Phoenix St
Phoenix & Tobin Sts
Phoenix St
Phoenix St
Morris St
Cnr Francis & High Sts
High St
High St
High St
High St
Hospital St

*
*
*

Maldon Post Office
Atheneum
Residence
Residence
Robinson's House
State School No. 1254.
Court House
Old Stables
Old Police Lockup
* Residence
Residence
* Residence
* Clifton Cottage
Residence
Residence
Residence

*

C
C
C

D
D
D
D
D

D
F

4
6
IO
II
13
14
1

Residence
Residence
Crown Land. Residence
Crown Land. Residence
Residence

Cnr Chapel & Fountain Sts
Fountain St
Fountain St
Fountain St
Chapel St
Chapel St
Spring St

•

Town Sections 1-28
I
I
I
1
I
1
I
I
I
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
1B

4
5
8&9
IO
1I
14
I5
16
18 & 19
I
4A
10
11
12
22
I

Cnr Templeton & Camp Sts
Templeton St
Templeton St
Templeton St
Adair & Templeton Sts
Adair St
High St
High St
High St
off Parkins Reef Rd
Parkins Reef Rd
Newstead Road
Newstead Road
Newstead Road
Cnr Newstead Rd & Grey St
Parkins Reef Road
29

*

Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Shop & Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
"Glendonald" Formerly Ethandune
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
"Kyndalyn"

LOT NO.

SECTION

lB
1B
IC
!C
IC
IC
JC
IC
IC
IC
JC
IC
IC

2
19
4A
4D
5
9A
JOA
11
C.L.
31
33
34
37A

2

4
5
12
13
15
17 & 18
19

2
2
2
2
2
2
2A
2A
2A
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2B
2C
2C
2C
2C
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3A
3A
3A
3A
3B
3B
3B
3B
3C
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3D
3E

7
8
2

4
6
11
14
17
20
21
22
24
25
26
32
8
9
13
15
1
3
6
8
13
17
18
19
2&3
13
16
18
15
16
18
19
2
1
3
9A
12
13
14
15
17
19
20
23

4

NAME OR TYPE OF BUILDING

STREET

Parkins Reef Road
off Parkins Reef Rd
off Gray St
off Gray St
Parkins Reef Rd
Parkins Reef Rd
Parkins Reef Rd cm. Gray St
Parkins Reef Rd

off Anzac Drive
Parkins Reef Rd
Parkins Reef Rd
Parkins Reef Rd
Gray St
Cm Camp & Church Sts
Church St
Adair St
Adair St
Templeton St
Templeton Street
Templeton Street
Adair Street
Harker Street
Harker Street
Long Gully Road
Long Gully Road
Long Gully Road
Long Gully Road
Long Gully Road
Parkins Reef Road
Parkins Reef Road
Parkins Reef Road
Parkins Reef Road
Parkins Reef Road
Gray Street
Gray Street
Johns Road
Ireland Street
Ireland Street
Adair St cnr Harker St
Harker Street
Adair Street
Adair Street
Church Street
Church Street
Parker Street
Templeton Street
Templeton Street
Templeton Street
Adair Street
Parker Street
Church Street
Church Street
Harker Street
Harker Street
Harker Street
Harker Street
Reef Street
Long Gully Road
Long Gully Road
Long Gully Road
Long Gully Road
Long Gully Road
Long Gully Road
off Gray Street
Gray Street
off Gray Street
off Gray Street
off John's Road
off Gray Street
Reef Street

*

*

Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence

*

Welsh Congregational Church

•*
•

Residence
Residence

*
*
*
*

* Residence
"Taraview"

*

Chapman's House
* Residence
* Residence
* Residence
* Residence
"Bunya"
Residence
Residence
Residence
"Mulberry House"
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
* Residence
Residence
* Residence
Residence
* Residence
* Residence
* Residence
* Residence
* Residence
* Residence
Residence
Building
* Nimrod Cottage

•
•

•

•
•
*
*

•
•
•*
*
*

•

•
•
•

•
•
*
30

"Tara;'

Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Urana
Residence
Residence
Residence
Rosenbert
Residence
Dairy
Old Post Office
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
14
The Pines"
Residence
Resiclence
Residence

SECTION

LOT NO.

STREET

4
4
4
4
4
4
4A
4A
4B
4B

I
2
3
6
9
17 & 18
I
20
I
16
I
10
11
12
5
1&2
5
8
18
I
26
28
20
44
58
7

Cnr High & Adair Sts
Adair Street
Adair Street
Templeton Street
Templeton Street
High Street
Cnr Frankston & Church Sts
Reef Street
Cnr Ireland & Adair Sts
Ireland Street
Reef Street
Reef Street
Reef Street
Reef Street
Adair Street
Chapel & Adair Sts
High Street
High Street
Chapel St, faces High St
Stump Street
Reef Street
Cnr Stump & Reef St
Chapel Street
Wattle Gully Road
Wattle Gully Road
Templeton Street
Cnr Franklin & Templeton Sts
Cnr Templeton & Parker Sts
Templeton Street
Church Street
Union Street cnr Mills St
Long Gully Road
Mills Street
Long Gully Road
High St cnr Camp St
High Street
High Street
High Street
High Street
Adair Street
Adair Street cnr Chapel Street
Chapel Street
Francis Street
Francis Street
High Street
Cnr High & Francis St
Francis & Templeton Sts
Templeton Street
Templeton Street
Templeton Street
Cnr Camp & High St
High Street
High Street
High Street
Camp Street
Templeton st Cnr Camp St
Cnr Templeton & Edwards Sts
Edward Street
Edward Street
Church Street
Templeton Street
Templeton Street
Reef Street
Reef Street
Reef Street
Church Street
Church St (next to l lA(S))
Harker St (next to I IA (6))
Cnr Camp & Reef Sts
Boundary St
Phoenix Street
Cnr Templeton & Reef Sts

4C
4C
4C
4C
4E
5
5
5

5
SC
SC
SC
6
6A
6A
7
7
8
8
8A
SB
SB
8B
8B
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

9

I
9
I

C.L.
I
C.L.
14
2&3
4
5
8
9
13
14, 15, 16
22
I
I
I
I
2
7&8
10
11
14& 15
17 & 18
21
23 & 24

11
11
11

11
11
11
11
11
I IA

I IA
1 lA
I IA
I IA
!IA
l lB
I IC
!IC
12

I
2
3
7
9
12
3
4
6
7
C.L.
C.L.

I
2
14
I

NAME OR TYPE OF BUILDING
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•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
*

•

*

*

•

•
•
•
•

•

Rule House ( on register of Nat. Estate)
Residence
Residence
"Elhar Janeff"
Residence
Residence
Residence
Former Eaglehawk Hotel
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Maldon Motors
Residence
Residence
Dr Hardy's House
"School Cottage"
Residence
Residence
"Cooraminta"
Residence
Residence
Residence
Temperance Hall
Edward's Crushing Plant
Vivian's House
Motor Garage
Baptist Church
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Lisle's Cottage
Tressider's Cottage
Holy Trinity Church
Denominational School
Former Holy Trinity Parsonage
Baptist Church
"Gredo"
Presbyterian Church
Presbyterian Manse
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Scotch Pie House

SECTION
12
12
13
13
14
14
l5A
15A
15A
15A
15A
!SA
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16A
16A
16A
17
17
17
18
18
19
21
22
22
22
23
23
24
24
25
25
26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
28
28
28

LOT NO.
2
8

12
14

3
5
2

3
8

STREET

NAME OR TYPE OF BUILDING

Reef Street
Cnr Templeton & Edward Sts
Spring Street
Spring Street
High Street
High Street

Stables,'Former Shire Arms Hotel
Brook's Store

Phoenix Street
Phoenix Street
Phoenix Street
Phoenix Street

C.L.
C.L.
C.L.
I
2
3

Phoenix Street ( opp A (35))
Boundary St (opp I IC (4))
Hornsby Street (next to 16 (4))
Hornsby Street
Hornsby Street
Hornsby Street
4
Hornsby Street
8
Reef Street
9
Reef Street
10
Reef Street
12 & 13
Hornsby Street
Near Boundary St Hornsby Street
6
Hornsby Street
7
Hornsby St Cnr Reef St
7
Chapel Street
12
Warnock Street
13
Adair Street
JO
Chapel Street
11
Cnr Parker & Chapel Streets
3
Cnr Franklin & Chapel Sts
11
Cnr Parker & Warnock Sts
3
Warnock Street
6
Warnock Street
7
Warnock Street
6
Lawrence Street
9
Cnr Lawrence & Adair Sts
2
Adair Street
3
Lawrence Street
3
Adair Street
4
Adair Street
I
Morris Street
7
Hornsby Street
9
Hornsby Street
10
Hornsby Street
Boundary St near Hornsby St
I
Oswald Street
3
McF arlane Street
15
Mcfarlane Street
Mills Street (next to Lot 8)
3
Union Street
Union Street
6

Town Reserves
Cemetry Reserve
Hospital Reserve
Public Gardens Reserve

Wattle Gully Road
Cnr Adair & Chapel Sts
Francis St

Railway Reserve
Crown Land

Hornsby St
Cnr Adair & Evens St

Residence
Residence

Loddon Store

*
*
*
*
*

•
•

Crown Land. Residence
Residence
Residence

Residence
Residence
Residence

*
*

Residence
Residence
Residence

*
*

Residence
Residence

•
•
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

•*
*

•
•

*
•*
*
*
*

•
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"Oswald's Cottage"
Residence
Residence
Residence

Residence
The Cottage
Residence
Residence
Residence

Residence
St Brigid's Roman Catholic Church
Residence
Residence

Residence
Residence

Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
"Hillview"
"Kymber"
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence
Residence

Inc. Chinese Oven, Rotunda & Lodge
Hospital
Croquet Club
Maldon Museum (old Shire Hall)
Old Fire Brigade
Railway Station etc .
Government Crushing Battery

4.2 PROPOSED DEMOLITION CONTROL OF MINES AND OTHER SITES
MINING SITES:
SECTION

STREET

NAME

DESCRIPTION

A

East of Tobin Street

3E

Reef Street

mullock heaps, evidence of old tramway
between Beehive and Derby Mines, quartz
kilns etc.
Shaft and kilns

4C

cnr. Adair & Evans Streets

4D
I5

Reef Street
Union Street

Victoria Reef: Derby,
Lady Darling and New
Chum Mines.
Eaglehawk Reef
Union Mine
Government Crushing
Battery
Alliance Mine
South German

I 5(1)

lligh Street

Calcdonian Battery

16A

cnr. Reef St. and
Vincents Rd.

Beehive Mirie & Great
Western Mine

Parish 3
Parish 12

Nuggetty Gully
Parkins Reef Rd.

Nuggetty Mine
North British &
Independent

Parish 12

Puhlic Reserve off
Parkins Reef Road.

Carman 's Tunnel

Parish
Reserved Forest

Mt. Tarrcngowcr Forest area.

Manton\: Gu11y,
Lisle's Reef and
Spring & Target Gullies.
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intact battery complex, cyaniding works and

tailings (see Building Inventory).
machine footings and tailing.
large dam, shaft and footings of associated works,
mullock and tailing heaps.
footings of crushing room and brick chimney

stack, walls, bridge, and extensive stone dry
walling to adjacent creek and diversion.
shafts, Beehive chimney, remains of' cyanide
tanks, mullock heaps, sand & sludge tailings
from battery and cyanide works.
mullock heaps only.
North British: These arc the most intact
mining relics in Maldon shaft, kilns, machine
footings, cyanide tanks, dam walls, extensive
tailings.
ln<lcpcndcnt: mullock heaps.
Surrounds, dam, tunnel, etc.
remains
heaps.

or mine slrnfts, tunnels and rnullock

APPENDIX 5

PROPOSED

CONSERVATION

l.0 EXISTING STATUTORY CONTROL
I.I Aims of the Maldon Planning
Scheme:
In the Statement of Intentions, the

Maldon Planning Scheme recommends
"that Maldon be preserved as an
outstanding example of an historic town typical of the gold

mining era in this part of the
State of Victoria"

It continues
"Maldon has potential for educa¥
tion and tourism''
and therefore recommends
"careful guidance of future de•
velopment ... to maintain and
enhance the present character of
the town."
1.2 Administration of the Scheme
As outlined in the Scheme:
The administration of the Historical
Interest Zone, the Residential A
Zone and Rural A Zone is to be
undertaken by the Town and Country
Planning Board.

The remainder of the Planning Scheme
area is to be administered by the
Council of the Shire of Maldon.
The relationship of other Government
departments (for example Australia
Post, Telecom, the Victorian Mines
Department, and the Country Roads
Board) is not outlined in the Scheme,
and must be subject to further investigation.

1.3 Limitations of the Planning
Scheme
The Town and Country Planning
Board, the Melbourne based State
Planning Authority, will retain control
over the most sensitive areas of MalUon. Remoteness of management has
inherent problems in being able to
deal promptly with permit applications as well as reducing the time avail•
able for on site inspection and assess•
rnent.
Necessarily rigid parameters and
restrictions in some cases cannot
always achieve an effective conservation result.

PLANNING

PROGRAMME PRELIMINARY

2.0 PROPOSED
CONSERVATION
ADMINISTRATION
2.1 Background - Overseas Conserva•
tion Programmes
Successful rural conservation pro~
grammes in the United Kingdom have
overcome the problem of centralised
administration by providing a resident
conservation officer. Such a position
has been filled in the past by an
architect or planner with specific
experience in architectural history,
historic preservation and conservation
planning. Examples of appropriate
conservation planning qualifications
,ue courses offered overseas by the
International Association of Archi~
tects School of York, the Architectural Association in London, the
University of Edinburgh, and the
Centre for Conservation in Rome.
Such courses are yet to be established
in Australia.

In the United Kingdom the conservation officer is responsible to an
expert co-ordinating committee, made
•up of persons with appropriate qualifications who are concerned with
conservation issues.
It is recommended that a conservation officer be appointed to assist
in the administration of the Malden
Planning Scheme prior to any provision of financial assistance. This
appointment would be seen as a pilot
programme for conservation officers
operating on a regional basis in Victoria. It is envisaged that such a
position would obviate the need for
specialist committees, which are at
present brought in to provide specific
advice.
2.2 The Role of the Conservation

Officer
The role of a conservation officer in
Maldon would be to:
a)
administer parts of the Planning
Scheme related to historic buildings
and the environment on a day to day
basis and to interpret the regulations
outlined in the Scheme.
b)
provide continual assessment of
required maintenance and restoration
work within the town.
c)
provide positive suggestions and
assistance for the design of alterations
and new constructions within the
Planning Scheme. This would include
assistance with locating specialised
building materials and tradesmen.
d)
co-ordinate any building programmes with appropriate consultants
and tradesmen.
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e)
undertake further historical research using the Maldon Conservation
Study as a basis. When new information is made available it would be
immediately recorded and catalogued.
Any conservation work undertaken
would be accurately documented and
filed.
f)
provide advice on factors not
defined within the Planning Scheme,
Such considerations would include:
a) intrusions to important views
b) assessment of buildings outside
the Planning Scheme's defined
period 1860 to 1899 that are
harmonious with the special
character of the town.
c) assessment of suitable details,
finishes, fittings and paint
colours appropriate to the style
and date of individual buildings
under discussion. This would
involve detailed on site analysis
utilising techniques such as paint
scrapings, evidence of former
design and materials.

3.0 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

4.0

Technical assistance should be provided to assist with historic reconstruction and problems associated with
building restoration, maintenance and
reconstruction.
This
information
would be disseminated by the conservation officer in his ·administration
of the Planning Scheme, and should
serve to encourage restoration and
maintenance initiatives by individual
property owners.

It is essential that any distribution of
conservation funding be staged over an
extended time period. Overseas experi•
ence has indicated the problem associ•
ated with hasty expenditure of public
money. This has led to difficulties in
ensuring a satisfactory standard of
restoration, abuse by recipients of
such funding, distortion of conser•
vation priorities, and reduced provision for long tem1 maintenance.

3 .I Maldon Conservation Study

It is proposed that a state wide
approach to conservation funding be

The Maldon Conservation Study aims
to provide more detailed information
regarding the physical history of the
township and its building stock, which
can be continua11y referred to and
updated by persons administering the
Scheme.
The following information will resolt
from the study:
a)

a report summarising:
•

known infonfiat1on on buildings,
objects and sites

•

practical ways and means of
achieving an effective conservation programme

b)
a card index system, which
photographically records every building in the town and summarises all
known information.
c)
a card index system recordmg
early building photographs catalogued
in a similar manner.
d)
a card index system sumrnar•
ising sources of historical data.
e)
an accurate series of scaled
drawings of the Historic Interest Zone
as it exists today and as it existed
around the turn of the century. These
would serve as a basis for future
reconstruction work.

3 .2 Other Sources
The report aims to provide a bibliography of relevant technical data
already published. For example the
Beechworth
Conservation
Study
undertaken in 1976, provides guidelines regarding shop fronts, fences,
and lettering styles which may also
be appropriate to Maldon. It is envisaged that the conservation officer
would continue to add to and utilize
this bibliography.

3.3 Restoration

and

Maintenance

Assistance

It is proposed that the conservation
officer would provide assistance and
advice with regard to restoration and
maintenance work on the town and
also be equipped to provide advice on
technical problems such as rising damp
and other water penetration and
structural failures.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

adopted with the following forms of
financial assistance for conservation
programmes:
a)
The establishment of a State
revolving fund.
This would provide finance for market
interest rate loans, low interest means
tested loans and direct grants for
conservation projects and government
acquisitions, restoration and resale of
historically significant buildings.
b)
The underwriting by the Government of commercial loans for censer~
vation pruposes.

4.1 Revolving Funds
A revolving fund is a conservation
programme fund ( established for
example by a grant from State or
Commonwealth Government, private
donations etc) which is administered
in such a way as to be profitable and
establish a permanent source of
finance for conservation.
A revolving fund has been used over•
seas for conservation works, particularly in Scotland where it has proved
very successful. In 1961 the Scottish
'Little Houses Imfrovement Scheme'
was inaugurated.
The basic idea
was simple: a house is bought, restored
and sold and the same capital used
again and again in a 'revolving fund'.
Each sale is made under safeguards
against future alteration of the property. The initial capital was only
£20,000 with subsequent additions.
By 1970 more than 60 properties were
being or had been restored - the total
value in hand was £115,000, of which
£63,000 was financed by 'restoring
purchases'.
Such a funding principle would be
applicable to Maldon, and would
require careful co~ordination and management to ensure the maintenance
and expansion of the original capital.
Repayments on loans and profits
from resale of restored buildings
would be utilised to establish further
conservation programmes. The responsible authority may wish to appoint
their own consultants for restoration
work undertaken with financial assis•
tance.
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Various alternative funding programmes are available using a state
revolving fund. These include:
. a) The provision of market interest
rate loans for conservation projects.
This provision of finance aims to
overcome difficulties in obtaining
improvement loans for older buildings,
and provide incentives for private
restoration work at little real cost to
the government. A covenant would be
placed on the title to protect work
made possible under this loan from
subsequent modifications.

b) The provision of low interest loans
to property owners who cannot afford
market interest finance. A means test
would be applied to determine eligibility for low interest loans for con•
servation work. Any outstanding debts
would be repaid on death or on the
sale of the property. A covenant
would be included in the title to
ensure that the restored building could
not be altered in any way without the
approval of the responsible authority.
c) The provision of direct grants to
preserve and restore important buildings which are considered of value to
the community, are in immediate
danger and other sources of funds are
not available. Where a building is in
private ownership, a means test would
be applied to assess financial need.
However, it is envisaged that direct
grants would be in most cases pro•
vided for community or publicly
owned buildings.

d) Government acquisition and/or
restoration could occur in the following situations:
• As properties come on the market
• when the property is endangered
and the owner refuses to take action
the government may be forced to
compulsorily restore or renovate, and
to obtain recovery of costs by repay.
ments or upon resale
• as a last resort, compulsory acquisition of an historically significant
building may be necessary when there
is complete lack of owner co~operation.
4.2 Government
Underwriting of
Commercial Loans for Conservation
Purposes
This form of financial assistance would
be based upon the American programme established under the Housing
and Urban Development Historic Pre•
servation Loans Scheme.
Such a
programme provides access to market
rate loans to those who otherwise
would be unable to obtain loans for
conservation projects.

4.3 Financial Assistance for Maldon
Financial assistance for Maldon should
be established as outlined in sections
4.1 and 4.2 above, and should be seen
as a pilot funding programme for other
conservation areas in Victoria.
By providing alternative sources of
funding ( through market interest or
low interest rate Joans, or through
direct grants), it is hoped to achieve
a large number of conservation restoration works throughout the town.
It is necessary to determine the
number of properties in Maldon
requiring conservation or restoration
works, and this is seen as one of the
chief tasks of the conservation officer.
Restoration projects should then be
ranked according to priority with
endangered historically significant
buildings receiving immediate attention. Refer to priority listing in
Appendix 1.
It is important to determine, through
means test, the number of owners who
could afford (using market interest
or Jow interest Joans) to restore their
own property.
It is the consultants' opinion that 'the
best method of protecting the investment of public money spent on private
property is through the provision of
loans from a revolving fund. This
would reduce the number of direct
grants required for building works
within the township of Maldon.

l. "Little Houses of the National
Trust for Scotland". Brochure
prepared by the National Trust for
Scotland. Also "Little Houses in
Fife". The Little Houses Improvement Scheme of the National Trust
for Scotland. 1974.
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·1. INTRODUCTION
1. INTRODUCTION

trolled by the Shire, while the sensitive
central commercial area and access
routes remain under the control of

This report represents an important
stage in the protection of Maldon as an
intact nineteenth-century gold mining
town.
The first recognition of the historical
importance of the town was by the
National Trust following a survey by
the Melbourne University School of
Architecture in 1964. The Trust
designated Maldon as a 'Notable
Town' in February 1966. This
announcement greatly increased public
interest in the town and the number of
tourists visiting the town dramatically
increas.ed. In addition, people from
Melbourne began buying homes as
weekenders, thereby increasing real
estate values in the town. This has
occurred at the expense of the cost of
living of the original residents, particularly non-home owners. The Trust
was concerned that unless planning
controls were introduced, the town
would soon lose the characteristics
that established Maldon as Australia's
first Notable Town. Many changes
were occurring in the mistaken belief
that these were improving the town as
a tourist attraction. In fact, they were
reducing the original historic character
of the .town.

A draft was prepared in 1966 to
protect the historic character of
Maldon, and the Trust published a
submission entitled 'Proposals for the
Conservation of Maldon in 1969. This
report recommended that:
• extensions be made to the proposed
Planning Schemes;
• the scheme be administered by the
Town and Country Planning Board
within the shire;
• the Trust should have representation on a committee to determine
building applications.
In January 1970 the Town and
Country Planning Board invoked an
interim Development Order controlling the design and external appearance
of all non-government buildings.
Advice on most applications was
received from the Technical Advisory
Committee of the National Trust.
The Maldon Planning Scheme was
prepared in 1973 and gazetted in
October 1977. The Planning Scheme is
the first statutory attempt in Victoria
to achieve historic conservation of a
whole town.
Under the scheme as approved, planning control of the less historically
sensitive areas of the town is con~

prepared: the first covers buildings;
this accurately identifies the buildings with street name, crown section,

the Town and Country Planning
Board.
The Maldon Conservation Study was
commissioned by the Town and
Country Planning Board in April 1977
to facilitate the implementation of the
Planning Scheme. The study brief

importance, tourist significance, and
condition.

outlined

(c) the establishment of a list of

two

major

requirements.

Firstly, to provide the necessary
historical research for the restoration
and re-creation of the Historic Interest
Zone for the defined period 1860 to
1899. Secondly to establish priorities
and recommendations for an effective
conservation programme.

Since October 1977, the Ministry for
Planning has become involved with a
programme aimed at facilitating historic

in

reconstruction

. through

an

architectural

the· town

advisory

service and the provision of restoration

funds.

allotment number and photograph,
construction date, available historical
data and historical significance and
condition: the second inventory covers

works and sites - indicating historical

restoration and preservation priorities

based on the inventories cited above.
This priority listing has established the
importance of each b!lilding, work or
site to the historical character of the
town in conjunction with comments
on condition. A rating system has been

established for each category to enable
a rapid identification of buildings,
sites or works requiring the most

urgent attention. This involved giving
a numerical. value for each building
based on location and historical and
architectural importance.

1.1 MALDON CONSERVATION
STUDY
Statement of objectives and tasks
(i) the expansion of historical data
of the town for the defined period of
1860 to 1900, including evidence of
the appearance of the town and its
buildings during that period;
(ii) recommending
methods
of
achieving effective conservation.

To achieve these objectives the consultants were required to undertake

the following tasks:
(a) historical research to enable the
accurate restoration of existing build·
ings . and reconstruction of other

buildings that stood in the Historic
Interest Zone in the period 1860 to
1900. This evidence has been provided
through scaled reconstruction drawings, early photographs, paint scrapings (which indicate original paint
colours) and typology studies of
architectural elements such as veran•

dahs, signs and fences. A card index of
early photographs has been established
which, in conjunction with the historical data collected for each building,
will enable additional research to be
undertaken as more infonnation be•
comes available.

(b) the establishment of an inventory of all buildings, works and sites
of historic importance, including those
already under demolition control,

indicating historical importance and
condition.

·

Two separate inventories have been

l

(d) conservation management. This
broad area covers an investigation into,
and recommendations for the pro~
vision of incentive or requirements

for property owners to preserve and/or
restore their buildings to the original
state as provided for in the Planning
Scheme and the most apprnpriate
body to administer the scheme.

1.2 HISTORICAL DATA
This volume contains the historical
data,

reconstruction

research

and

building works and sites inventories as
outlined above in l.l(a) and (b).
This volume has been published for
the information of and use by the
people of Maldon.

2. HISTORY OF MALDON

-· PHP4_:6
The first settlers in the Maldon area
were pastora!ists who ranged sheep
and cattle. The first to take up
holdings in the area was Lauchlan
MacKinnon in 1839, who called his
run 'Tarrengower' .1 The licence for
the adjacent run 'Cairns Curran'2, on
which the town of Maldon is now
situated was first issued to J. C.
McLaran, but by June 1840 H. N.
Simpson had taken over 'Cairn Cur•
ran'3. Pastoral activity continued in

the area until the 1850's gold activity
brought about a rapid change in the
area's development. In 1848 E. and F.
Bryant became partners with Simpson
at 'Cairn Curran'4 and thus the area
around Ma!don became known as
Bryant's Ranges or Tarrengower.
The pastoral nature of the area ended
suddenly with the discovery of gold.
Gold had been discovered at Forest
Creek (Castlemaine) in September
1851, but it was not until 1853 that
the area around Tarrengower was

investigated. The discovery of gold at
Maldon is attributed to Captain John
G. Mechosk, who eventually received
the government reward for the dis·
covery5. In his petition for the reward
he claimed that he commenced pros•
peeling on 5 June 1853 and reported
his discovery of gold to Commissioner
John Bull at Castlemaine in December
1853. A further petition in support of
his claim, sent in November 1854, was
signed by 20 residents at Tarrengower
(as the emerging town was known)
but it was not until 1860 that the
fmal payment of the reward was made.
Mechosk's was probably the first party
on the site and their prospecting led
others to the area in December 1853.
These later arrivals may have met with
earlier success than Mechosk, leading
to the derogatory remarks on
Mechosk's reward in later accounts ot
the early gold discoveries6. The rush
certainly began in December 1853
with miners rushing from Forest
Creek, Ballarat, and as far as the Ovens

View of Maldon from Victoria Hill cl867

helter skelter, down to a place called
the Porcupine, from the Porcupine

Loddon River or Muckleford Creek,
many miners simply piled the wash•
dirt, awaiting the end of the drought
to wash the gold. This appears to be
part of the reason for many people
staying at the diggings in 1854 and
early 1855. On Howitt's arrival in May
1854, he wrote: '(Many) had utterly

Inn, near where our horses were,

exhausted their means and were com~

beyond Bendigo 250 miles! [Referring
to the distance from the Ovens dig•
gings.·
By all accounts the diggings at the

pelled to remain and do as well as they
could . . . Thousands of tons were
piled up in various places, and the
sanguine expectants awaited the arrival
of rain ... In consequence of this, we
expected to fmd these diggings nearly
deserted. But nothing of the kind: on
the contrary, there was the most busy
throng that we have ever seen since
our first arrival at Spring Creek ... A
host of tents, whitening all the valley

diggings in north~eastern Victoria, as

reported by William Howitt in January
1854. 'There is a new rush and a
violent one, - thousands and thou•
sands of the people who have come up
from' the Ovens are now off again,

Porcupine, or Bryant's Ranges, are

totally destitute of water; a hot,
burnt-up place, and however rich it
may be, will be torn up, long before
these people, about 5000 in number,
can get there.'7
Early visitors to the rush included
Raffaello Carboni who was involved
later in the Eureka Stockade, He
reported: 'Bryant's Ranges (Tarrengower) was the go of the day, and I
started thither accordingly, December,
1853. Oh! Lord! what a pack of
ragamuffms over that way! I got
acquainted with the German party
who found out the Tarrengower
den; shaped· my hole like a bathing.
tub, and dropped on it right smart.'8
The intia! rush was by alluvial gold
miners along Long Gully, Peg Leg
Gully, at Eagle hawk and Porcupine
Fiats, and by May 1854, 'The people
on the gold field are said to be 18,000
or 20,000:, the gold procured from
1000-2000 ounces a week'.9 As 1854
was a drought year in Maldon, the usual
method of separating gold from dirt
by washing was not generally possible.
The lack of water was so great that
drinking water was sold by the bucket.
All streams dried up and if water had
not been found from springs at The
Springs Reserve (on the present day
Mt. Tarrangower Tourist Road) and
from two smaller springs in Spring
and Fountain Streets, fewer people
would have stayed at the diggings.
Because of the lack of water and cost
of cartage of washdirt to eithei the
2

as far as we could see, announced a

well-populated scene. When we came
up to these tents, we found them
surrounding a part of the valley which
was all completely dug up, and throngs
of diggers at work ... This was in fact
a new rush; the last of many which
had taken place here ...
When we came to traverse the diggings,
we found them extending about 3
miles along this valley, which, at the
upper end, turned off to the left, and
again descended in the opposite direction towards the Forest Creek road.
All the way up this valley, and again
down the last named part - called,
properly, Long Gully - the ground
had been turned up with an amazing
activity for so short a space of time only a few months.'! O
The early influx is also described by
William Kelly in 1860: 'In the early
part of 1854 there was a new digging
discovered in a mountainous district

north-west from, and within 16 or 18
miles of, Castlemaine. It was called
Tarrengower, and as the older fields
were getting effete in the estimation of
the spoiled diggers, there was a tremendous rush to it from all directions.
Within ten days from the first promulgation of the rumour, several thousand

people were confusedly congregated in
the neighbourhood, just as like people
after hurriedly fleeing from a plague as
a throng eagerly crowding to pick up
the scattered treasure of nature.
There were good grounds for the report, as gold was found in several of
the gullies, and abundance of loose
surface specimens on the hill sides.
But the place itself was barren and
inhospitable, and completely wanting
in one of the most indispensable
appurtenances of a gold-field - water;
... Under such circumstances, it was
not to be expected that a large permanent population would setlle down
there ... '11
When rain eventually did arrive, many
were diappointed by the low yields
from their claims, as Maldon was not a
high yielding alluvial field when compared with the riches of Castlemaine,
Bendigo and Ballarat.
By August I 854 the population had
decreased to 4,00012 and by November it had dropped a further 2,00013.
It had been noticed by those that
stayed that large deposits of gold were
embedded in quartz outcrops in the
area, although there were no estab. lished methods to recover the gold.
However, "some miners had contrived
to do well by knocking out rich specimens with hammers and crushing them
in a mortar. One of the earliest pros~

pectors of the reef was fortunate
enough to obtain £800 worth of gold
in this manner' .14 By I 856 steam
quartz crushing machines were aper~

ating,15 resulting in the profitable
mining of the rich quartz leads. By
1857 Quartz crushing was well established, as reported by William Westgarth when discussing the need for a
separate court and warden for Tarran~

gower. "In the memorial sent to the
Government from a late public meeting, they describe themselves as comprising 1500 miners with their families,
who raise collectively 2,000 oz of gold
weekly . . . they themselves were
quartz crushers') 6 Lack of water was
still a problem and sometimes caused

work to be suspended, but the richness
of the quartz lodes warranted the
effort in overcoming these problems.
Kelly, writing in 1860, described ilie
development of quartz crushing at
Maldon:- 'There was one important
discovery, however, made, but not
properly appreciated at the time,
which was that of rich and extensive
quartz reefs, scarcely second to any in

the colony. They have been subsequently worked, but only, l may say
in a desultory way, owing to the

scarcity of water; should that element
be rendered abundant ... or should
smelting (be employed) ... the riches
locked up in the mineral ranges of

siderable township in the locality,
bidding against each other . . . for
building allotments in the sandy,
stony, thirsty place, as if there was not
elbow room elsewhere, and calling into
existence the town of Maldon ...
Since the ebb of the great rush, there
has been ol)ly a scant population, and
very little doing in alluvial working,
quartz being the principal source of
its wealth . . . There are now some

large steam quartz-crushing mills in
Tarrengower from

which we con~

stantly hear of marvellous returns;
but they, too, are sadly cramped in
their operations from the want of
water'.l 7
The great influx of people on to the
field in early 1854 Jed to the area
being brought to the Government's
notice. A Commissioners camp was
established, near the site of the present
court house, in February 1854. This
site overlooked the main digging
activity along Long Gully, and was
near to Eaglehawk which was developing as a separate suburb.
John Templeton was sent to survey
the site in 1854. He chose a place to
the north of Franklin Street and surveyed this into streets and allotments,
'but as is universally the case, the
surveyors have laid out the township
on an adjoining barren hill, where the
whole ground is stone or stones, and
where the people would have to carry
in carts, for nearly a mile, every drop
of wate.r they would require'.18 This
subdivision was ignored as it was away
from the gold fields, water and off the
main roads to Castlemaine, Bendigo

and Newstead. The next area to be
surveyed was bounded by Chapel,
Ireland, Franklin and Camp streets, by
a second Government surveyor, Adair,

in 1856. These subdivisions are shown
in a map held in the State Library of
Victoria entitled '1855 Mines Department Map' 19.
However, this did not change the main
areas of settlement which were along
the present Main and High Streets
which ran parallel with the Long Gully
mining activity and along the line of
the roads that linked Castlemaine,
Maldon and Bendigo. Section A was
surveyed to follow the line of the
existing thoroughfare and commercial
activity. These sites were sold in 1856
and it was from this date that substantial and permanent building began in
Maldon.
The

renaming of the Tarrangower

diggings has been attributed to Adair,
after the town of Maldon in Essex,
England.

Maiden's wealth was based on quartz
mining, and this Jed to a settled
appearance of the town from an early

date. This created a contrast to the
more prevalent alluvial mining which
was generally carried out by small
parties of miners with simple tools
and apparatus, with frequent moves
when claims were ·worked out. The

deep mining methods needed for
quartz mining led to the formation
of unions or companies to purchase
more extensive machinery. The forma~

tion of companies precluded the
necessity of locating dwellings near
claims. Thus with the selling of land
many miners bought and built houses
throughout the town.
In August 1858 Maldon was proclaimed a municipality, the first
elected Council consisting of Councillors J.W. Wright (Chairman), Watt,
Subritzky, Warnock, Cooper, Lawrence and McIntosh. In September
1863 the borough of Maldon was
proclaimed with James Warnock as
mayor, to be followed in January
1864 by the amalgamation of the
Borough and the Baringhap Roads
Board and the proclamation of the
Shire of Maldon. The first shire
president was R.J. Lawrence; with
councillors
Blackwell,
Chrystal,
Courtin, Gilfillan, Hornsby, Kilsby,
Robinson, Stevenson, Warnock and
, .Williams20.
By I861 the population of Maldon
was 3,341 making it the 8th largest
town in Victoria.21

In 1864 J.G. Moon reported that
Maldon had about 70 stone and brick
buildings, 370 wooden buildings and
400 tents; the population being
between 6000 and 7000. His Business
Directory contains 154 entries including Bryant and Co's Malden Brewery,
Stowe's Springs Brewery, ten hotels

and at Eaglehawk, one hotel and
twenty five businesses.22 The progress
of the town is also described in the
Victorian Gazetteer of l 865: 'Maldon
is the centre of the shire district of the
same name . . . There are 26 quartz~
crushing machines and- 2 breweries in
the district, which is a mining one,

almost entirely quartz, alluvial digging
being carried on to a limited extent.
Pastoral and agricultural pursuits are
also extensively carried on ... Cobb's

coaches run daily between Maldon and
Castlemalne, Muckleford, Baringhap,
Maryborough and Dunolly; with Melbourne the communication is by
coach to Castlemaine and thence by
rail. There is a public hospital in the
township, an athenaeum, German
association and club house, public
swimming bath, 2 common schools,

and branches of the New South Wales
and Victoria banks, and of the
Victorian,

Tarrangower alone would suffice for a
respectable empire. It was on the

Australasia,

Australian

Alliance, Liverpool and London and
Globe, Imperial, London and Lanca-

strength of this prospect, that a section of . Victorians determined on
settling down and establishing a con-

shire, and Australian Mutual Insurance
Companies; there is also a court of
3

mines, county and petty sessions
court, a post and money order and ·
telegraph office. A newspaper, the
Tarrangower Times, is published in the
, township, and there is a news-agency
(Hannay's) where the colonial papers
may be had. The hotels are the Maldon, Criterion, Kangaroo, Cricketers
Arms, Miners Arms, Royal, Cumberland, Australasian, Swiss, Shakespeare
and several others. There is a booking
office for Cobb's coaches at the
Kangaroo-Hotel (Ellis's), and one for•
the Castlemaine coach at the Royal
(Page's). The population of the Maldon district is 5432, and the number
of dwellings 1184'.23 In the Tarrangower Mining division the number of
miners was - Alluvial; Europeans 662,
Chinese 354; Quartz; Europeans 525:
Total 1541, who were distributed
thus:- Porcupine 159, Peg Leg 84,
Nuggetty 63, Bradford 16, Long
Gully 78, Eaglehawk 175, Sandy
Creek 223, Pickpocket 105, Newstead
45, Frenchmans 26, Gardner's Gully
30, Long Gully 16 [sic.], Armstrong's
7, Hard Hills 12, Ironbark Gully 16,
Hunter's Rush I 7, Back Creek 44,
Frying Pan Gully 5, Beehive Hill 125,
Mount Tariengower 223, Green Valley
45, Joyce's Creek 17, Total 1541.
Engaged in alluvial mining, 3 steam
enginges, 5 derricks, 74 puddling
machines (12 idle), 17 toms, and 3
water wheels; and in quartz mining,
27 steam engines (12 idle) 43 whims
(11 idle) and 6 derricks24.
The population declined over the
years; in 1871 there were 3,817
living in Maldon; this dropped IQ
2,800 in 1881 and to 1,692 by
1891.25

Quartz mining continued, profitably,
in Maldon until the early 1900's, and
indeed enjoyed a revival in the 1890's
when the town experienced a rise in

population to 3,667 by 190J 26 due
tO the depressed economic conditions
in other areas. The stability and
prosperity is described in 1898, when
'Fully 47 reefs have been described on
this field ... several of the mines are
now approaching a depth of 2000 feet.
Such examples of permanency as the
South German etc. may be referred to
as illustrating the stability of mining
on the field, which, within a small area
has already prod_uced £2,306,620
worth pf gold'.27 This optimistic
survey of Maldon's mines was rein~·

forced by the I 897 Report on the
Malden Goldfields by R.A. Moon. He
completed a detailed survey of all the
working mines in Malden and noted
their future prospects. His conclusion
was that most of the mines had a
prosperous future.

But many factors were to bring about
the closure of mining in the early

twentieth century. These included the
technical difficulties of deep shaft
mining, the increasing cost and the

reluctance of labour to accept the bad
working conditions, the relatively low
price of gold and the effects of World
War I. Maldon's population had fallen,
by 1911, to 3,07728 and operations
wound down. The last mine closed
down operations in 1926. After the
closure of the mines and lack of
employment opportunities, the population fell to 723 by 193329 but was
to increase to 1098 by 1947, when the
population more or less stabilised.
Maldon developecC rapid!y"-fiorn the
tents of the itinerant gold seeker to a
stable town with a solid commercial
centre. The buildings in Maldon reflect
the flux of fortune in its mines. The
early alluvial rushes left the town with
an ad hoc compact and unusual shopping area. Although many of the original buildings were replaced during the
town's mining years the basic outline
and character has been preserved.
Some buildings have survived from the
l850's with a steady progression of
buildings being added until the early
l 900's. The presence of substantial
buildings dating from the 1890's and
early I 900's reflects the resurgence of
prosperity in the town during that
period.
The spread of residential buildings is
much less compact and more haphazard, due initially to the speculative
purchase of much of the land, and
later to the decline in population
during this century. The main concentrations of houses occur along the
major access routes and in the area to

the north of the Historic Interest
Zone.
Again, the relatively large number of
buildings dating from the 1890's
reflects the prosperity of the town in
that period. The vacant land between
houses preserves the quiet rural nature
of the town and in' many cases are as
important as the buildings for which
they provide the setting.
Maldon, in 1971, had a population of
1,759 and 742 dwellings,29 and
although the population appears to be
growing and new buildings may be
required it is hoped that these will not
detract from Maiden's intact and
pleasant environment.
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3. BUILDING INVENTORY
3. BUILDING INVENTORY
3.1 INTRODUCTION

The first task undertaken during this
study was the establishment of an
inventory of all buildings which, it
was felt, contnbuted to the town's
character. A comprehensive survey of
the town's nineteenth and early twentieth century buildings was undertaken. All buildings included on the
existing Demolition Control List under
the Interim Development Order were
included in the inventory. The original
listing of buildings was indexed on
cards, identified by Section and Allotment Number. A photograph of the
building and all information regarding
that building was entered on this card
as it became available. Buildings
altered to a considerable degree or in
a less important location were omitted
as not essential to the retention of the
town's character. However, the Inven~

tory includes the majority of the
town's buildings of 19th century
character. Those buildings with only
minor alterations or alterations that

could be restored were included
especially if they occupied important
sites - either those sites viewed from
common vantage points or corner sites

where the scale and form is important
to the visual concept of the area.
The card index was established to
identify positively each building and
its site. It has proved difficult to crossreference some of the earlier research
on the town, where buildings are only
identified by colloquial names and
street name.

No street numbering

system exists in Malden.
The Building Inventory provides the
following information:

Maps
Map No. 2 shows the area of the town
of Malden with section numbers. The
listing is in the following order- Historic Interest Zone: the remai~ing
Township Sections listed alphabetically A, B, C, D, E and F, and Sections
numerically 1. I A. 1B etc. Parish
Sections are also listed alphabetically
and numerically.
Photograph
An identification photograph is included to give positive identification
of the building under discussion.

Section and Allotment Number
The Lands Department System of
Section and Crown Allotment Number
has been used to identify sites in this
study. Certain problems result from
this system. Firstly, some buildings
are located on Crown Land. This is
due to the fact that originally auri•
ferous (gold bearing) land could not be
alienated from the crown. Early
buildings occupied sites which had
been leased from the Government
using Miners Rights. Some of these
sites are still under this system, while
others have been found not to be gold
bearing and bought in recent years as
freehold sites. This makes the exact
location of some buildings difficult
to describe as they are not shown on
Lands Department maps.
Secondly, parts of Maldon were
surveyed at different times and subsequently the section numbering system
is not sequential. The original intention was to divide the allotments into
town, suburban and country allotments and number each of the three
types accordingly. This led to duplication of numbers when these were

changed to town and parish allot·
ments.
Thus there is the situation where
some sections are designated by letter,

some by numbers and others by a
combination. By keeping the index in
order, the first section alphabetically,
the second numerically, the sequence

of building listing can jump from one
area of the town to another. For

example, Section I is located in High
Street North of the Historic Interest
Zone while Section I A is located to
the south of the town in Parkins Reef
Road. Thus it is necessary to use the
accompanying

reference

maps

to

determine the building's location.
In the Historic Interest Zone, some of
the original blocks have been resubdivided, but by progressing in order
along the street there should be no
confusion. The area of Section A
24-34,
containing
Allotments
bounded by High, Francis, Templeton
and Main Streets has a further problem
in that the allotments were divided
with frontages to both High and Main
Streets. therefore in this section, the

Main Street frontage of the area is
dealt with first with the other frontages dealt with in numerical order
following. In the inventory the first
letter/numbers refer to the Section
numering. The numbers in brackets

refer to the Crown Allotment number.
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Name:
In the Historic Interest Zone, the
name used for the building is either a
standard identification eg. Kangaroo
Hotel (A(l )), or, where no such
identification is applicable, usually the
name of the owner when the building
was erected eg. Langslow's building
(A(9)). In some cases where the
owner's name at the time of erection is
unknown or where it is more appro~

priate, the name of the person longest
associated with the building is used,
eg. Upton's Butcher Shop (A(l 7)).
With the houses, a name is only used
if it is presently displayed or where
evidence exists of an earlier name.

Use:
The present use of the building is
given. Where earlier uses are known

this is found under History and
Sources of Information.
Construction Date:
Where evidence has been found, the
date is given with the supporting under
History and Sources of Information.
Most of this evidence has been obtained from the Tarrangower Times
which was indexed bv M.B. Lewis and
W. Hatton in 1966 and M.B. Lewis
1967-1971. They indexed the paper
from the first issue available at the
State Library of Victoria (15.6.1858)
until approximately I 868. They also
indexed the 1869 Rate Book which
at that time was the only one known
to exist. Due to the limited time
available further Rate Book investi•
gation has hsrl to be limited to major
buildings,
Lack ol time has also precluded
further investigation of the newspapers; Tarrangower _'.firn~.s. and the

later publication, Maldon News..
Further use of this latter source could
lead to the exact dates of buildings
erected from 1870-1910.
Where no exact date could be located
and no other information became

available for giving a range of dates,
the buildings have been given an
approximate date range eg. c1860.
This is only an indication of the
building's age, using the style and
detailing of the building as a guide.
This is difficult with small weatherboard cottages with little ornament,
as this simple style was built from the
1850's to the early I 900's and possibly later, as they were economical
and simple to build. Those buildings
for

which no evidence has been

located could possibly be more exactly

dated by close examination of the
building, and more detailed searching
of the rate books and newspapers.
First Land Purchaser and Date:
This information has been taken from
the Lands Department maps. In some
cases the information has not been
noted. on .the maps and some later

s~es an4 S"!lb.division are also niissing.
Construction Material:
This is only an indication of the main
wall material. Fake timber ashlar refers
to the principal facade of buildings
with timber cladding imitating stone
blocks, with the other walls of
weatherboard.

Condition and comments on intactness:
This is a brief outline of the building's
external appearance and gives no
indication of the internal condition.
The present external condition of the
building is graded as good, fair or
poor, followed by the external intactness and obvious alterations to the
building or fencing.

Significance
If the building has special historical
or architectural significance it is
noted here.
History and Sources of Information:
Where any research has, uncovered
information regarding the building, it
has been listed under this section. It is
envisaged that any additional information which becomes available after the
· completion of the study be added to
the card system.

3.2 BUILDING INVENTORY

The following listing of buildings has
been selected from the complete
inventory of buildings in Maldon. The
complete Building Inventory has not
been included as limited information
has been collected about the majority
of buildings. The following selection
includes all buildings in the Historic
Interest Zone, and the more historically significant buildings in the town
and parish areas. Information concerning buildings not listed here has been
compiled into a separate report and
made available to the Town and
Country Planning Board.

HISTORIC INTEREST ZONE

A. WESLEYAN CHURCH RESERVE. WESLEYAN CHURCH BUILDINGS AND PARSONAGE
FOUNTAIN STREET.
USE: Uniting Church of Australia

CONSTRUCTION DATE: Church halls

1855 and 1861. Parsonage 1858. Church
1863.

FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Wesleyan Church 4.4.1867

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
Brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

Good, fence not original.
SIGNIFICANCE: The Brick Church
Hall is the earliest church building still
extant in Maldon. The present church is
an early example of this brick and stucco
style. Church architect Crouch & Wilson.
HISTORY: The brick chapel, behind the
two gabled sunday school rooms, _were
erected in 18551,, and appeal's to have been
the first church building in Maldon as the
Argus of 10.1.1856 has an article about the
need for a day school at Maldon and reports
that there is one Wesley Church in town.
Before this was built services had been held
in a tent. The building was constructed
before Fountain Street was made and
therefore is not aligned with the street.
The church apparently utilized the adjoining
land as a cemetery as when Fountain
Street was constructed the council had to
remove the bodies interred in ground
around the Methodist church.2

The church appears to have been erected
on this site as there was a spring on the land,
(thus giving the name to Fountain Street).
An undated reference in Williams3 refers
to the 'Wesleyan minister threatened the law
on those who were carrying away more than
a bucketful at a time from the spring in his
churchyard'. In 1861 tenders were invited
for the erection of two rooms adjoining the
'present Wesleyan Mission House•4 and
these two rooms appear to have been
constructed to align with Fountain Street
as they are at an angle with the earlier
building. The number and wealth of the
congregation soon outgrew this accommodation and in February 1863 the Church
Trust met to discuss the building of a new
church5. The church was designed by a
Melbourne firm of Architects Crouch and
Wilson and is said to be modelled on their
design for a Methodist church in Emerald
Hill (South Melbourne, since demolished).
The church is an early use of the red brick
and render style that became very popular
in the 1890's. The contractor was I. Jamie~
son, Builder and Carpenter of Main Street,
Maldon.6 The foundation stone was laid
by the Rev. DJ. Dare in April 1863,7 and
opened on the 18 October 1863. The old
mission hall was 'fitted up as a comfortable
school room; that the girls in conllection

6

with the present Wesleyan Day School be
removed to the said premises'.tl At around
the turn of the century the site was enclosed
by an attractive picket fence as seen in
photograph PH2 as illustrated.
The present manse has been extended
many times since the fast section was
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erected in 1858. The·Tarrengower Times
reports on 1 October 1858 that 97 pounds
was paid for minister's house. A photograph
of the b]lilding at this 1time can be seen inf
Williams9 and it can also be seen in photo~'
graphPHL
Additions were made in 1868 as re*
ported in the Tarrangower Times of 31
January 1868. William Maldon Woodful
(Australian Test Cricket Captain 1930's)
was born at the manse during his father's
incumbency at this church.
The building is also of interest for its
interior, particularly the railed, vaulted
sanctuary which is uncommon in a Metho*
dist Church.
1. Benson, A Century of Victorian Metho~

dism.
2. Williams,.Q.lL.d1,.p.39.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Williams,.Thi<l p.39.
Tarrangower Times. 25.1.1861.
Tarrangower Times. 2.2.1863.
TarrangowerTimes. 23.2.1863.
Tarrangower Times~29.4.1863.
Church records. 29.9.1863.
Williams p.64.

Methodist Church PH2 Methodist Church cl 900

KANGAROO HOTEL

A(l)
CORNER HIGH AND FOUNTAIN
STREETS.
USE: Hotel.
and
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1866
c1905.

FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
John Craddock. 12.5.1856.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
Brick

CONDITION

.

AND

INTACTNESS:

Good, verandah valence fretwork incorn~
plete.
SIGNIFICANCE: The Kangaroo Hotel
has retained its name and function on· this
site since 1856.
HISTORY: James Ellis was granted a
licence in June 18561, which indicates
that an hotel was operating from this time.
The site was leased by Edward Ellis from
John Craddock from 24 December 1856 for
four years on the condition that Ellis errect
a building worth 200 pounds on the site.2
The Mount Alexander Mail of 21 February 1857 reported that 'To make the
Hotel as attractive as possible, he (Ellis) has·
added the largest room in Tarrengower for
concerts, balls, etc'. This can be seen in
photograph PH4 (see page 32 ). This was
e"11larged in July 3, 1857 and in April 4,
1860 a butchers shop was added to the
south. Ellis further enlarged the building
in 1866 when he called tenders for the
construction of the existing brick corner
section.5 The building was well under way
by July of that year when the Tarrangower
Times report~ 'Mr Ellis is turning the Kangaroo Hotel mto a very handsome brick
building, thrown into good relief by white

rustic facing. Mr W. Edwards· is the con~
tractor'.6 Ellis sold the Kangaroo in 1867
to Richard Marks.7 The publican from
18848 until 18959 was Hugh Pettitt. A
rapid change in publicans occurred over the
next twenty years,10 during which time (c1905) the southern brick section was
constructed to match the existing corner
section. The 1866 section has limestone
brick quoin work and trim but cream bricks
were used on the new section. These trims
are now painted white. As part of the new
additions the barrel roofed entrance awning
was constructed and is a delightful feature
of the building. The use of contrasting
rusticated quoinwork and parapet trim was
also used on other 1860's buildings in the
town, (such as the former Albion Hotel
(A16} and the former Dabb's produce
store (Al 7)) and this may sitggest that the
three buildings were designed by the same
person. The Hotel was used as a changing
station for Cobb& Co from the 1860's..

1.M.A.M. 29.6.1856.
2. Title documents.
. 3.M.A.M. 24.7.1857.
4.Tarrangower Times 3.4.1860.
5.TarrangowerTimes 1.5.1866.
6.Tarrangower Times 31.7.1866.
7.TarrangowerTimes 12.7.1867.
8.1884 Directory.
9.1895~96 Directory.
IO.Cole Collection Vol 8, p.111.
11.1865 Bailliere's Victorian Gazetteer
p.235.
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COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY BUILDING

A(2)
HIGH STREET
USE: Country Fire Authority garage.

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1957.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
R. Sangster 12.5.1856

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good.

SIGNIFICANCE: This building is in·

appropriate in the Historic Interest Zone.
HISTORY: The Maldon Council formed a
fire brigade in 1873 and from that time they
occupied the small building next to the
Market Hall (Shire Hall Maldon Museum)
facing Fountain Street until the present
building was constructed in 1957. The
Brigade was registered with the Country
Fire Brigade Board in 1891.1
This site was occupied by shops until
the 1930's when they appear to have been
demolished and the land remained vacant
until the construction of the present build·
ing. The site was purchased by J and S
Warnock on 10 December 18592 and they
sold the southern 15 feet to Alfred Best on
13 January 18603. Best ran the Maldon
Pharmacy.
The first information regarding buildings
on this site is given in the Tarrangower
Times of 14 January 1861 when it is re•
ported that J. Rider was opening a hair·
dressing salon two doors below the Kan·
garoo. Alfred Best apparently was operating
the Maldon Pharmacy before April 1861
when he sold to W.T. Miller4. A detail of
the 1867 panorama (PH pS) shows three
shops on the site. In 1900 the site is occu•
pied by Ah.Gee, storekeeper, E. Gunnells,
Chemist, A McArthur, Bootmaker, and W.
McDonald, Draper.5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

detaii PHP5 ci867 Panorama from Victoria

cl900

Williams, op cit, p.39.
Title document.
Ibid.
Tarrangower Times. 4.4.1861.
Maldon Shire Rate Books. 1900.

1977
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Hill.

A(3)
HIGH STREET
USE: Craft Shop.
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1867.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
R. Moyes. 12.5.1856.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good.

SIGNIFICANCE: Early hotel of pleasant scale.

HISTORY: This land was exchanged by
Moyes with J.C. Hawkey for allotment
A(B) on 15.7.1857.1 In 1867 the Tarrangower Times of 8 February 1867 reports
that 'Handorff has built the Commercial
Hotel on land rented from Hawkey' and
expands on the report on the 17 February

1867 'Ernest Hahndorf, licensee of Com~

mercial Hotel, wooden house, 3 storey
[probably refers to three gable sections],
three bed and family quarters, ground
rented from Hawkey.' A detail of the 1867
panorama (PHp5) (see A(2)) this building
without the verandah. Hahndorf continued

as licensee until his death in October 18912.
R. Dunbull was the publican from 1893
until 1900 when the hotel was run by
E. Vivian until 1902. William Symons
was licensee from 1903-1910 when the
hotel license was revoked under the Licenses
Reduction Act.
The building appears to be substantially
as built in 1867 and is of simple pleasant
design and scale.
The vacant land on A(3) to the north of
the existing building was occupied by two
timber buildings as seen in the 1867 panor-

A(4)
HIGH STREET
USE: Shops and residence.
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1866.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J.C. Hawkey. 12.5.1856.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair, verandah removed and shopfront
altered on southern shop.
SIGNIFICANCE: Early
commercial
buildings with unusually high parapet and
unusual skillion roof.
HISTORY: Hawkey sold the site to
August Nomens on 10 December 18581
Nomens had constructed a store by March
18592 and a further building had been
constructed by 1860 when John South
was letting a buildirig between Nomens'
and the Carrier's Arms (A(5))3. In 1861
Nomens' store was sold and described as the
'Old Rookery•4; it was then used as Chapman and Goggins auction rooms. In 1862
when the site was again sold it was described
as 'occupied by (Chapman and Goggins) and
McKowen, substantial weatherboard store
and offices, weatherboard shop with brick
front and stables at back.' John Hornsby
then owned the site6 and as the buildings
were ID bad condition, in 1866 demolished
them."/ By July of 1866 the new buildings
were neiuly complete but the parapet
collapsed.ts
The buildings were completed by 1867
as they can be identified in the 1867 panorama (photograph PHpS) (see page 2 ).
One of these buildings was occupied by

FORMER COMMERCIAL HOTEL
ama (PHpS). These would appear to have
been the buildings leased to Dr. M.T. Mason
and James and Richard Ormond (Argyle
House Drapery). by Hawkey in July 1860
for eight years-3 In March 1861 Dr Mason
died and Dr Nixon practised from his
residence in High Street. Nixon remained
until February 1862 when he sold the lease
and furniture prior to leaving the colony .5
In 1866 this shop again is available for lease
as it is advertised in 27 September 1866
issue of the Tarrangower Times as 'shop to
let next to Websters [who was occupying
the Maldon Pharmacy on the south of A(3)]
occupied by Mrs Broderick'. In 1900 the
ratebook entries are R. Harvey, miner,
wooden building High Street, and George
Mi Ah storekeeper, wooden building. The
buildings were demolished by 1936 (as
shown in photograph PHp20) (see page 34 )
and the site has remained vacant.

1. Title document.
2. Evans, Diary of a Welsh Swagman, p.193.
3. Title document.
4. Tarrangower Times, March 1861.
5. Tarrangower Times, 14.2.1862.
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ARGYLE HOUSE
John Hornsby, who was a builder; he owned
the site until 19009 and had offices there
until after 1893.10 The 1936 panorama
(photograph Php20) shows that the verandah was still intact.
1. Title documents.
2. loc cit.
3. Tarrangower Times. 27.11.1860.
4. Tarrangower Times. 15.3.1861.
5. Tarrangower Times. 24.5.1861.
6. Title documents.
7. TarrangowerTimes.15.5.1866.
8. Tarrangower
Times.
21.7.1866.
9. 1900 Ratebook.
10.1893 Directory.
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A(4)
HIGH STREET
USE: residences.
CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl900.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

HORNSBY'S BUILDINGS

J.C. Hawkey 12.5.1856.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; verandah removed and shopfront
altered; decorative brickwork on parapet
removed.

SIGNIFICANCE: If the verandah and
shop front were reconstructed, these would
enhance the streetscape.
HISTORY: This section of the site appears
to have been occupied by the small timber
building shown in photograph PHPS (see
page 2 ) (c1867) until the late 1890's.
In photograph PH? c1860 (see A(S)) there
appears to have been a smaller building on
the site. The site was owned by Hornsby at
this time so he may be responsible for the
building's construction. The building is
described in the 1900 ratebook as a brick
building.

A(4)
HIGH STREET

RESIDENCE

USE: Residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl860.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J.C. Hawkey 12.5.1856.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick & timber.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair.

SIGNIFICANCE: Unusual

building
form for Maldon.
HISTORY: The ground floor timber sec~
tion can be identified in photograph php5
186 7. This section is of a very small scale
and is of an early construction type. The
two storey brick section appears to have
been constructed in the 1880's and can be
identified in photograph PHP9 cl 895.

1977

FORMER CARRIER'S ARMS HOTEL

A(S)
HIGH STREET

USE: residence.
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1857.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
R. Aitken. 12.5.1856.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good.

SIGNIFICANCE: A largely intact build·
ing of the 1850's.

HISTORY: The Mount Alexander Mail of
17 November 1856 carries an advertisement
for Aitken and Marshall's transport services
to Castlemaine. In 1857 Aitken appears to
have decided to provide accommodation
for the travellers in Maldon as the same
newspaper reports on 2 June 1857 that a
license is to be granted to Robert Aitken on
condition that a stable is erected and the
house finished within a fortnight. The
Carrier's Arms appears to have ceased being
used as a hotel before 1864 when Aitken is
described as a contractor and carter, High
Street.I Earlier he had been one of the
contractors for the Market Hall in 1859.2
The building appears to have been used as a
residence until 18683 when Dr John O'Neill
appears to have used it as a residence and
surgery. In 1893 the small surgery building
attached on the south side of the building
was erected.4 Dr O'Neill still occupied the
building in 1900.
The earliest photograph obtained of the
Carrier's Arms, (PH7) taken about 1860,
shows that the southern window was larger
and there was a sign at gutter level, which
suggests that this was the hotel section of
the premises. The building was unpainted at
this time. The 186 7 panorama (PH p5, see
pagf2 ) shows that this window has been
altered to two smaller windows but by 1900
(see PH 6) (see A(4}) these had been altered
to the present window and the building
·painted. Although these have altered the
building from its original state, the present
window details and door mouldings are
compatible with the building.

c1900
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1. Moon, Tarrangower Past & Present p.25
2. !l>i<l. p.15
3. 1868 Post Office Directory.
4. 1891~1894 ratebooks.

A(6)
HIGH STREET
USE: bank.
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1858.

1864

FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
R. Aitken. 12.5.1856.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:

brick.

AND

High Street West Side c1860

FORMER BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES

construction of adjoining residence.

CONDITION

PH7

INTACTNESS:

good; parapet moulding removed; later
brick fence; incompatible awning over
southern entrance.
SIGNIFICANCE: Early well-prooortioned
commercial building. Architect Alfred Price.
HISTORY: Aitken sold ·this site to the
Bank of New South Wales on 3 March
18571 and by June that year the bank was
operating on the site.2 The Mount Alexander Mail of 22 February 1858 reports 'A
proof of the increasing prosperity of the
district is to be found in the fact that the
Bank of New South Wales has commenced
the erection of a brick building, the accommodation hitherto used having been found
to be insufficient'. By May 1858 the same
newspaper reported the opening of the new
premises.3 'The Bank of New South Wales

has today commenced business in their
newly erected premises, the interior fittings
of which would not disgrace the best banking establishment in Melbourne. It is to be
hoped the same success will attend their
efforts in their new premises as they obtained in their older and somewhat more
humble domicile'. The building was
designed by Mr Price, a Castlemaine
architect.5
The residence does not appear to have
been constructed at this Jime as a rating
appeal in January 185 9 describes the
buildings as a large brick building and
timber building, iron house at rear; not
mentioning a brick house. In 1864, alterationa and additions were carried out on the
bankb which would appear to be the construction of the residence. Later that year
they sold the timber building 7 which may
have been used as a residence. In 1866 a
smelter was constructed on the northern
section of the allotment. It was described in
the Tarrangower Tinies of 20 April 1866
'The new smelting house just erected by
Mr Hornsby for the Bank of New ,,South

11

Wales is quite an ornament to the town.
It is built in the Norman Style of architecture ... smelting to be carried out by
Mr. Honneus, who has been a smelter for
seventeen years.'

The Bank of New ·south Wales occupied
the building until 1943, when House,
Donaldson and Coutts purchased the
building. In the late 1940's the bank was
purchased by the Commercial Banking
Compamr of Sydney Ltd - the present
owners}{
Early photographs show that few alter*
ations have occurred to the building, Photo~
graph PH 7 (c1860) (see A(5)) shows that
the building was originally face brick with a
plaster parapet but by about 1870 the
building had been plastered (this could have
been due to the poor quality of the local
bricks). The smelter was demolished by
1936 {photograph PH.p.20) and since 1936
house and bank parapets have been stripped

of their decorative moulding.
L Title documents

2. Mount Alexander Mail 5 ,6.1857
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Mount Alexander Mail 28.5.1858
Tarrangower Times. 21.1.1859
Commercial Banking Co. archives
Tarrangower Times 15.1.1864
TarrangowerTimes 23.8.1864
Commercial Banking Co. archives.

PH8
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Bank of New South Wales, showing gold smelter cl870
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A(7)
HIGH STREET
USE: Motor gargage
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1858
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

FORMER WARNOCK'S BEEHIVE STORE

C.H. Chippendale. 12.5.1856.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick.

CONDITION
fair; verandah
original.

AND

INTACTNESS:

removed; shopfronts not

SIGNIFICANCE: Early large general store.
HISTORY: In February 1857 this site
was purchased by James and Samuel Warnock.I They had operated a small general
store at the corner of Main and Templeton
Streets (12(1)) opposite the Beehive Mine,
which theycontinued to operate as a Hay
and Corn store until 1860. The Warnock
brothers may have also operated a small
store on this site from 18562. By August
1858 there appears to have been substantial
buildings errected on the site as the Warnocks mortgaged the property for one
thousand, five hundred pouncts3. These
appear to be the present building that
houses the motor garage. Their early building can be seen in photograph PH 7 (about
1860, see A(5)). In late 1862 Warnocks call
tenders foi- a shop front and other improvements4; either these were not undertaken

or Warnocks decided on further additions,
as in January 1863 they again call for
tenders.5 The improvements apP,ear to have
been completed by June 18636 when the
Tarrangower Times reports that Warnock
Brothers improved premises is nearly one
hundred feet of plate glass, four shops:
grocery, ironmongery, drapery, boot and
shoes. This building appears in photograph
PH9. In 1860 the Warnock Brothers had
purchased the adjoining site (A(8) and this
extended building appears to have been
sited partly on this land. The Beehive Store,
as it was known, continued to tlourish. In
1873 the southern section of the building
and a small shop on A(8) were demolished
or converted to a t1our mill and a two ·storey
brick structure erected at the rear of the
store to accommodate a number of the
twenty-five employees at the mill.7 At this
mill they minted their own tokens. The
business appears to have declined in the
1880's and by 1883 part of the premises
was leased to J .J. McFarlane (see A(l3))~.
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PHI 0 Warnock Bros Beehive Stores
& Flour Mill c1875

The building,in the 1870's when it was
at its largest extent, was a remarkably
finely detailed building. The large expanse
of plate glass at such an early date was of
interest. The building, complete with
verandahs, plate glass and cedar framed shop
fronts was an important element in the
streetscape.
The building as now standing retains its
basic form,. section~ of the original shop
fronts and sta_ll boards, and the original
ceiling. The original parapet structure has
been resheeted with asbestos cement and
the verandah removed.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Title documents
1856 Swann Survey
Title documents
TarrangowerTimes 21.11.62
Tarrangower Times 2.1.63
Tarrangower Times 27.6.1863
Tarrangower Times 16.7.1873
Tarrangower Times 30.9.1883.

PH9
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FREEMASONS' HALL

A(8)
HIGH STREET
USE: Masonic Hall.
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!863; front
facade 1908.

FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J.C. Hawkey. 12.5.1856.

CONSTRUCTION MA TERlALS:
brick.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair.

SIGNIFICANCE: Pleasant late facade in·
corporating classical details.

HISTORY: The building was constructed
as part of Warnock's Beehive Store, probably in 1863, and was used as part of the
store. This facade appears to have been
constructed in 1907, as it appears in the
Directory for that year and the first appearance in the shire ratebooks is in 1908. In
1900 the
ding appears to have been used
as a grocers.
The building was originally unpainted
brick with a plaster trim which contrasted
the decoration well against the wall surface.

buf

1. 1900 ratebook.
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View from Victoria Hill showing British &
American Hotel, Dr. Malcolm's House,
Warnock's Store & the Bank of New South
Wales cl870

A(8)
HIGH STREET

FORMER WARNOCK'S FLOUR MILL

USE: Milk bar and antique shop.

ment to Conrad Waecke but he resold the
land back to the Warnocks in 18734•
shortly after this the plans were announced
for the erection of the flour mills (see A(7)
above).
. By 1900 the building had converted to
1t_s present use as shops, when it was occupied by Walter Mead, stationer and William
Uren, grocer.
Although the existing verandahs are not
original, they are sympathetic with the
building.

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1873.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J.C. Hawkey. 12.5.1856.
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; verandah not original, b_ut compatible.

SIGNIFICANCE: Important

industrial

buildin_g.
HISTORY: Hawkey exchanged this allot~
ment for aU,otment A(3) on 15.7.18571
with Robert Moyes. He transferred the land
to the Bank of Victoria. 2 In 1860 the Bank
of Victoria transferred the whole of the
allotment to James and Samuel Warnock.3
In 1861 the Warnock Brothers transferred

1. Title documents
2. Loe cit.
3. l,Q_,;;_cit.,.
4. hi~_cit. 11.7.1873.

the twenty feet on the south of the allot¥

LANGSLOW'S BUILDING

A(9)
CORNER HIGH AND SPRING
STREETS
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1898
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
CH. Chippendale 12.5.1856

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; verandah return along Spring Street
removed; pediment decoration incomplete.

SIGNIFICANCE: late intact commercial
building.

HISTORY: The existing building was constructed in 1898 when owned by C.R.
Langslow who conducted a butcher shop
there. He occupied two of the shops and let
the other two ;1 in 1900 these were occupied by S.F. Schuttoleffel, fruiter., and
D. Sutcliffe, bootmaker.2
Earlier this site had been occupied by
two hotels, the British and American,
where the present building was later erected,
and the E~change Hotel, which was situated
on the now-vacant land on the north of the
allotment.
The licence for the British & American
Hotel was granted to George Chapman on
5 June 18573, and Chapman purchased th-e
land from Chippendale in 1862.4 The
building had been erected prior to the land
sale, as improvements on the land were
valued at seven hundred pounds for the
British and American Hotel.5 The building
seems to have ceased being used as a hotel
by 1873,.when a covenant was attached to
the title forbidding the use of the late
British and American Hotel as a licensed
house for the sale of spirits.6 The building
apparently survived until replaced by the
existing structure in 1898.
The land on the north of the allotment
was sold by Chippendale to James Burn
Malcolm on 27th July 1857.7 He rippears
to have erected a timber building on the site
by 1867, when it can be seen in photograph PH9 (see A(7)) and is described as a
weatherboard house in the 1869 ratebook.
This building seems to have been used as
a tobacc0nists, and then as the Oriental
Bank from 18588 to 18609. In 1868
Edward Ellis apparently opened the
Exchange Hotel on this site.10 He appears
to have converted the earlier building into a
hotel. Ellis held the licence from 2nd
December 1872, when the hotel is described

as having four rooms, until the 9th September 1874 when he transferred the licence to
T. Davies, and the hotel is described as having fourteen rooms. The licence was next
held by Caroline Kahmann from 22nd June
1876 to 2nd December 1880, when it was
transferred to G, St Leger. St. Leger was the
licensee until 1900.11 The hotel closed on
31st December 1918.12
The distinctive roof form of this building
can be seen in the 1867 panorama PHp6
(see page 2 ) in the 1875 panorama PHp3
(see page 37 ), and in PHp12 taken c1895.
The building seems to have been altered
before 1920, as a photograph taken about
this time (PHp22) shows an altered roof
form. In the 1936 panorama PHp20 (see

. f1c9
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page >"r) the site appears to be vacant.
1. Ratebook, 1898
2. Ratebook, 1900
3. Licence Register
4.Title documents
5.State archives
6. Title documents
7. Title documents
8.Tarrangower Times
9.TarrangowerTimes 17.8.1860
10.1868 Post Office Directory
11.M.B. Lewis and Hatton Maldon Index
12. Liquor Control Commission records.

A(lOA)
SPRING STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!867
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J and S Warnock 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:

brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

good; fence not original
SIGNIFICANCE: Pleasantly proportioned
building with interesting decorative timber
valence. Residence of leading town mer~
chant.
HISTORY: Although a pamphlet published by the then owner of this building in

the 1960s claims that 'James Warnock
built the house in stages between 1857 and
1864', no evidence has been located regarding the earlier date.
In 1864 Warnock Bros. called tenders
for building a brick cottagel, but this
building would seem to be onA-llAwhich
has since been demolished. The building
seems to have been erected for ren ta!, as

A(l0B)
HIGH STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: modem
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Raws 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good.

SIGNIFICANCE: Site is part of the
Historic Interest Zone. House "is not a great
intrusion as sited at a lower level than the
road,
HISTORY: Photograph PHp12 shows
buildings on this site, but not clearly enough

A(lOE)

WARNOCK'S HOUSE
in December they are advertising a. 'neat
brick cottage, four rooms' to let.2 This
seems to be tfe same house advertised in
October 1867 and in January 18684 for
sale as a four-roomed house in Spring
Street lately occupied by Edwin Johnston.
An 1867 advertisement calling for tenders
for building a dwelling house.5 could refer
to the existing building. Also the 1867
directory describes James Warnock as
living in Spring Street. In 1870 alterations
appeared to have been carried out for
James Warnock by Brown & Patterson,
Builders. I~ 1900 James Warnock resided in
this house.
1. Tarrangower Times 1.4.1864

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Tarrangower Times 16.12.1864
Tarrangower Times 1.10.1867
TarrangowerTimes 3.1.1868
TarraOgowerTimes 6.8.1867
Brown & Pattersons Day Book in possession of Ms. F. Grey, Maldon
7. 1900 Ratebook

for detailed reconstruction drawings. From
early newspaper advertisements and reports,
there appears to have been Djningrooms on
the site from 18571 to 18682. In 1900, the
ratebook lists the following occupants of
the site: T.H. Grenfell, wooden building;
Alice Stevens, widow, wooden building;
Louisa Wagner, wooden building; Williams,
printer (proprietor Maldon News), wooden
building. The Maldon Times Office seems to
be located to the south of the allotment.

1. Land sale valuation, 8.9.1857: Thomsons Dining Rooms, valued at one
hundred and ten pounds.
2. 1868 directory.

GRAY'S HOUSE

HIGH STREET
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1895
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
W.B. Gray 6.1.1871

HISTORY: This building appears in
photograph PHp7 c1895, at which time it
had replaced the earlier residence shown in
photograph PHp8, 1886,

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
fake timber ashlar and weatherboard.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; fence not original.
SIGNIFICANCE: Pleasantly detailed residence situated on main entry to town and in
the Historic Interest Zone.
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A(ll)
HIGH STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: Hall

ROY AL HOTEL AND THEATRE
185 7,

Hotel 1862

FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
G. Chapman 12.5.1856.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; portion of verandah removed; string
course moulding partially removed.
SIGNIFICANCE: Early hotel and large
concert hall designed by D.R. Drape.
HISTORY: The earliest reference to the
Royal Hotel was in September 1854, when
the hotel was advertised for sale as a public
house, weatherboard, zinc roof, dining
room, bar parlour, parlour, five bedrooms,
detached kitchen and stable.l In April
1856, prior to the sale of the land, the
improvements on the site, the Royal H9tel,
were valued at five hundred pounds.2 In
June, George Chapman received a license for
the Royal Hoteff and by 27th October the
Mount Alexander Mail is advertising 'Chapman's Royal Hotel, opening of new Concert
Hall'. In December 1856 Chapman advertised the hotel for sale describing it as
'substantially built and has done the principle part of the busines,'l in that locality
for the last two years•.4 In May 18575
James McIntosh becomes the new owner of
the hotel, with the licensee being, apparently, W.F. Bruce.6 The Mount Alexander
Ml!ll reported on, 24th July 1857 that James
McIntosh was building a large assembly
room, and on 16th December that a 5 0 foot
by 25 foot brick concert hall was ahnost
finished. The new concert hall's opening was
reported on 31st December 1857. In
January 1859, in an appeal against rates, the
Royal Hotel was described as only a small
portion brick, the other part being wood
and very dilapidated.? The building was
advertised in August 1860 when the Tarrangower Times described it as a 'brick but!dmg
with attached Masonic Hall 50 foot by 25
foot (shingle roof), detached slab kitchen
(shingle root), brick floor, soft wood table
and shelving all around, servants' bedrooms
and washrooms, six stalls'. The property was
purchased by Bury and Evans in February
18618. In May 1862, tenders were called
for additions and improvements9 and in
June it was reported that Evans was renovating the Royal Hotel, with D.R. Drape as
architect, and that 'a handsome building will
soon appear•l0. The hotel was again advertised for sale in January 1863 and was
described as being completely rebuilt of
brick, with a bar, billiard room, four sitting
rooms, nine bedrooms, stables, detached
servants' rooms, kitchens, outhouses and a
25 foot by 50 foot brick concert hall.11 On
10th March 1863 the hotel was occupied by
Robert Pagel2 who advertised for tenders
for a verandah in October 1863.13
In 1884 the hotel was advertised in
Moon as the Royal Hotel, High Street,
Robert Page . . . 'The Masonic Hall for
concerts, Assemblies, Meetings etc•l4, In
1866 tenders were called for alterations and
additions to the Masonic Hall on behalf of
Bury and Evans15. These appear the last
major changes made to the back of the
hotel, which today is similar to that shown
in the 1867 panoramaPHp6 (see page ).
The Masonic movement was very strong
in Maldon and thus, the meeting place
became the centre of the town's social life.
The Masonic Hall was used as the meeting
room for the Methodists and Congregationalists prior to the erection of their churches.
In 1883, Robert Page purchased the site
and the buildings16 and he remained the
licensee until 1905. Miss Edith Page was the
licensee from 1906 to 191417, thus the
family operated the hotel for 51 years. The
hotel was closed on 31st December 192918.
It was used as a location for the film 'Break
of Day' in 1975, when the present sign
writing was added to the bar windows.

I.Mount Alexander Mail 29.9.1854
2.State archives: valued 30.4.1856
3.Licences Register, 27.6.1856
4.Mount Alexander Mail 5.12.1856
5. Title documents
6.Licence Register and MAM 13.4.1857
7.Tarrangower Times 21.1.1859
8. Hatton p.282
9. Tarrangower Times 30.5.1862
10. Tarrangower Times 17.6.1862
11.Tarrangower ·Times 6.1.1863
12.Hatton p.282
.
13. Tarrangower Times 20.10.1863
14.Moon, Tarrangower Past & Present p.35.
15.Tarrangower Times 28.9.1866
16. Title documents
17 .Cole Collection.
18.Liquor Control Commission records.
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A(12)
HIGH STREET

GRAND HOTEL AND SHOPS

USE: hotel and shops

the site, and the publican was William
Ware.l Brittania House had previously been
on the site. This had been designed by
Alfred Price in 18582 and occupied by

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1888
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
T.W. Treudder (Tresidder) 17.11.1856

· CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND INTACTNESS:

good; shop fronts not original; pediment
decoration partially removed; cast iron
brackets removed on end posts of verandah.
SIGNIFICANCE: Pleasantly scaled ornate
building in 'boom• style.
HISTORY: The present building was con•
structed in 1888 when R.D. Oswald owned

Tobin Bros. before they moved to Victoria
House A(18). Also occupying part of the
allotment after 1865 was a bakery.3
The hotel was sold by Robert Dent
Oswald's trustees on 17th October 1911 to
the Maldon Brewing Compapy.4
1. 1888 ratebook
2. MAM 2.4.1858
3. TarrangowerTimes 17.1.1865
4. Title documents.
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A(12A)
SPRING STREET

MOORE'S HOUSE

USE: residence

HISTORY: This building appears to have
been constructed after 1875 as it does not
appear in photograph PHp6 (see page 2 ),
or photograph PHp3 (see page 37), 1875.

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1880
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
F.G. Moore 11.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick, stone base.

CONDITION
good;

verandah

AND
end

INTACTNESS:
infilled;

front

steps not original.

SIGNIFICANCE: Pleasant house and well
sited adjacent to main commercial area.

A(13)
HIGH STREET
USE: Drapers
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1870
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
M. Fitzg_erald 17.11.1856

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; pediment not original; glass door not
original.
SIGNIFICANCE: A drapery establishment has operated continuously since 1863
on this site - a total of 114 years.
HISTORY: John James McFarlane arrived
in Maldon in 1858 from Ireland. He worked
at Warnock Brothers' Drapery for four years
before establishing his own drapery business
on this site.I He apparently went into
partnership with a Mr Ferguson, and they
operated the Union Jack House under the
style of Ferguson and Co.2 By March 1864
this partnership had dissolved, with
McFarlane collecting the debts.3 He obvious_Iy carried on th~ business a~ he leased
the site from 5th Apnl 1865-for five years.4
From photographic evidence, the present
building appears to have been constructed
between 1867 and 1875. Photograph PHp6
(1867, see page 2) shows a collection of
small buildings on the site, and in photo-

McFARLANE'S DRAPERY
graph PHp3 (1875, see page 37) the front of
the shop appears to be the present facade
(slightly altered). The two-storey section at
the rear is shown under construction. Prior
to purchasing this site in November 1874,
J.J. Mcfarlane had been leasing the premises, which were valued at one hundred
pounds. The leased premises could be the
frorit section of the existing building.5
The Mcfarlane family carried on the
business until 1946, with J.J. McFarlane's
sons Hamilton and Albert taking over on his
retirement. In 1946 the business, which is
still oper;i.ting, was purchased by Ivor
Sampson.6
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Cyclopedia of Victoria, vol.2, p.399
Moon p.47
Tarrangower Times 1.3.1864
Title documents
Title documents
Retail Traders' Association of Victoria:
Retail Merchandiser Jubilee issue, Octo-

ber 1959.
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MOHR'S HAIRDRESSERS

A(13)
HIGH STREET
USE: antique shop
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!870
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
M. Fitzgerald 17.11.1856

.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; verandah timber valence not original.
SIGNIFICANCE: Small, mainly intact,
unusual two-storied shop.
HISTORY: Conrad Mohr was operating a
hairdressing salon on A<18) from 18661 to
18692. In January 18701 he purchased this
site and there appears to be, from the price
paid, a building on the site. Photograph
PHp6 (1867) (see page 2 ) shows that the
present building had not been constructed,
but it certainly had been by 1875, as it
appears in photograph PHp3 (1875) (see
page 37 ). Mohr ran the salon until the late
1890s4 and from 1900 J. Anderson ran it as
a barber's.5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tarrangower Times 24.8.1866
TarrangowerTimes 12.3.1869
Title documents
1895-96 directory
1900 ratebook.

A·13

13

cl 900 Main Street

A-13

13

1977 Main Street

RALPH'S HOUSE

A(13A)
CHAPEL STREET
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!870
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
H. Ralph 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; fence not original.
HISTORY: The Tarrangower Times of 16
June 1863 reports that Mr Ralph lived in
Chapel Street. The 1869 ratebook entry for
Mary Ralph, brick house· Spring'- Street
could refer to the present building.

SITE OF MATHEW'S PLUMBERS

A(14)
MAIN STREET
USE: takeaway food shop
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1920
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
T. Garrett 17.11.1856

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
asbestos cement

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair

SIGNIFICANCE: One

of tl1e few totally
incompatible incursions in the Historic
Interest Zone.

HISTORY: This site previously housed
two businesses- R.H. Way's butcher shop
and Mathews who combined plumbing
supplies with dining rooms. In 1858 Joseph
Crossley purchased the southern 20 feet of
this allotment.I In 1862 he called tenders

for bricklaying work for a store _and dwelling2 which he sold in April 1864J. Crossley
subsequently opened the Scotch Pie House
on allotment 12(1). The building was purchased by William Mathews, who had been
operating as a plumber and decorator since
18604, possibly on the northern part of this
site (see following entry). In July 1864 a
fire in that building nearly destroyed the
block from A(14) to A(l9).5 In 1869 the
premises was described as a brick shop in
the ratebook for that year (see photograph
PH14). In 1895 Mathews erected a substantial and ornate brick building on the site
(see photograph PH15), which for an undii
covered reason was demolished in 1920.
In the following year the existing building
was apparently erected. It occupies the site
of Mathews as well as the neighbouring site.

18

In November 1859 Wheatley and Garret
called tenders for the erection of brick
buildings in the township of Maldon.7
One appears to have been completed by
August 1860, when they advertised a
newly~erected brick butchery to let.l:S This
was up for lease again in April 1863, when it

was advertised as a house and shop next
door to Crossley's fitted as a butchery.9
R.H. Wa & Son, butchers, leased the
buildings. 0 When Garrett sold the site it
was purchased by Dr J. O'Neill and R.H.
Way, but R.H. Way sold to O'Neill the
following day, then apparently leased the
shop from him. Way's butcher. shop continued to operate on the site until at least
190011, but by 1906 the shop was occupied by Hannah Hockey, who in 1907
moved to the north of the site (see following entry). In 1912 Louisa Hannay seems
to have moved back to this site until 1919
when she purchased the north 20 feet of
A(14) (see photograph PH15).

1

1. Title documents
2. Tarrangower Times 1.4.1892
3. Title documents 19.4
4. Tarrangower Times 2.11.1860 carries
announcement of opening.
5.Tarrangower Times 22.7.1864
6. Rate book entries 1894-1920
7. Tarrangower Times 29.11.1859
8.Tarrangower Times 10.8.1860
9. Tarrangower Times 21.4.1863
10. Tarrangower Times 29.5.1863
11.1900 ratebook.

PH14

Main Street East Side c1885

PH15

Main Street East Side cl906

cl900
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A(l4)

MISS HOCKEY'S SHOP

MAIN STREET
USE: hairdressing salon

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!920
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
T. Garrett 17.11.1856

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; verandah posts not original?
SIGNIFICANCE: Although later than
1900 this building is compatible with the
streetscape.
HISTORY: The first building on this site
appears to have been erected by Wheatley
and Garret in 1858 as they advertised a
weatherboard place to Jet.l It seems to be
the same premises occupied by J.J. Mathews
from 18602 to 18643, when it was destroyed by fire.4 A new timber building
appears to have been erected prior to the
site being sold in 1867 to Dr J. O'Neill who
was listed as occupier. That building seems
to be the one described in the 1900 ratebook, when it was occupied by J.A. Laity,
barber.

It was taken over by Hannah Hockey in
1907, who appears to have occupied the
building until 19124 when she moved to
the south of the site. In August 19195
Louisa Hockey purchased the north 20 feet
of A(14), and it appears that the present
building was constructed at that time.
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MAM 2.6.1858
Tarrangower Times 2.11.1860
Tatrangower Times 22.7.1864
Ratebooks
Title documents.

cl9,00
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A(lS)

GOLDSMITH'S BUILDING

MAIN STREET
USE: shops
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1897
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
F. Goldsmith 17.11.1856

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND INTACTNESS:
fair; parapet not original; tiled front not
original but compatible.
SIGNIFICANCE: Except for major alter•
ations to the parapet, these three shops are
intact, particularly the iron~framed veran~
dah.
HISTORY: The south section of this
allotment was the site of the Criterion
Drapery wareho\lse which was opened in
November 18641 by James T. Steele. The
building W!lS enlarged and built of brick in
May 1866.2 In 1869 the ratebook shows
that the site was occupied by H. McKenzie,
Thomas Hannay, stationers, and James T.
Steele, draper. Steele's Drapery was taken
over b'y Mr John Paull. These buildings were
destroyed in March 1891 in a fire.3 John
Paull moved his drapery to the opposite
side of Main Street.4 The present buildings
were erected in 18975 as the 'Heart of
Maldon' with the tenants being R. London,
grocers, Allen Brothers, drapers and R.

A(16)

Main Street East Side cl 902

1. Tarrangower Times 14.11.1863
2. Tarrangower Times 8.5.1866
3. Williams, p.34 and Diary of a Welsh
Swagman, p.188.
4. Cyclopedia of Victoria, v.2, p.400
5. Foundation stone and ratebooks.

BERRYMAN'S BOOTSHOP

MAIN STREET
USE: shoe store
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1895
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
H. Napier 17.11.1856

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

PHI 6

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; tiled verandah front not original
but compatible.
SIGNIFICANCE: Pleasant small shop
with verandah.
HISTORY: In February 1857 a bowling
alley opened on this site.1 The bowling
alley was mentioned when the southern 27
feet of the site was sold in March 1858 to
Thomas Spence.2 Spence applied for a
licence to open these premises as the Old
Kent Inn in April 1858.3 In January 1861
Thomas Polsue bought the Old Kent Inn,
which he renamed the Miners Arms, with
the bowling alley. In May 1862 he advertised the Miners Arms to let and it was
described as having bar, bagatelle rooms,
American Bowling Alley, sitting rooms,
bedrooms, and kitchens.4 By 1863 Jospeh
Guerrero was the licensee of the Miners
Arms5 and in 1866 he purchased the
building. In 1867 he applied to have the
licence transferred to the Albion Hotel
next door6, and it appears that the building
ceased to be used as a hotel from this time.
What appears to be this building can be s_een
in photograph PHP3 (1875) (see page 37 ).
The building could have become Denny
Brothers 'Gold'en Boot' in 1867,7 as in 1890
Denny, bootmaker, occupied a wooden
building on the site. This building was
replaced by the present building and its
identical neighbour (now the garden of the
State Savings Bank of Victoria) in 1895,
when it was owned by William Berryman,
bootmaker,8 the other shop being occupied
by Henry James Stationer. The vacant
site, now the garden of the State Bank, was
occupied by one of the shops which was
burnt down in the 1930s. The green tiles
may have been a later addition to the shop
front, but they do not detract from the
building's appearance. It is interesting that
the building is presently being used as a
boot and shoe warehouse.

Mathies, Tailor. In 1907 London and the
Allen brothers still occupied their shops
with the southern shop now occupied by
E.W. Bloore, chemi')t.
The buildings had a very ornamental
timber parapet with heart-shaped decorations (see photograph PH16) which have
since been removed (one part is in the
possession of Mr L. Merlo). The cast iron
verandah decoration is in the once standard
'City of Melbourne' pattern.

!.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

M.A.M. 2.2.1857
M.A.M. 13.3.1858
M.A.M. 26.4.1858
Tarrangower Times 30.5.1862
Tarrangower Times 24.7.1863
Tarrangower Times 5.1.1867
1867 directory
ratebooks.

cl900
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A(16)
MAIN STREET
USE: State Bank
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1866
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

FORMER ALBION HOTEL

c::::i

H. Napier 17.11.1856

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

good; verandah removed; original carriageway infilled.
SIGNIFICANCE: Early hotel building
of pleasing red brick with contrasting brick
quoin work and trim. Designed by Thomas
F. Kibble.
HISTORY: The first building to be
erected on this site was the Maldon Larder,
which was opened by Cushen and Burke in
March 1857.l The site was eventually
purchased by George Cushen in November
1859.:l In 1860 a fire was reported at the
Maldon Larder,3 but no report of the
damage is known. In March 1862 George
Cushen offered the Maldon Larder for sale
or to tet4, and in April 1862 Hugh Pettitt
became the licensee and renamed the hotel
"The Cricketers Arms".S Again in May
1863 the hotel was offered for sale6, and
in September it was nurchased by Hunt,
Jones and James 7 with Hugh Pettitt apparently_ remaining the licensee. He was still the ·
licensee in June f864 whe11 he l'6itted the
premises from Mr. Jones. 8 In September
1866 Pettitt called for tenders for a brick
building on the Cricketers Arms site, with
the building designed by Mr Kebble.9 By
October the building had been started, and
is reported as being the only brick building
in a row of timber down Main Street.10
At this time the hotel was renamed the
Albion.
From April 187011 until 1888, when it
closed,12 the hotel was operated by John
William Massey,13 That year it was purchased by the London Chartered Bank,
until 1912 when it was purchased by the
State Savings Bank of Victoria, now known
as the State Bank.14 The ground floor
facade was originally face brick work with
contrasting brick trim around the arched
window openings, with the larger archway
on the left as an open carriageway. A
simple verandah can be clearly seen in
photograph PHI7 (c1875), but appears to
have been removed early this century.
This building has a similarity of design
and materials with other buildings in Malden. A similar use of red face brickwork
with contrasting white trim and quoin work
can be seen on the first section of the
Kangaroo Hotel (A(l)), built in July 1866
with W. Edwards as the contractor, and on
the former Dabb's Produce Store (A(l 7))
built in c1870, and the now demolished
Shire Arms Hotel {A12(1)).

•A-111

cl900
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l.M.A.M. 6.3.1857
2. Title documents
3.Tarrangower Times 6.1.1860
4. Tarrangower Times 28.3.1862
5. TarrangowerTimes 25.4.1862
6. Tarrangower Times 17.5.1863
7.Tarrangower Times 5.9.1863
8,Tarrangower Times 12.6.1864

9.Tarrangower Times 4.9.1866 . . . Mr.
Kibble designed All Saints Anglican
Church Newstead in 1868. This simple
church building is also constructed of
red brick with cream brick trim. It
therefore appears that Mr. Kebble
resided in the area. (Information regard•
ing All Saints from "Historical Notes on
All Saints Anglican Church Newstead
1868-1968" compiled by G.W. Bee•
forth, O.B.E., J.P.)
10.Tarrangower Times 2.10.1866
II.Hatton, op cit, p.286
12.Liquor Control Commission
13. Victoria and its Metropolis, vol.2, p.270
14.Information supplied by Archivist, State
Bank.
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Albion Hotel c187S

A(17)

FORMER DABB'S PRODUCE STORE

MAIN STREET
USE: handcrafts shop.

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1870.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J.L. Subritzky 17.1 l.1856
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good.

SIGNIFICANCE: pleasantly

detailed

single storey brick shop.

HISTORY: In January 1858 George
Upton purchased this site, which appears to
have been occupied by Messrs. Conbrough
and Jones, as in June 1856, T.S. and J.
Woodfull took over the premises from

board or glass.
In 1886, Ceciia Brittingham sold this
site to Manan Ray and the premises appear
to have been used as livery stables from then
until at least 1920 (photograph PH34
cl 920).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Title documents
TarrangowerTimes 15.6.1858
TarrangowerTimes 2.5.1865
Tarrangower Times 3.11.1865
Victoria & its Metrop. v;2, p.259
Title documents
TarrangowerTimes 2.10.1866
Title documents.

them.2. Woodfull ran a hay, corn, household and general goods store until May
18653 when the business was taken over by
J and J Pedlar. In November of that year,
the business was taken over by Dabb and
Co.4 Samuel Dabb had previ9usly,run a hay
and corn store with the firm Watson and
Ellis. In 1864 he b.0ught them out5 and
operated in partnership with D. Ellis until
August 1866 when this partnership was
dissolved. Dabb carried on the Hay and
Corn Store until around 1886 when the
business was transferred to across the
road. The site had been sold to Josiah W.
Brittingham in February 18686 and it is
probable that the present building was
erected at that time. The building had not
been erected by October 1866, as when
the Albion Hotel was erected next door it
was described as the only brick building in
a row of timber down Main Street.7 The
1869 ratebook described the building as a
lfay and Corn Store occupied by Dabb, but
gives no clue as to whether the present
building had been constructed at this time.
The 1875 panorama (PHp3) (see page 37)
shows the building clearly.
·
. The building was originally unpainted
and its white brick work around the arches,
quoins and cornice line contrasting with the
red face brick work were similar to that of
the Albion Hotel (A(16)). This can be seen
clearly in the photograph PH19 (c1878),
which also shows the window on the right
as a carriageway opening without a stall

j
PH19

tj!inan...eu:m, 1,100:oouoo,,-_1s,!£'-'
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A(17)

brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; window not original.

SIGNIFICANCE: early brick shop with
timber facade.
The site was sold to George
Upton in January 18581 but it is not known
if the building had been constructed by
then. By March 1859 George Upton was
advertising as a Butcher in Main Street2
and by November it was reported that he
had ~lastered the rooms and flagged the
shop.
In November 1860 Upton was
permitted to erect a verandah.4 The rear
two-storey brick section seems to have
been erected between 1867 and 1875 and it
does not appear in the panorama PHp4
(1867) (see page 2 ) but can be identified
in panorama PHp3 (see page 37 ) (1875).
George Upton still occupied the building in
19003, but by 1907 the shop was being
conducted by W.K. Evans, butcher.6 The
parapet line was raised around the turn of
the century to match that of the adjoining

I]

r
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MAIN STREET
USE: handcrafts shop
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1858
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J.L. Subritzky 17.11.1856
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:

Dabb's Produce Store cl878

1977

FORMER UPTON'S BUTCHER SHOP
shops. In photograph PH36 the lower
parapet line can be seen.
L
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Title documents.
TarrangowerTimes 1.3.1859
Tarrangower Times 9.11.1859
Tarrangower Times 10.11.1860
1900 rate book
1907 directory.

HISTORY:

A 18jA 17

cl 900
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A(18)
MAIN STREET
USE: shops
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1866
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
H. Swann 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick and timber

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

good.

SIGNIFICANCE: simple

verandahed
shops.
HISTORY: The first business on the site
appears to have been Swann's Tarrangower
Auction Mart which was operating in
October 1857.l This appears to have been
taken over by Harris Freidlich by December
1857.2 In May 1858 Swann sold the site
to W. Gordon, but the premises were still
operated by Friedlich as he again advertised in June 1858.3 In January 1860
Gordon sold the site to Friedlich, although
in November Friedlich sold it again to
Conrad Wacke. The existing building was
not constructed until after 1864, as photograph PH20 taken between 1864 and 1869
shows earlier buildings on this site. The
building was probably constructed around
1866 as Conrad Waeke applied to the
council in May 1866 for permission to erect
a verandah4 and in August 1866, Conrad
Mohr advertised that he was opening a hairdresser's shop on the site.5

SWANN'S BUILDINGS
Waeke sold the site to George Upton in
November 1875.6 In 1900 the shops were
occupied by Wm Lawn, stationer and
Andrew Voisey, jeweller. In 1907 the
occupiers were Miss A. Lawn, stationer,
R. Mathies, tailor, J.A. Waterson, an A.M.A.
office and the Mines and Water Supply
rate office.8

I.
2.
3.
4':
5.
6.
7.
8.

M.A.M. 10.1857
M.A.M. 21.)2.1857
M.A.M. 1.6.1858
Tarrang_ower Times 14.5.1866
TarrangowerTimes 24.8.1866
Title documents
1900 ratebook
1907 directory.

cl900

A(18)
MAIN STREET
USE: shops
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1912
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
H. Swann 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION
good.

AND

INTACTNESS:

SIGNIFICANCE: Although built later
than 1900, this building does not detract
from the streetscape as it maintains the
appropriate scale and continuity of the
verandahs.
HISTORY: The site was sold by Swann to
William Gordon in May 1858, who in turn
sold \t to Richard Tobin in September
1860. The Tobin brothers had previously
conducted Brittania House, a drapery store
which they had taken over from R.F.
Williamson, as Richard Tobin had been his
manager.2 The Tarrangower Times of 13th
November 1860 reported: 'Victoria House,
Mr. J. Tobin's new drapery establishment,
opposite Wright Ross and Co. The new
building is quite an ornament to this part
of Main Street, and we are pleased to see
that many other edifices of a commodious
and substantial character are daily being
added to Maldon.' By 1861 the shop had
expanded to include the New Times shoe
shop adjoining the drapery) In January
1865 this shop was prepared to be let
separately as 'Formerly the shop communicated with the private apartments and the
drapery establishment of Mr Richard
Tobin, but recent improvements caused
a party wall of brick to be placed between
the two establishments.'4 By July 1866 A.
Callaway had taken over the shop.5 Photo-.
graphs PH20 (see A(19)) and PH21 show
Victoria House clearly. The drapery business
was c9ntinued until the 1880s by John
Tobinb, but appears to have been taken over
by N. McDonald in the 1890s, with John
_Tobin operating a grocer's shop on the site.7

1977

TOBIN'S BUILDING
The present building appears to have
been constructed in 1912 by Tobin's
estate.8 Note that the northern shop is
constructed on A(l 9).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Title documents
M.A.M. 27.1.1858 and 29.1.1858
Tarrangower Times 21.6.1861
TarrangowerTimes 24.1.1865
TarrangowerTimes 17.7.1866
1884-85 directory
1893 and 1895~96 directories
1912 ratebook.

PH2l
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Victoria House cl 865

MALOON HOTEL

A(19)
MAIN STREET
USE: hotel
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1909
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
E.J. Crate 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; verandah end infilled; incompatible
sign.
SIGNIFICANCE: Although built after

1900, this substantial and ornate building
does not detract from the streetscape.

HISTORY:

The first known building on
this site seems to be the one described in
the Tarrangower Times of 3rd November
1860 when 'Crate and Seymour, auctioneers,
advertise for sale A(l 9) frontage to Main
Street 66 feet, depth to about 120 feet with
substantial weatherboard building 30 feet
by 20 feet, next to Tobin Brothers new
premises.' This building was apparently
purchased by William Martin in September
18611 and he conducted Martin's Victoria
Dining Rooms there. Possibly by 1864 he
had extended the original building to that
_shown in photograph PH20, as in April
1864 he was permitted to erect verandah
at the Victorian Dining Rooms. By 1869
the bujlding was known as the Royal Mail
Hotel.:i In July 1871, Mqrtin transferred
the licence to J. Chisholm4, and Chisholm
purchased the property in June 1877.5
Chisholm remained licensee until June 1886
when the hotel was transferred to Paolo
Merlo.6 During this time photograph PH22
was taken, showing that the shopfront of

the building had been altered. In June
18887 the licence was transferred to Patrick
O'Byrne, who appears to have operated the
hotel until 1893, when the directory shows
the licensee to be J. Bradley. Around 1900
T.E. Butler became licensee and apparently
renamed the premises the Maldon Hotel.8
He was still the licensee in 1909 when the
present hotel was erected,9 The present
building is of similar scale to the Albion
Hotel and the use of a two-storey verandah
ties the building in with the existing street•
scape.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Title documents
Tarrangower Times 5.4.1864
1869 ratebook
Licence register
Title documents
Licence records
Licence records
1900 ratebook
1909 ratebook.

J

PH20

A(20)
MMNSTREET
USE: garage
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1909
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

MALOON HOTEL STABLES

J.C. Hawkey 11.5.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good

SIGNIFICANCE: The building

re!lects
the design of the Maldon Hotel.
HISTORY: This site was originally the
path of a watercourse, and until it was filled
in during 18601 no building was undertaken
on the site. In May 1869 the site was sold
to Josiah Collings2, and in May 1870
Collings sold it to Thomas Vivian.3 Vivian
sold the southern section of A(20) to
Christian Philipp Fredrich Lahn4 in August
1881. It would appear that Lahn ran his
saddler's business on the site from this time.
In 1893 the directory shows that Mrs Mary
Lahn was operating a fruiterer's and W.F.
Lahn a saddler's shop. In 1900 Lahn was
still operating his saddler's shop on this site
in a wooden buildings with Arthur Uren,
stationer, also on the site. By 1907 the site
was occupied by Miss V. Lahn, fruiterer,
and Mrs W. Canter, who had an under~
clothing department. These shops appear
to have been demolished in 1909 and the
stables erected.

cl900

1. Tarrang·ower Times 6.4.1860
2. Title documents

3.
4.
5.
6.

ibid
ibid
1900 ratebook
1907 directory.
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Main Street East Side cl865

A(20)
MAIN STREET

SHAKESPEARE HOUSE

USE: shop and residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1907

FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

J.C. Hawkey 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; right hand window not original but
compatible.
SIGNIFICANCE: Although later than
1900, this ornate Jacobean•style building
, does not detract from the streetscape.
. HISTORY: This site experienced flooding
until 1860 when the watercourse that
flowed across it was filled in.I In May 1860
Jabez Dean announced that he was moving

to new premises opposite McArthur's
Bakery2 (A(26)), and in July 1860 took a
seven.year lease from J.C. Hawkey for the
northern 33 feet of A(20).3 In Moon's
'Tarran~ower past and present' published
in 186 , bean is described as a General
Storekeeper. In July 1864 he applied for a
publican's licence for the 'Shakespe~re
. Hotel', which he described as having four
rooms beside those of the family. The
licence was granted on 5th August 1864.5
In May 1869 the site was sold to. Josiah

USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Honneus 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
Fake timber ashlar and weatherboard.

AND

LTarrangower Times 6.4.1860
2.TarrangowerTimes 15.5.1860
3. Title documents
4.Tarrangower Times 27.7.1864
5. Cole Collection
6. Title documents
7. Title documents
8. Cole Collection
9.1884-85 directory
10.1894 ratebook
11 ratebooks
12.Liquor Control Commission Records.

FARR'S BUILDING

A(21)
MAIN STREET

CONDITION

Collings, who sold it in turn to Thomas
Vivian in May 1870.6 In August 1881 the
northern section was sold to Arthur John
Farr. 7 The Deans appear to have operated
the hotel until around 1880.8 The hotel
then seems to have been operated by
Henry Rush from about 18849 until
1894"10, when the Shakespeare Hotel is
described as a wooden building. David
Smith was the publican from 1895 until
190511, and M. Kelly publican the follow~
ing year (1906-1907). In the 1907/08
ratebook, Annie Jones was listed as the
licensed victualler, and Marks and Co as the
owners of a brick hotel. The final licensee
was Pierce O'Jones from 1908 to December
1910 when the hotel closed.12

INTACTNESS:

fair

SIGNIFICANCE: simple timber facade
with verandah, extends sheltered street area.

HISTORY: This building could be the
same as that referred to in the Tarrangower
Times of 11th September 1860 when
'Honneus, the owner of premises for W.S.
Honeyman applies for a licence in Main
Street, 1 shop, 4 rooms.' It is not known if a
licence was granted. The 1869 ratebook
described it as a weatherboard house, Main
Street, and the 1875 ratebook entry was
'Albert Honneus, gold smelter' (he operated
the Bank of New South Wales smelter on
A(6)) 'wood building'. This description was
repeated in the ratebooks from 1876 to

A(21)

1879. In August 1879 Honneus s0id the
building to pay debts and the site was
purchased by the Bank of Victoria, which
sold it in February 1882 to Dr Arthur John
Farr. I Dr Farr appears to have used the
building as a surgery after 1900.2 In 1907
the building was occupied by Dr C. Gray,
surgeon, and A.D. Freeman, dentist.3
1. Title documents
2. 1900 ratebook
3. 1907 Directory.

VACANT

MAIN STREET
USE:'CONSTRUCTION DATE: 'FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
). Honneus 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS: CONDITION AND INTACTNESS: SIGNIFICANCE: -

cl900

HISTORY: In September 1861 Honneus
sold this portion of A(21) to August Luelf.I
In December 1862 Luelf had alterations
made to his furniture warehouse in Main
Street.2 The 1864 directory described Luelf
·as a furniture, glass and china dealer of Main
Street, and in 1868 he is described as a
cabinet maker. In 1907 Mrs J. Cashen had
a greengrocer's and fruiterer's shop on the
site. Photograph PH35 (cl 920) shows
verandahs of buildings on this site, but by
1936 (photograph PHp20)
the
site appears to be vacant.
1. Title documents

2. _Tarrangower Times 6.12.1864

1977
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A(22)
MAIN STREET
USE: ..
CONSTRUCTION DATE: ..
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J.C. Hawkey 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATE RIALS: .
CONDITION AND INTACTNESS: .
SIGNIFICANCE:.

VACANT
HISTORY: Hawkey sold the northern
part of A(22) to John Jamieson, builder,
in January 1861.1 In 18642 Jamieson was
described as a builder and carpenter, Main
Street. In 1869 the ratebook described him
as occupying a weatherboard house on the
site. Photograph PH35 cl 920 shows a
galvanised iron building on the site,
I. Title documents
2, Moon: Tarrangower past and present,
p.26

A(22)
MAIN STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!895
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J.C. Hawkey 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; Cast iron not original?
SIGNIFICANCE: narrow
two-storey
building in isolated position.
HISTORY: In December !869 J.C. Hawkey was bankrupt and sold the property to
Josiah Collings, who in May 1870 sold it to
Thomas Vivian. In March 1886 Vivian sold
it to William Wearne.1 The 1875 ratebook's
entry for this site is 'Peter Zala, carter,
brick building and land', but there is no sign

WEARNE'S BUILDING
1907 directory, a Mr S.H. Sampson-occu•
pied the building. Subsequent to this, it
was Wood's Grocery, as can be seen on the
faded signs on the adjacent timber buildjng. The timber building seems to have
been constructed later than 1920 as it
cannot be seen in photograph PH35.
1. Title documents.

of the present building in the 1875 panor~
ama (PHp3). The ratebook entries during
Wearne's period of ownership describe him
as a chemist occupying a wooden building
during 1887, !888, !890 and 1893, but in
1894 the description changed to a brick

building. Wearne apparently occupied this
building until 1897. In 1900 the ratebook
entries for the site are J.P. Cushen, boot·
maker, brick building; Mrs Lavercombe,
widow, wooden building; and William E.
Weame, chemist, wooden building, In the

cl900

A(23)
MAIN STREET CORNER PHOENIX
STREET
USE: Plumbers' supplies
CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl870
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
H. Franklin 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
stone and galvanised iron

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; windows altered; slate finish not
original.
SIGNIFICANCE: large simple building of
unusual materials.
ffiSTORY: H. Franklin appears to have
operated the 'Cookham' boot and shoe
warehouse 9n this site from 18641 until
after 1868.2 The 1884-85 directory lists
H. Franklin, but gives no address. In Novem•

1977

FRANKLIN'S BUILDING
ber 1884 the property was sold to Catherine
Dabb.3 The building was certainly constructed by 1875, as it appears in panorama
PHp3 (see page 37). In the 1907 directory
it was described as Dabb's Timber Yard. It
also operated as Dabb's Chaff and Corn
Store as can be seen from the signs on the
facade.
The building materials are an unusual
combination, being constructured of unplastered stone on the Phoenix Street facade,
the Main Street facade plastered (the
Castlemaine slate is a later addition) and the
building completed to the south in galvanised iron.
1. Moon, Tarrangower Past and Present
2. 1868 directory
3. Title documents.
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PHOENIX BUILDING

A(24)
CORNER MAIN AND TEMPLETON
STREETS
USE: factory and antique shop

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1906
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
H. Knight & Co 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

good; new door and highlight grill.
SIGNIFICANCE: Although built later
than 1900 this impressive red brick building
is compatible with the town's character.

HISTORY: "Henry Knight was born in
East Kent, England in 1819, and came out
to Adelaide, South Australia in 1849. In
1852 he removed to Melbourne, and at
once started for the goldfields, where he
spent two years with only very indifferent
success. Afterwards he was for a short time
engaged in the teaming trade, after which he
turned his attention to butchering at Tarran~
gower, where he remained until 1882. Then
removing to Melbourne with his family, he
commenced business as a family butcher at
98 Lennox Street Richmorid, and now
(1888) carries it on in conjunction with his
two sons."l Knight and Walker were trading
butchers in Maldon from April 1857.Z
In August 1858 Henry Knight, butcher, of
Main Street offeted to let a bakery, two*
stalled stable and cottage, beside a well
On the premises with plenty of water.3
In September 1882 he sold the property to
Richard and Samual Rowe4 who were also
butchers. The 1900 ratebook's entries for
this site are: Florence Evens, fruiterer,
wooden building, and Richard Rowe,
butcher, wooden building, This is probably
the building shown in photograph PH23.
The present building appears to have been
constructed for James Trengove, draper,
who occupied the building in 1907.5

"i.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Victoria and its Metropolis v.2, p.704
M.A.M. 15.4.1857
M.A.M. 15.8.1858
Title documents
190 7 directory.

PH23

Comer Main & Templeton' Street
cl896 Old Phoenix Building.

--+~~24
Templeton Street c.1900

,-

,A-24

d
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Templeton Street 1977

A(26)
MAIN STREET
USE: restaurant and bakery
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1895
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

G. McArthur 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

good; door originally a \.Vindow ~ conversion compatible.
SIGNIFICANCE: McArthur',
bakery
operated on this site from the 1850s until
the 1930s.
HISTORY: George McArthur was operating a bakery on this site prior to 1857, as at
the land sales of September 1857 he had
two buildings on the site valued at four
hundred and twenty pounds. The survey
map prepared prior to subdivision and sale
of the allotments shows two buildings on
the site, but neither appear to coincide with
the existing buildings. Williams states that
the original bakehouse oven set by Alexander {sic} McArthur in 1854 was still in
operation in 19531 but no further information has been located to substantiate this
claim. The McArthur family operated their
bakery business from this site until the
1930s and it has been used as_ a bakery
since; the old oven is still used for cake and
pastry baking.
As the same family has occupied the site
for such a long period it is difficult to locate
information from such sources as titles. One
transaction was in November 1885 when
George McArthur jnr sold the site to Alexander McArthur. In the ratebooks it is
described as a wooden and brick building
which could relate to the existing or earlier
buildings. The M.B. Lewis Index of newspaper articles does not list any items related
to the McArthurs or the bakery.

McARTHUR'S BAKERY

On the Main Street frontage there are
two brick buildings. The small building on
the north of the allotment appears to be the
earlier building, and has been altered recently for use as a bakery shop. The present
street facade was built in front of the
building's original facade.
The building on the corner of Main and
Dolphin Streets appears to have been built
in the 1890s. It can be seen in photograph
PHp9 (c!895). The date 1854 on the pediment probably relates to the McArthurs'
arrival or commencement of baking in
Maldon. South of the smaller bakery was a
double-gabled shop, which can be seen in
the 1936 panorama PHp20 (see page 34 ).
There are now two timber sheds on the site.
In 1866 part of allotment A(26) was transferred to the Shire of Maldon to become
part of Dolphin Street.
Alexander McArthur was a collector of
books and Australiana and his coUection
was eventually donated to the Baillieu
Library, University of Melbourne. None of
it, however, appears to relate to Maldon.
1. Williams p.50.

c1900

1977
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A(27)

CALDER'S IRONMONGERY

MAIN STREET
USE: unoccupied

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1866
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Dolphin 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
timber

CONDIDON

AND INTACTNESS:

fair; verandah removed; parapet not original;
shop front not original.
SIGNIFICANCE: Calder's Ironmongery
operated here from the 1860s until the
1930s.
HISTORY: l. Dolphin bought sites A(27)
which has frontages to both High and Main
Streets, and A(28) which has frontages to
High and Francis Streets. In May 1859
Thomas Calder leased the southern irart of
the High Street frontage of A(28)1 and in
December 1859 he advertised the Talbot
Timber Yard opposite the Market House.2
In Moon (published 1864) he is listed as
Thomas Calder, builder and undertaker,
High Street.
In February 1866 Calder purchased the
site in High Street that he had leased, and
also the Main Street frontage section of
A(27). In May 1866 the trustees of Dolphin per Thomas Calder gave up the right
of way of a strip of land at the east of
A(27) 33½ foot frontage to Francis Street
and 20 foot frontage to Main Street to form
Dolphin Street.3 Calder mortgaged the site
for three hundred and fifty pounds on
purchasing and in August 1866 for a further
one hundred pounds. This indicates that the
existing building was constructed at this
time. The 1867 directory carries two
entries for Calder: Calder T, builder, High
Street, Maldon and Calder Thomas, ironmonger and timber merchant, Main Street,
Maldon, which shows that he was trading in
Main Street.

The business was still operating in
19304, but had ceased trading by 1935.5
The only changes to the buildings appear to
be the altered parapet and the removal of
the street verandah, and some change of
detailing of the shop front. The parapet had
been altered by 1936 but the verandah had
not yet been g~moved (see photograph
PHp20, see page 34 ). The original parapet
can be seen in photographs PH24 and PH25_.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Title documents
Tarrangower Times 6.12.1859
Title documents
1930 Sands and McDougalls Directory
5. 1935 Sands and McDougalls Directory.

PH25

c1900

1977

TARRANGOWER TIMES OFFICE

A(27 & 29)
MAIN STREET
USE: community purposes

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
l. Dolphin 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick, timber shop front

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; verandah removed.
SIGNIFICANCE: Although the shop
front has been recently altered, the building
is compatible with the streetscape.
HISTORY: In January 1862 John Dolphin
let a hairdresser's premises on this site.I
The shop was taken by George Keay,2 a
barbet, who operated on the site until after
1869.3 In 1869 the ratebook showed that
the building was owned by Calder. It would
appear that the present building was either
constructed prior to leasing, in 1861 or at
the same time as Calder's Hardware Store in
,1866. Part of the store can be seen in photograph PH25 (c!905) (see A(27) above),
which shows that the verandah line was
continuous with Calder's and the parapet
height similar.

The building was used as Hannaford's
Music Shop from 19004 until at least
1907.5 The Tarrangower Times moved int6
the building in the 1930s after fire had
destroyed their premises in High Street
(A(l0)). The printing room is on A(29) and
contains the original machinery. The shop
front is not original, being constructed in
1975 for the film 'Break of Day', but it is
compatible with the building. The sign~
writing on the window was done at the same
time.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tarrangower Times 3.1.1862
TarrangowerTimes 24.1.1862
1869 ratebook
1900 ratebook
190 7 directory.

29

Calder's Ironmongery 1890

M.1WsTREET
USE: shops
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!880.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
B. Wade 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
timber facades and brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; north shop front not original.
SIGNIFICANCE: simple timber shop.

HISTORY: In December 1856 the site was
occupied by Wade, storekeeper.I Thomas
Wade advertised as '2. storekeeper in High
Street in June 1858. The first building to
be erected on the Main Street frontage
appears to have been Mrs Wade's store, She
advertised in January 1861 for tenders from
masons and bricklayers (labour only) for
the erection of a stone and brick store in
Main Street.3 In March 1863 Mrs Wade
had opened the High Street premises as a
wholesale and retail general store.4. In
October 1863 John Wade moved his store
from the High Street frontage to Main

WADE'S BUILDING

Street,5 and in December erected a verandah in Main Street.6
In March 1867 Mrs Wade offered the
whole property for sale 7, and in April 1867
she retired from business.8 In 1869 the site
was occupied by a bootshop run by R.
O'Neill and a printer's run by A. Reid.9
These buildings could be those referred to in
Q',d~edi.a of Victoria: 'John Paull moved
to Maldon in 1878, purchasing the old~
established drapery business of J .T. Steele
(see A(15)). Shortly afterwards Mr Paull
had the misfortune to be burnt out, and the
present premises were erected specially foQ
him on the opposite side of the street'.l
1n 1907 John Paull occupied the second
shop from Hannifords music Shop (A(29)
Tarrangower Times office).11 This could
indicate that these buildings were erected
at this time. Further ratebook investigation
is required on this site.

1.M.A.M. 24.12.1856
2.TarrangowerTimes 15.6.1858
3.TarrangowerTimes 25.1.1861
4.TarrangowerTimes 18.10.1863
5.TarrangowerTimes 1.12.1863
6.Tarrangower Times 6.3.1863
7.TarrangowerTimes 29.3.1867
8, Tarrangower Times 30.4.1867
9.1869 ratebook
10.Cyclopedia of Victoria, vol.2, p.400,
1902
11 1907 directory.
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A(31)

FORMER CHISHOLM'S BUTCHER SHOP

MAIN STREET
USE: butcher's shop

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1930
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Wright 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

1. M.A.M. 12.6.1857
2. Tarrangower Times 6.1.1860
3. Title documents.

good; verandah posts not original?
SIGNIFICANCE: This building was
erected later than 1900, and although
incompatible with the streetscape, it is not
intrusive.
HISTORY: This appears to have been the
site of an early post office in Maldon: 'At
length the public of Tarrangower are likely
to have something like adequate postal
accommodation if the Government will be
generous enough to allow them to retain it.
Mr Wright (of the firm Wright and Ross),
our new postmaster, has, at no small ex~
pense, erected a wooden building 24 feet by
16 feet adjoining their store.'1
In January 18602 the post office was
transferred from Wright, Ross and Co to the
Telegraphic Station on B(l). In February
1871 the whole of A(31) was purchased by
S and J. Warnock.3 The following month
they sold the north 34 feet to Main Street
and 47 feet to High Street to W.L. Seymour.
In photograph PH36 (c1895) this site
appears to be vacant, but the two-storey
brick butcher's shop shown in photograph
PH26 appears to have been constructed by
1900. The 1900 ratebook describe the
occupant as E. Harbour, butcher, and
C.W. Chisholm, butcher, in a brick building.
This building was replaced by the present
building, between 1920 and 1936 as it
appears in photograph PHp20 (see page
34) but the two~storey building can still be
·seen in photographs PH33 and PH34, both
taken around 1920.

PH26
30

Chisholm's Butcher's 1876

FORMER DABB'S STORE

A(31 and 32)
MAIN STREET
USE: supermarket
CONSTRUCTION DATE: from 1859
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
A(31) - J. Wright 15.9.1857; A(32) - C.
Cushen 15.9.1857.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick and stone

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

good

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

M.A.M. 12.6.1857
Tarrangower Times 8.3.1859
TarrangowerTimes 19.8.1859
Tarrangower Times 21.11.1862
Moon, op cit, p,28
I 868 directory
Title documents
1900ratebook.

SIGNIFICANCE: An intact simple facade
and verandah with pleasant timber det_ails.

Decorative timber carriageway is of note.

HISTORY: The southern section of A(31)
was the site of the Wright, Ross Store,
which operated on the site from before June
1857.l They rebuilt the store in 1859
calling for tenders in March of that year.i
In August 1859 tenders were called for the
completion of the premises.3 By November
1862 the partnership had been dissolved,
and the business continued as James Wood
& Co.4 In 1864 the business is described
as J Wood & Co, wholesale and retail
grocers wine and spirit merchants, Main
Street} The business was still operating in
1868.U In 1871 S. and J. Warnock purchased the premises, and may have carried
on the grocery trade as in January 1885
they sold the site to James Thompson 7
who is described in the directory for 188485 as a grocer.
In January 1885 Samuel Dabb purchased
A(32), and by November 1887 he had
also purchased the southern section of
A(31). It appears that in about 1886 Dabb
constructed the southern part of the exist•
ing building to match that of the Wright,
-Ross Store on A(31). AlthoUgh Samuel
Oabb died before 19001· the 0usfness WWi
carried on as Dabb & Co until it was taken
uver by Dickson's Foodland.

PH28

c1900
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A(33l

r,IAINSTREET
USE: vacant Shop
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1858
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
W.H. Stone & Co. 15.9.1857
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; large verandah fascia incompatible.
;
~IGNIFICANCE: Early shop in basicallJi
µnchanged condition.
JIISTORY: This · brick shop appears toJ
Pave been the first substantial buildingi
t_rected on this site, for William Padley. and1
peorge Chapman to be used as an iron-'
tnongers.l In October 1858 William Padley
tecured a lease on the site from Stone and
Co.2 By January 1860 the firm had become
Mc..\iillan and Padley, and they were reported to have completed alterations to
j:heir premises.3 In March 1863 the firm
Pecame known as Padley and Co.4 The firm

McMILLAN & PADLEY'S IRONMONGERY

~dvertised in Moon in 1864 as wholesale and
fetail ironmongers of High and Main Street;
f:he two facades of the building were similar.
William Padley still occupied the building in
1869.5 The building was occupied by J.
}{eynolds, a tailor, in 1900,6 but QY 1907 it
)Vas occupied by Mr E.J. Harbor,T a tobac~
ponist, and appears to have continued as
Ji_ hairdresser/tobacconist until recently.
The building is currently used as a store for
the adjacent garage.
1. Tarrangower Times 1.9.1858

2. Title documents
S. Tarrangower Times 24.1.1860
~-- Tarrangower Times 20.3.1863
~ 1869 ratebook
6. 1900 ratebook
7. 1907 directory,

31

Main Street West Side c1920

FORMERLY TREADWELL & STONE'S SMITHY

A(33)
MAIN STREET
USE: part of motor garage
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1858
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
W.H. Stone & Co 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATE RIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

demolished.

SIGNIFICANCE: The

present building is
totally incompatible with the character of

Maldon.

HISTORY: The

original building on this
site was replaced by the present structure in
the late 1950s. Construction of the original
building commenced in December 1857 for
John Treadwell and Stonel arid was com~

A(14)

liquidation. The property then passed to the
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney.
In 19007 the premises were occupied by
T.H. Grenfell, carpenter, and by 1907 were
used as Somer's Auction Rooms.8 In
photograph PH28 {c1920) {see A{33)
~bove) the building can be dearly seen and
i.s occupied by Rodda and Sons.

I. M.A.M. 16.12.1857
2. M.A.M. 12.3.1858
3. TarrangowerTimes 17.12.1858
4-. Tarrangower Times 24.12.1860
5. Tarrangower Times 5.5.1863
6. Tarrangower Times 10.3.1867
7. 1900 ratebook
8. 1907 directory.

SITE OF FORMER BANK OF VICTORIA (since demolished)

CORNER MAIN AND HIGH
STREETS
USE: motor garage
CONSTRUCTION DATE: Bank

of Vic-

toria 1858; service station 1958.

FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
E. James andCo.15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

pieted in March 1858.2 The side of this
building can be seen in photograph PH4
(see A(34)) taken either in late 1857 or
f'!arly 1858. The building fronted both High
and Main Streets, and Stone and Treadwell
carried on the business of farriers, smiths
and wheelwrights. They offered the site for
i;ale in December 18583 but the business
did not close until December 18604 when·
~cMillan and Padley continued business at ·
the smithy. In May 1863 the smithy was
taken over by Jospeh Treadwen,5 who
i:ontinued the business as the Maldon Shoe~
ing Forge until March 1867.6 The business
Was then purchased by Richards and Laity.
In September 1868 the site was sold to the
Bank of Victoria, who retained ownership
until 1943, when they went into voluntary

AND INTACTNESS:

demolished.

SIGNIFICANCE: The

existing building is
totally incompatible with the character of
Maldon and is especially intrusive on this
important central site.
HISTORY: The first building on the site
can be seen in photograph PH4, when E.
James had erected a simple timber building

to house his carpentry, building and under~
taking business. In June 1858 Edward James
and Thomas Calder sold the site to the Bank
of Victoria.I Thomas Calder eventually
established a successful ironmongery busi~
ness on the comer of Main & Dolphin
Streets (see A(27)). (The Bank of Victoria
had previously opened an agency at Tarran~
gower on 10th September 1857 under the
charge of Mr W.P. Smith.)
The Mount Alexander Mail supported
the idea of a bank on the site in their article
of 16th April 1858: 'The best allocation in
Maldon being the corner of Main and High
Streets, and having three frontages, is now
for sale. Some amount of speculation exists
as to who will be the lucky purchaser. This
would be a splendid site for a bank.' The
following month the paper reported on the
purchase: 'The Bank of Victoria has pur~
chased the piece of ground known as James
Comer for three hundred and ten pounds.
They have made a good bargain. It is a
splendid position, unequalled in town, and
as a bank site invaluable. We may expect the·
Bank of Victoria to build new premises. It is
to be hoped that they will be of such a size
as the importance of Maldon and the wealth
of the bank justifies. •2
The Mail was disappointed in the final
result as repo_rteQ. in November 1858:
1Though by no means so handsome a
building as was expected and is due to the
fmportance both of the town and the bank,
yet it will add greatly to the appearance of
the township.'3
The bank opened for business on 17th
March 18594 and operated on the site until
jt went into voluntary liquidation in 1943
and was taken over by the Commercial
Banking Company of Sydney. As the C.B.C.
had taken over the Bank of New South
Wales' premises on A(6) it did not require
the premises. The building was demolished
ln 1958 and replaced by the present structure. As •bank corner' was the main meeting
place of the town, many photographs were
taken of the site thus enabling detailed
reconstruction drawings to be prep~red.

The building may possibly have been
designed by the Melbourne firm of Archi~
tects, Robertson & Hale who designed
premises for the Bank of Victoria during
this period. Comparison with other banks
designed- by Robertson & Hale, at Port
Albert and Beechworth show the buildings
to have some similarities but no conclusive
tvidence has been found.5
1.
2.
3.
· 4.
5.

Title documents
M.A.M. 31.5.1858
M.A.M. 1.11.1858
Tarrangower Times
Comparisons were made using a study of
Banks in Victoria prepared by Bruce
Trethowan for the Historic Buildings
Preservation Council in 1976.

PH4

32

James Carpenters & Builders with Kangaroo
Hotel in background 1857
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PH31

Bank Comer 1914.

A(25.)
CORNER TEMPLETON AND
FRANCIS STREETS
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cJ920
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Burgess 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERlALS:
weatherboard and stucco

CONDITION AND
good

INTACTNESS:

'Y-WOR!ll'
described in the 1869 ratebook as a
weatherboard building. It is probably this
building that can be seen in photograph
PHp18 (c1910). The present building was
constructed before 1936 as it can be seen in
photograph PHp20 (see page34 ).

L Title documents
2. TarrangowerTimes 15.11.1861
3. Title documents.

~IGNIFICANCE: Unobtrusive, but inappropriate house for the Historic Interest
Zone.
IDSTORY: The site was sold to David
Watt in March 1860,1 and in November of
_the next year a three-roomed weatherboard cottage with zinc roof was advertised
for sale. 2 The building was_ sold in Decem:t,er 1861 to Phillip Martin.3 The building is

A(26)
DOLPIDN STREET
USE; residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!920
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
G. McArthur 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick and fibro

. CONDITION AND INTACTNESS:
good

SIGNIFICANCE: Although situated in

the Historic Interest Zone, due to its siting
this building does not intrude on the town's
pharacter.
HISTORY: The building can be seen in
panorama PHp20 (see page 34 ), thus it was
constructed before 1936.
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CALDER'S HOUSE

A(28)
CORNER
STREET

HIGH

AND

FRANCIS

USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!885
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Dolphin 11.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; fence at front not original.
SIGNIFICANCE: Ornate
substantial
building in a variety of styles and materials.

A(29)
HIGH STREET
USE: paddock
CONSTRUCTION DATE: FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

HISTORY: By the style of the building it
seems to have been erected in the 1880s.
At that time the site was owned and occupied by Thomas Calder, but as both allotment A(27) and A(28) were rated together,
it is difficult to trace the first appearance of
this building in the ratebooks. Thomas
Calder still occupied the premises in 1900.
This large, ornate and interesting build~
ing is well situated on an important street
_corner.

VACANT

H. Napier

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS: CONDITION AND INTACTNESS: SIGNIFICANCE: HISTORY: No photographic records of
the buildings on this site have been obtained. The site was vacant in 1936 (see
photograph PHpZ0
In 1900 the ratebook shows that two
timber buildings were on the site, occupied
by Lee Wah, shopkeeper, and A. Martin,
upholsterer, In 1907 the directory gives
three occupants for the site - George E.
Ralph, solicitor, L. Baldini, architect, and
Ah Me, greengrocer.

PHP20 Pan\>rama of Maldon 1936

WADE'S HOUSE

A(JQ)
HIGH STREET
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl865?
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
B. Wade 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
timber

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; front facade completly altered.
SIGNIFICANCE: Although altered, this

;house retains the form and scale of

the

'.original residence.
:HISTORY: In Photograph PH29 of the
Seymour Lounge Hotel, part of this building can be seen in its original form.

A(Jl) .
HIGH STREET
USE: storage
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!920
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
]. Wright 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATE RIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

SITE OF FORMER SEYMOUR'S LOUNGE HOTEL
1. Tarrangower Times 27.1.1860

2. Title documents
3.
4.
5.
6.

Tarrangower Times 12.11.1861
Tarrangower Times 10.1.1885
Cole Collection
Liquor Control Commission Records

[OOd

SIGNIFICANCE: The building is comPatible in form and scale with the streeti;cape.
HISTORY: This was the site of Seymour's
Lounge Hotel which was es_tablished by
January 18601 when John Felix offered.
the busmess tor sale. He appeared to have
fone into partnership with A.C. Seymour,
as in February 1860 they both lease the site
from Wright, Ross and Co.2 In March 1861
Felix and Seymour still held the licence for
the Lounge, but in November 1861 the
business was transferred to H.C. Seymour.3
In 1869 the ratebook lists both A.C. and
H.C. Seymour as the occupiers of the
Lounge, High Street. Hugh Seymour apparently carried on the business until January
1885, when he transferred the licence to
J. Turk.4 J. Turk seems to have been licensee until 1901, when the licence was held by
Mrs Cath Seymour5 who operated the hotel
until it closed on 31st December 1910.6

PH29
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Seymonr Lounge Hotel c1875

FORMER DABB'S STORE

A(31)
HIGH STREET
USE: storage

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1885
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
C. Cushen 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS;
brick

CONDITION AND INTACTNESS:
fair

.

'

SIGNIFICANCE: Interesting for

the remnants of signwriti_ng that are still visible·~
HISTORY: This building .is also part of
the Dabb's store complex .and appears (from

the signw_riting) to have been the produce
store. See also A(31) Main Street.

I I'
ll

1977jii~''---'='---l'iaadd

FORMER DABB'S STORE

A.(32)

HIGH STREET
USE: storage
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1890
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
C. Cushen 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
timber

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; fenestration and door openings altered?
SIGNIFICANCE: Simple buildings com-

patible in form and scale with the Maldon
Streetscape.
HISTORY: The building was probably
erected as part of Dabb's general merchant
complex of buildings, as he advertised trad~
ing from both Main Street and High Street.
See also A(32) Main Street.
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FORMER TREADWELL & STONE'S SMITH (now demolished)

AOJ)

HIGH STREET
USE: service station

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1858
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
W.H. Stone and Co. 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

demolished

SIGNIFICANCE: Service Station building
:is totally incompatible with the character of
Maldon.
HISTORY: See A(33) Main Street above.

· c1900

EEH3
1977
A(33)
HIGH STREET

REAR OF FORMER McMILLAN AND PADLEY'S STORE

USE: service station

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1858
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
W.H. Stone and Co.15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

fair

SIGNIFICANCE: See A(33J above.
HISTORY: See A(33) Main Street-
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TEMPERANCE HALL

10(1)
FRANCIS STREET
USE: Elderly Citizens Meeting Rooms.

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1873
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

C & M Edwards 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

_good; intact

SIGNIFICANCE: Important public build•
ing.

HISTORY: The building was erected in

1873 as a Temperance Hall.I It was occupied from 1884 to 1903 by the Salvation

Army.2
1. Williams p.77.

2. Information from Salvation Army Property Department.

lO(l)
FRANCIS STREET
USE: Band practice hall.
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1856
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
C & M Edwards. 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

poor; intact

SIGNIFICANCE: Early mining building
remaining intact.
HISTORY: This building is shown in a
photograph taken in 1859 or 1860 (see
page 4()1. It appears to be as existing except
for the rear addition. As the photograph
was taken before Thomas Vivian set up a
grocery business on the site, this building
would appear to be Edwards' Crushing
'.battery which is referred to in the Mount
:Alexander Mail of 15.9.1856 when Edwards
,& Co commence a crushing plant on the

10(1)

CORNER HIGH AND FRANCIS
STREETS
USE: garage
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1900
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

EDWARDS' CRUSHING PLANT

Site. In 1860 Edwards was insolvent and the
$ite sold to Thomas Vivian and Co.,l who
commenced business ·as a family grocer in
1862 2 When he sold the property in
8663 this building is described as a 'large
rick building, brick stack, 7HP engine and
arge boiler'. This is one of the few remain·
Jng intact mining buildings in Maldon and
therefore is of special interest historically.
As the Edwards Brothers were also brickinakers and layers they possibly made the
bricks and built the buildings themselves.
The rear addition was constructed before
1895 (photograph PHpl I).

t,

J. Tarrangower Times 29.5.1860
i2 Tarrangower Times 9.9.1862
13: Tarrangower Times 24.3.1866.

MOTOR GARAGE

C & M Edwards 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:

.various

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

good; various additions
HISTORY: Photograph Php!8 c1906
shows part of these buildings on the site.

10(2)

WELSH BAPTIST CHURCH

CORNER FRANCIS AND
TEMPLETON STREETS
USE: Sunday School.
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1865
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

sunday school.!
1. Maldon Baptist Church Centenary Souvenir Programme. 10.9.1960.

W. Lindner 10.3.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick.

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

good; fence not original.
SIGNIFICANCE: Early church building.
HISTORY: The Welsh Baptists opened
their church in 1865 after worshipping in a
weatherboard church in Reef Street since
1859 (since demolished - 4C(10)). The
Welsh and English Baptists united in 1878.
In 1895 the English Baptist Church was
formed and in 1896 they erected their own
church in Edwards Street. In the 1890's
_the original church (on the right) was
extended by the erection of a similar
.building without the entrance porch. The
.English & Welsh churches reunited in 1930
-and this building has since been used as the
sunday school.!
1. Maldon Baptist Church Centenary Sou-
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12(1)
CORNER REEF AND TEMPLETON
STREETS
USE: Pottery shop
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1866.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

SCOTCH PIE HOUSE

J. & S. Warnock 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION
good

AND

INTACTNESS:

SIGNIFICANCE: Early large building of
pleasing scale.

HISTORY: From 1856 James Warnock

& Co.'s Beehive store was on this site until
1859 when it was used as a Hay and Corn
Store. In 1865 the Tarrangower Times
(8.12.65) reports of a fire in the old Beehive
Store and this store was replaced on
30.3.1866 (T.T.) when Joseph Crossley
opens Scotch Pie House, Corner Main and
Templeton Streets. The site was still owned
by the Warnock Brothers in 1869 as the rate
entry for. that site rea9,s '.'Wam_Qck _Bros.
2 brick stores, Reef Street, Bakery etc.
Reef Street occupied Joseph _Crossley."
Further research and investigation of the
structure may indicate if the smaller brick
building in Templeton Street survived the
1865 fire and thus dates from c1859. This
small brick building has had alterations
which are noticeable in the brickwork. The
existing window appears to have been a
door and a window to the left of this has
been bricked over. Photograph PHp3
(c1875)
shows the corner
building without the verandah returning
along Templeton Street. Photograph PHp9
c1895 shows still without verandah along
Templeton Street.
Photograph PHp20 1936 (see page
34) shows that by this time the verandah
had been added along Templeton Street,
but that the doorway had not been bricked
up in the small brick shop.

l2(8)
CORNER TEMPLETON AND
EDWARDS STREETS

PHP3

View of Maid on from Victoria Hill c 187 S

BROOK'S STORE

USE: General store

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1866
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
M. Furness& J. & S. Warnock 15.9.1857

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

good; verandah altered.
SIGNIFICANCE: This store is still functioning as a general store 120 years after
opening.
HISTORY: The Tarrangower Times of
31.7.1866 reports that the Committee for a
co.-.operative store were buying land in
Templeton Street next to Crossley's Scotch
Pie Shop. By 7.9.1866 tenders were called
for a brick store 22' x 36' (Tarrangower
Times). Tenders were called for a 16' x 14'
stable with 8' walls on 15.10.1867 (T.T.)
and the front premises were enlarged in
1868 (f.T. 1.5.1868). The grain store was
a later addition and the date of its con·
struction has not been ascertained. Early
photographs of the brick section of the
store show that the only alterations appear
to be to the verandah and the painting of
the store (photographs PH53 & 54).

PH54
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Brook's Store

~8
Templeton Street c.1900

~8
Templeton Street 1977
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SECTIONS A-F

B(l)
CORNER HIGH AND FRANCIS
STREETS
USE: post office
CONSTRUCTlON DATE: 1869
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
The Commonwealth of Australia 1.3.1901

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND INTACTNESS:

good; fencing not original; verandah not
original

SIGNIFICANCE: Pleasant early brick

building. Authoress Henry Handel Richardson's mother was postmistress from 1880
until 1886.
HISTORY: The first official post office in
Maldon was opened on the 14th March
1854, under the management of James G.
Pollard. I The postmaster received an annual
remuneration which was based on a percentage of postal business transacted, and this
averaged about forty pounds. This arrangement appears to have been unsatisfactory
as reported in the Mount Alexander Mail of
31 December 1854, 'local post office to
be discontinued from December 31 because
Post Master has been offered only seventyfive pounds p.a. Mr Pollard, the present Post
Master, has spent forty to fifty pounds on
necessary fittings for his tent: there is
rumour that the office may be given to
some store in the neighbourhood - a change
of policy for the Post Master General'. The
location of Mr Pollard's tent has not been
determined. He w_as followed by 'Mr Cook,
the chemist an.cl.druggist, who resided next
door to the Tarrangower Hotel 1(1) now demolished) . . • (who) has been
app0inted as. actiilg PosfffiaSter. •2 'The first'
mail service in the district was operated by
a contractor named William Burbridge,
who conveyed mail three times a week
between Castlemaine, Maldon and Maryborough'.3 On the 1 July 1855, the management of the Maldon Post Office passed Jo
Frank Lewin. From that date to the 31
December of the same year, the postal
revenue at Maldon amounted to one hundred and seventy-seven pounds. Francis
Henry Lewin appears to have operated a
store combined with the Post office on
3D(12) on the Long Gully Road - the
store appears to be the existing building on
the site.4
.
Mr Lewin was succeeded by M.T. Mason
on 1 April 1857 followed just two months
later by John Wright. By 1859, ·the average
annual remuneration had risen to two
hundred pounds,· an indication of the
steadily growing population•.5 The Mount
Alexander Mail of 12 June 1857_ reported
on the change of Post Master and venue: 'At
length the public of Tarrengower are likely
to have something like adequate postal
accommodation if the government will be
generous enough to allow them to retain it.
Mr Wright ( of the firm Wright and Ross) our
new postmaster, has, at no small expense,
~rected a wooden building 24' x 16' adjoining their store.' This post office was situated
in Main Street on allotment A(31). In March
1859 tenders were called by the Public
Works Department for a Telegraph Station.
On 5 July 1859 the building was finished
the builders were Hornsby and Briscoe.~
Telegraph facilities at Maldon were introduced _on the J_Augu~t J~59 .with A_rthur D.
Ellis as the Telegraph operator. In Januazy
l 860 Mr Ellis became post master as welt7.
The building had been conStrucfo(i" to
~ccommodate only the telegraph equipment
and operator (this timber building can be
seen in photograph PH P2, see page ) and
was situated on B(l). Whel). t~_e Q_ost 9:ffice

MALDONPOST._QFEICE

~was tranSferred to W,is building the building
,had to be enlarged. This larger building can
·be ·seen in phbtpgraph PH41.
Moon's Tarrengower Past and Present
published in 1864 contams the following
tntries for the facilities: 'Telegraph Office
- .Manager, A.O. Ellis, messenger F. St.
Leger. ·Officer -hours from 8.30 a.m. to
8 p.m. Post Office - Postmaster A.D.
Ellis; Assistant James Lyon. Office hours,
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Letters containing gold:
fcwtransmission by post, between separate
towns or places within the colony, not
exceeding ½ oz - ls.; exceeding ½ oz. but
not exceeding 1 oz - 2s; every ounce or
portion of an ounce 2s additional.'
On 21 July 1865, Frederick A. Farrer
became the Post Master. Savings Bank
facili,s were provided from 6 November
)865. . .
.
At this time the mail service from
Castlemaine to Maryborough operated six
days a week, and travelled by way of
Muckleford, Maldon, Buringhup and Carls•
brook.
in 1867 preliminary steps were taken fo1
·erecting a new Post and Telegraph Office)U
'In' 1868 Frederick 'Farrer·was succeeded by
Thomas Reed. The annual remuneration
had now risen to three hundred an9, fifty
pounds and the volume of business transacted had become too large to be handled
on the existing premises. Plans for a new
and larger 'official post ot1ice Were tfterefote
[drawn up, a.p.d.:work began during 1869'.ll
The foundation stone was laid 11 August
1869 and the building was completed and
occupied during 1870. The building can be
seen as built in photograph PH39.
Thomas Reed was succeeded by George
Groves in 1875. During 1878, fairly extensive repairs and alterations were effected
to the building. The staff at that time consisted of the postmaster, (who also acted as
telegraph manager), two letter carriers, and
an office clerk.
During 1880, Maldon's first postmistress
was appointed. This was Mary Richardson,
mother of Ethel Richardson who later
received wide acclaim as a successful novelist under the pen-name of Henry Handel
Richardson. Ethel was ten years old whe-q
she came to live at the MalqonPost Office.I

H.H. Richardson described life in the
Post Office in her books 'The Fortunes of
Richard Mahoney', 'Myself When Young',
and 'The Getting of Wisdom'.
Mary Richardson and her family remained at Malden for six years, the new
postmaster in 1886 being James Hughes. In
1891, John Gavan Reilly took charge of the
office, followed by John Edward Raven in
1893. During 1898, and again in 1904,
further alterations were made to the post
office building. Mr Raven continued as
postmaster at Maldon for fifteen years, and
was succeeded in 1908 by Frank Duncan.
A telephone exchange was established at
Maldon in 1908, within the post office
building. By November 1912, there were
fourteen subscribers to the exchange, which
at that time provided a day service only. A
list of the first six subscribers may be of
interest, and were as follows:1· . .Tarrangower Times and Maldon Advertiser, High St.
2 . .Maldon Brewing Co.
3. . .Bank of Victoria Ltd.
4
.R. London, Grocer, Irigh Street.
5
.'Kangaroo Hotel', Main Street, also
P. Jones, Livery Stables.
6
.Dr. H.A. Leggo,.Main Stree_t.

PH40
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Post Office cl 880

In 1909, Charles Green was appointed
postmaster, followed by Robert McBeath
in 1915, Lucy Gibson in 1922, William
Bragge in 1935, and Mr S. Julian in 1947.
Mr F .D. Gazzard was appointed postmaster
~n 5th June 1953. The roll of postmasters
itt }Waldon is finally broµght up to d31te with
the apPQintment in 1962 of Mr Eric·

George.1:.:S

1 QmLHundred Years of Postal Service at
Maldon. Prepared by Derek N. Baker,
Post Office Historian - Victoria, un•
dated. Most of this history is incorporated here.
2 M.A.M, 8.1.1855
3 Post Office History
4 Map M/5 shows application to purchase
by Francis Henry Lewin of post office
site marked on 3D(12)
,
5 Post Office History
6 Public Works Department Records 59/30
t T.T. 6.1.1860
8'P,W.D, Records 60/87
9' Post Office History
lO•T.T. 19.4.1867
11-i>ost Office History
12'Ibid

PHP2

View over Edwards Street to High St, cl860

Note: Copy of working drawing for the
post office held by Dr. M.B. Lewis.

ATHENAEUM

B(2)
HIGH STREET
USE: Meeting room and Library
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1934

FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Athenaeum 1889.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION
good.

AND

INTACTNESS:

SIGNIFICANCE: Although

erected later
than 1900, the materials and scale of this
building do not detract from the town's
appearance.

B(6)

HISTORY: The first Athenaeum was a
wooden building erected on this' site in
18631, the tender of J. Hornsby and Co.
being accepted.2 The building was erected
to -proVide a reading room for newspapers
from England as well as local publications.
In 1933 the old building was destroyed by
fire and many old books and records were
destroyed. The present building was erected
in 1934.3
L Moon, Tarrangower Past and Present
p,20,
2. Tarrangower Times 4.10.1863
3. Williams p.46.

ROBINSON'S HOUSE

HIGH STREET
USE: resiClimce

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl866
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J. Prime 2.5.1859

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good, fence not original, roof not original,
later addition at side.
SIGNIFICANCE: Unusual, intersecting
gable, Gothic-style building for Maldon.
Delicate timber barge boards and window
trim are also a feature.
HISTORY: This property was vacant
when a flood was reported in April 18601.
John Prime, the purchaser, died in April
18602 and the property appears to have
-passed to John Robinson, as a photograph
',of this building (PH42) is labelled John
Robinson's House. The Tarrangower Times
of 6 March 1866 mentioned that 'the house
recently built for John Robinson is decidedly best', which would appear to refer to
this building.
1. Tarrangower Times 13.4.1860
2. Tarrangower Times 13.4.1860.

PH42
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Robinson House cl865

B(State School Reserve)
CORNER HIGH AND HOSPITAL
STREETS
USE: Primary School
CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1874
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

State School Reserve 1873.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND INTACTNESS:

good

SIGNIFICANCE:Well detailed polychromatic brick building on base of local stone.
Designed William Smith?
HISTORY: Before the eStablishment of
the Education Department in 1873, education was provided by the lOcal ·churches or

in private schools. The main schools in
Maldon were the Denominational School on
the corner of Camp and Church Street and
the Methodist School in Fountain Street.
These operated as common schools with
some Government funding in the late 1860's;
These schools operated as State School
No. 1254 when they were taken over by
the Department of Public Instruction in
August 1873, until the present building was
erected.
'Mr W. Smith, a builder and wheel~
wright of High Street, was the successful
tenderer. The bricklayer was Mr, Finch of
Castlemaine. The building was commenced
on 17 August, 1874, the contract price
being four thousand pounds. The 250,000
bricks were all hand made at Wagner's Brick
Kiln in Tobin Street') The building was
designed to accommodate 750 pupils. The
original contract drawings are signed by
William Smith and dated 25.2.1874. The
building Was officially opened·on 17 August

MALOON PRIMARY SCHOOL NO. 1254

The highest attendance at the school
was in the 1890's when there were approxi~
mately 640 pupils. The pre:1ent attendance
is approximately 100 pupils.2
Some external changes have occurred to
the school since construction. The major
alterations have been to the windows. These
have been enlarged and extra windows
placed between arid beside the original
window openings. This has not detracted
greatly from the school's appearance.
1. Primary School No .1254 Maldon
compiled by Col. Gibson. p.15.
2. Ibid.

1875.
PH45A Maldon Primary School 1875

C(Poiice Reserve)

OLD POLICE STABLES

FRANCIS STREET

USE:

Police garage

CONSTRUCTION DA TE.: Parts from
1854.
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Police Reserve

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good, the stables have been converted to a
garage.
HISTORY: A photograph of this building
appears in 'Maldon and Gold' p.24, when
the building was used as stables. Parts of
this building, particularly the floor, may
date from 1854.

C(Recreation Reserve)

COURTHOUSE

FOUNTAIN STREET
USE: vacant

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1861
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

fair

SIGNIFICANCE: Simple, pleasant building unusually sited near public recreation
·ground.
HISTORY: A timber court house was
constructed in 1857 but when completed in
December 1857 the timber fittings were too
big for the building - there was no room for
the public.l
By 1860 plans had been drawn up for
the new brick court house, the architect
being Kaweran2 (this appears to have been
a mispelling of Kawerau who was an archi•
tect with the Public Works Office 1855603.)
The successful tender was for two
thousand and sixteen pounds by John
_Robertson in December 18604. Apparently
there was some trouble with the building of
the court house, as operations were stop1:e_d

in February 1861 due to inferior materials
and workmanship5. Work was resumed in
April 1861 when Maldon bricks were sub*
stituted for Castlemaine ,bricks6. By July
the court house was nearly finished and was
described as handsome but small. 7
The court house was closed in 1968--69.
1. Mount Alexander Mail 4.12.1857

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Moon. Ifil:TI!J]gower Past and Present
M.B. Lewis
TarrangowerTimes 11.12.1860
Tarrangower Times 5.2.1861
Tarrangower Times 9.4.1861
Tarrangower Times 23.7.1861.
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OLD POLICE LOCK-UP

C(Police Reserve)
FRANCIS STREET
USE: vacant

CONSTRUCTION DATE: 1864
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
Police Reserve

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:

'brick with stone trim

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; appears to be intact externally

SIGNIFICANCE: Unusual use of brick

with stone quoins and lintels,
HISTORY: This brick lockMup was con~
structed by W.H. Smith. in 1864 for a cost

of four hundred and ninety pounds and
seven shillings"for the" Public Works DepartM

mentl. The 1864 Directory entry for W.
Smith showed that he was a coach and cart
Wheelwrjght, Builder, &c, High Street,
Maldon.2~
1. Public

64/274

Works

Department

Records

2. Moon, Tarrangower Past and Present,
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D(13)
CHAPEL STREET

USE:

residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!870
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good, fence not original.

.ECll

SPRING STREJ,;1

USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1865
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
N. White 18.1.1864
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; verandah trellis work not original.
filSTORY: This appears to be the cottage
offered for sale or to let in May 1866 and
described as a four room weatherboard
cottage with kitchen attached, 10' x 10'
dairy, securely fenced garden in Spring
Street. Apply to N. White.I
1. TarrangowerTimesS.5.1866.
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'1(1~
TEMPLETON STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!890
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J.P. Richards, no date.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION AND INTACTNESS:
good; appears intact.

SIGNIFICANCE: Substantial building. Its
main feature is the extensive verandah with
timber fretworks which surrounds the house
on three sides and the original picket fence.

1(14)
ADAIR STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1865
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
l. Lewis, 8.10.1866

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS: .

good; appears intact, previously fenced?
SIGNIFICANCE: Building of pleasing
proportions; gable roof complements the
verandah.
HISTORY: The 1869 ratebook lists three
houses in Adair Street as owned by John
Lewis.

1(15)
HIGH STREET
USE: rCsidence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1880
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
B. Cohen, no date.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherbOard

CONDITION AND INTACTNESS:
good; appears intact; originally fenced?
verandah with
french doors unusual for Malden,

SIGNIFICANCE: Side

'GLENDONALD' PREVIOUSLY 'ETHANDUNE'

1(18, 19)
HIGH STREET
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE: cl870
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

18. H. McNeil, no date; 19. B. Southee, no
date.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
brick, rendered.

CONDITION

AND

INTACTNESS:

good; intact other than face brick painted,
screen door incompatible.
SIGNIFICANCE: One of the larger, elegant buildings in Maldon. Home of R.D.
Oswald Jnr. The principal features are the
entrance portico, formal garden and picket
fence with recessed gateway.
HISTORY: In .Cxcl.ruL~ Victoria
Vol.2, p.391, published in 1902, a photo~
graph of this building appears under the
entry for R.D. Oswald Jnr. His father
Robert Dent Oswald (see 15(5)) owned
the North British Mine and the Caledonian
Crushing Battery and was one of Maldon's
leading citizens in the period 1860-1890.
As it was not until the late 1890's that
Oswald Jnr returned to Maldon to settle
(after being a bank manager in Queensland)
and take over his father's business interests,
it is unlikely that the house was built for
him but he possibly added the entrance
porch to an earlier building.

PH47
43
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lB(l)
PARKINS REEF ROAD
USE: residence

CONSTRUCTION DATE:
Between 1862 and 1866.

FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
W. Crosbie. 26.7.1862.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:

"KYNDAL YN"
L State Library of Victoria, Map Collection, 1862 Ml5A.
* but a small building closer to the corner
which could possibly have been the shop ,
mentioned below.
2. TarrangowerTimes, 30.1.1866.

weatherboard.

CONDITION AND INTACTNESS:

good; appears intact; fence incompatible,
originally picket?
SIGNIFICANCE: Intact, early building
with interesting timber valence with verandah abutting front boundary.
HISTORY: The date of construction is
based on evidence from an early map and
newspaper advertisement. An 1862 mapl
shows no building in this position on the
site* and in 18662 it was reported that
'Mr Crosbie, on the premises, Parkins Reef
Road offers for sale 4 room cottage and
&hop, on a comer allotment, having frontage to two streets, garden and yard . ; . •
which would appear to refer to the extant
building. A good example of an early
l'.Jliners cottage in Malden.

lB(19)
:OFF PARKINS REEF ROAD
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1860
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
H. McFarlane 2.5.1867

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
weatherboard

CONDITION AND INTACTNESS:

poor; unaltered condition.
Interesting
small
cottage in unmodified condition. Also
"interesting for number and design of chimneys.
HISTORY: Built by 1869, as rate book
entry shows Henry Mcfarlane, Wooden
house, Parkins Reef Road.

:sIGNIFICANCE:

1C(33)
PARKINS REEF ROAD
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c1890
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:

T. Gardiner.

CONDITION AND

INTACTNESS:

fair; appears intact, fence incompatible.
HISTORY: Photograph PH48 shows early
:view of house with picket fence and striped
Verandah roofing. This provides a useful
pasis for restoration of buildings of this
'style.

PH48

House Parkins Reef Road cl 900

1C(37A)
GREY STREET
USE: residence
CONSTRUCTION DATE: c!86o
FIRST LAND PURCHASE DATE:
J.A. Wilson 11.2.1941

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS:
sandstone and basalt.

CONDITION AND INTACTNESS:
fair

SIGNIFICANCE: Unusual

use of stone
and an interesting small scale cottage.
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